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HEARING ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION

THURSDAY, JULY 22, 1993

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:20 a.m., Room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dale E. Kildee, Chair-
man, presiding.

Men bers present: Representatives Kildee, Roemer, Becerra,
Green English, Payne, Romero-Barcelo, Goodling, Gunderson, and
Petri.

Staff present: Susan A. Wilhelm, subcommittee staff director;
Tom Kelley, subcommittee legislative associate; Jack Jenning, edu-
cation counsel, Committee on Education and Labor; Kris Gilbert,
majority staff, Committee on Education and Labor; and Lynn
Selmser, professional staff member and minority legislative associ-
ate.

Chairman KILDEE. The subcommittee meets this morning to con-
tinue hearings on H.R. 6, the reauthorization of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act. Today we will discuss bilingual edu-
cation. Students entering school with limited proficiency in English
face particularly difficult hurdles in achieving academically.

I want to remind people that the purpose of bilingual education
is to help students become proficient in the use of English while
using their native language for instruction so that these students
do not fall behind academically and so they can achieve grade pro-
motion and high graduation rates.

Today's hearing will focus on ways to improve bilingual edu-
cation services provided under the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act. Before introducing today's witnesses, I want to recog-
nize my good friend, the gentleman from Pennsylvania, the Rank-
ing Member of the full Education and Labor Committee and the
Ranking Member of the subcommittee, Mr. Goodling.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I encourage my colleagues to listen closely to all the views pre-

sented today on this important issue. Over the past 10 to 15 years.
I have had growing numbers of LEP students move into my con-

gressional district and schools are struggling to meet their needs
without any State or Federal support.

The 19th Congressional District is mostly rural. We don't have
large nunibers of students like some congressional districts. How-
ever, ti,e number of students is growing and now more than ever

(1)
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it is important that we have the resources to ensure that they
learn English as quickly as possible in order to obtain a good edu-
cation.

I would like to wel "ome Marcia Kile who works with the English
as a Second Language program operated out of the Lincoln Inter-
mediate Unit in Adams County in my congressional district. I look
forward to today's testimony and working on the legislation which
provides us with programs to assist communities in meeting the
needs of their LEP students.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much.
Because we have two Members and have work on the floor today,

we will dispense with the other opening statements and have thoseentered into the record.
We will turn to Mr. Jose Serrano, a Member of Congress.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSE SERRANO, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I come before you as the Chairman of the Con-

gressional Hispanic Caucus. I appreciate the opportunity to testify
on the effectiveness of Federal education programs for Latinos and
other language minorities.

School reform legislation that leaves out our Nation's language-
minority students is not serious reform. The Census reveals that
one out of seven Americans today does not speak English at home.
One-third of the students in major urban districts are limited Eng-
lish proficient and reliable estimates place the number of limited
English-proficient students at between 2.3 million and 3.5 million.
This challenge confronts the entire Nation not merely the Coastand big cities.

Over the past decade, the minority student population grew by
40 percent in Pennsylvania, 68 percent in California, 45 percent in
Ohio, and 72 percent in Wisconsin.

Language-minority students now comprise a third of the student
population in California, 28 percent in Texas, 23 percent in New
York, and 22 percent in Arizona.

Let us be clear, however. We are not here today to talk about im-
migration policy. We are not here today to debate language policy.
We are here today to help the students in our schools. We are here
to build nE.tional education policy on the basis of what works in
education.

The Congressional Hispanic Caucus is planning to introduce leg-
islation that would amend the Elementary and Secondary Edu-cation Act and ensure that every child has the opportunity to learn.

Helping Latino, Asian and other language-minority children to
meet and exceed high achievement standards in all curricula areas
while learning English is good for children and good for our coun-
try. Research has proven conclusively that sink-or-swim English'anguage imr, ersion has never succeeded in effectively educating
our children.

As the National Academy of Sciences reported last year, "con-
trary to the widely accepted myth that earlier immigrant groupsmanaged without special programs, most immigrant children who

.4,
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entered schools were more likely to sink than swim in English-only
classrooms."

In 1890, for example, just 13 percent of the 12-year-olds enrolled
in New York public schools and those whose parents were foreign-
born went on to high school. In other words, we were losing nearly
9 out of 10 of those students before they entered high school. For
that reason, the academy noted that numerous 19th century public
schools in Ohio, Louisiana, and New Mexico used German, French
and Spanish for instruction.

German-English bilingual schools operated Jetween 1880 and
1917 in Ohio, Minnesota, and Maryland. In private schools, Ger-
man-English bilingual education flourished throughout the United
States. Those children, like today's children, learned to speak Eng-
lish. The myth of instant English in which new Americans learned
English as they walked down the ship's gangplank has never been
true.

Study after study documents that today's immigrants are learn-
ing English at least as fast as earlier generations. But in today's
world, English-only is not enough. Sink or-swim immersion that
slows learning subject matter sets language-minority children up
for failure.

Children who seem to be doing well enough in kindergarten all
too often find themselves sinking like lead in subsequent school
years as the gap in academic achievement grows between these
students and those who came to school speaking English.

It is important to understand that bilingual education is not an
ideological issue. It is an educational issue. If you want children to
learn, support bilingual education. If you do not want children to
learn, oppose bilingual education. It is that simple.

It is the best way to teach children English in ways that allow
them also to learn the math, science arid other skills they need
without falling behind.

The legislation planned by the Congressional Hispanic Caucus
would encourage a new generation of bilingual programs, movir
away from often isolated vograms, to build system capacity to
serve all language-minority students. It strengthens support for bi-
lingual education by developi lg a national network of research, de-
velopment and dissemination to help SEAS and LEAs initiate and
upgrade education.

While the number of LEP students has grown, 41 percent over
the past decade, only 7 percent of our Nation's teachers are trained
in bilingual education. The Department of Education has estimated
that there is a shortage of 175,000 bilingual teachers. That i s why
this legislation puts strong emphasis on developing bilingual teach-
ers. This includes reform of teacher preparation programs for gen-

. eral teachers to ensure they know how to effectively work with
LEP students.

The legislation also clarifies the eligibility of limited English-pro-
ficient students to participate in Chapter 1. Bilingual education is
a small capacity building program based on competitive grants
serving only about 11 per, of our Nation's LEP students.

Chapter 1 is a formula-based program that drives educational
services to disadvantaged children throughout the Nation.
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A study by the Council of Chief State School Officers found that
in 12 of 31 States LEP students are receiving no Chapter 1 serv-
ices. As one Department of Education study found, the educational
support students get depends more on where they happen to live
than on that child's education needs. Moreover, the Department of
Education's prospect study and other research show that even
where LEP students are receiving Chapter 1 services, the services
are not structured to meet their needs.

The education a child gets should be based on that child's edu-
cational needs, not the school district the child happens to live in.

The legislation provides for fair and appropriate inclusion of LEP
students in Chapter 1 with strengthened capacity-building through
Title VII.

Finally, I want to emphasize that these children are a unique re-
source. They will help America compete in world markets and con-
tinue as world leaders. The U.S. spends millions of dollars a year
to teach new languages to English speaking Americans. Ironically,
through English-only classrooms, we spend millions more teaching
language minorities to forget their native language as they learn
to speak English.

In today's economy, English-only is not enough. As the Secretary
of Labor wrote in his former life as a professor, "The Work Of Na-
tions," "The real economic challenge facing the United States io the
years ahead is to increase the potential value of what its citizens
can add to the global economy by enhancing their skills and capac-
ities and by improving their means of linking those skills and ca-
pacities to the world market."

Yesterday American small business largely ignored international
opportunities. Today small firms are leading the way in developing
American exports. These opportunities pay. Average wages in ex-
port-related industries are 17 percent higher than rxerage manu-
facturing wages.

NAFTA, GATT and other proposed free trade agreements would
make these ;anguage and international skills even more important.

This is a frontier of opportunity, Mr. Chairman. This ESEA reau-
thorization offers 11,1 the chance to begin cashing in on the un-
tapped, resource of laLguage minorities in the United States.

Kindergarten-level Chinese doesn't do much when you need to
negotiate a multi-million dollar contract. Bilingual education can
help meet this challenge. For example, two-way bilingual programs
develop high levels of proficiency in both English and a second lan-
guage for all students. This can help America turn international
challenges into international opportunities for all Americans.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that languages open opportunities.
American students bring all the world languages to our classrooms.
While every child must gain command of Englishthe Caucus sup-
ports every child's right and determination to gain full command
of English and build achievement in math, science and the rest of
the core curriculum. It simply makes sense to develop rather than
dismantle this uniquely American resource.

I urge that the Congressional Hispanic Caucus legislation be in-
cluded in the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. I look forward, Mr. Chairman, to working closely
with you, the Members of the committee, and the administration
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to ensure that quality education and opportunities are ensured for
every student.

Thank you.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Serrano.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Jose E. Serrano follows:]

STATENMENT OF HON. Jose E. SERRANO, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. Chairman, I come before you as the Chairman of the Congressional Hispanic
Caucus. I appreciate the opportunity to testify on the effectiveness of Federal edu-
cation programs for Latinos and other language minorities.

School reform legislation that leaves out our Nation's language-minority students
is not serious reform.

The Census reveals that one-out-of-seven Americans today does not speak English
at home. One-third of the students in major urban districts are limited-English pro-
ficient. And reliable estimates place the number of limited-English proficient stu-
dents at between 2.3 and 3.5 million.

This challenge confronts the entire Nation, not merely the Coast arid big cities.
Over the past decade, the language minority student population grew by 40 percent
in Pennsylvania, 68 percent in California, 45 percent in Ohio, and 72 percent in
Wisconsin. Language-minority students now comprise a third of the student popu-
lation in California, 28 percent in Texas, 23 percent in New York, and 22 percent
in Arizona.

Let's be clear. We are not here today to talk about immigration policy. We are
not here today to debate language policy. We are here today to help the students
in our schools. We are here to build national education policy on the basis of what
works in education.

The Congressional Hispanic Caucus is planning to introduce legislation that
would amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and ensure that every
child has the opportunity to learn. Helping Latino, Asian and other language-minor-
ity children to meet and exceed high achievement standards in all curricula areas
while learning English is good for kids and good for America.

Research has proven conclusively that sink-or-swim English language immersion
has never succeeded in effectively educating our children. As the National Academy
of Sciences reported last year, "Contrary to the widely accepted myth that earlier
immigrant groups managed without special programs, most immigrant children who
entered schools were more likely to sink than swim in English-only classrooms. In
1890, for example, just 13 percent of the 12-year-olds enrolled in New York public
schools and whose parents were foreign-born went on to high school." In other
words, we were losing nearly 9 out of 1G of those students before they entered
high school.

For that very reason, the Academy noted that numerous 19th century public
schools in Ohio, Louisiana, and New Mexico, used German, French and Spanish for
instruction. German-English bilingual schools operated between 1880 and 1917 in
Ohio, Minnesota, and Maryland. In private schools, German-English bilingual edu-
cation flourished throughout the United States. Those children, lice today's chil-
dren, learned English.

The myth of "instant English" in which new Americans learned .7:nglish as they
walked down the ship's gangplank has never been true. Study aft "r study docu-
ments that today's immigrants are learning English at least as fast as earlier gen-
erations.

But in today's world, English-only is not enough. Sink-or-swim immersion that
slows learning subject matter sets language-minority children up for failure. Chil-
dren who seem to be doing well enough in kindergarten all too often find themselves
sinking like lead in subsequent school years as the gap in academic achievement
grows between these students and those who came to school speaking English

It is important to understand that bilingual education is not an ideological issue.
It is an educational issue. If you do not want kids to learn, oppose bilinjual edu-
cation. It's that simple. It is the best way to teach kids English in ways that allow
them also to learn the math, science, and other skills they need without falling be-
hind.

The legislation planned by the Congressional Hispanic Caucus would encourage
a new generation of bilingual programsmoving from often isolated programs to
build system capacity to serve all language-minority students. It strengthens sup-
port for bilingual education by developing a national network of research, develop-
ment and dissemination to help SEAs and LEAs initiate and upgrade education.
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While the number of LEP students has grown 41 percent over the past decade,
only 7 percent of our Nation's teachers are trained in bilingual education. The De-
partment of Education has estimated that there is a shortage of 175,000 bilingual
teachers. That is why this legislation puts strong emphasis on developing bilingual
teachers. This includes reform of teacher preparation programs for general teachers
to ensure they know how to effectively work with LEP students.

The legislation also clarifies the eligibility of limited-English proficient students
to participate in Chapter 1. Bilingual education is a small capacity building program
based on competitive grants, serving only about 11 percent of our Nation's LEP stu-
dents; Chapter 1 is a formula-based program that drives educational services to dis-
advantaged children throughout the Nation. A study by the Cornell of Chief State
School Officers found that in 12 of 31 States, LEP students are receiving no Chap-
ter 1 services. As one Department of Education study found, the educational support
students get depends more on where they happen to live than on that child's edu-
cation needs. Moreover, the Department of Education's "Prospects" study and other
research show that even where LEP students are receiving Chapter 1 services, the
services are not structured to meet their needs.

The education a child gets should be based on that child's educational needsnot
the school district th1 child happens to live in. The legislation provides for fair and
appropriate inclusion of LEP students in Chapter 1, with strengthened capacity-
building through Title VII.

Finally, I want to emphasize that these children are a unique resource; they will
help America compete in world markets and continue as world leader. The U.S.
spends millions of dollars a year to teach new languages to English-speaking Ameri-
cans. Ironically, through English-only classrooms, we spend millions more teaching
language minorities to forget their native language as they learn to speak English.

In today's economy, English-only is not enough. As Robert Reich wrote in The
Work Of Nations: "The real economic challenge facing the United States in the
years ahead is to increase the potential value of what its citizens can add to the
global economy by enhancing their skills and capacities and by improving 'their
means of linking those skills and capacities to the world market."

Yesterday, American small business largely ignored international opportunities.
Today, small firms are leading the way in developing American exports. These op-
portunities pay. Average wages in export-related industries are 17 percent higher
than average manufacturing wages. NAFTA, GATT and other proposed free trade
agreements would make these language and international skills even more impor-
tant.

This is a frontier of opportunity. This ESEA reauthorization offers us the chance
to begin cashing in on the untapped resource of language minorities in the U.S. Kin-
dergarten-level Chinese doesn't do much when you need to negotiate a multimillion
dollar contract. Bilingual education can help meet this challenge. For example, "2-
way" bilingual programs develop high levels of proficiency in both English and a sec-
ond language for all students. This can help America turn international challenges
into international opportunities for all Americans.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that languages open opportunities. America's students
bring all the world languages to our classrooms. While every child must gain com-
mand of English and build achievement in math, science, and the rest of the core
curriculum, it simply makes sense to develop rather than dismantle this uniquely
American resource.

I urge that the Congressional Hispanic Caucus legislation be included in the reau-
thorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

I look forward to continuing to work closely with Chairman Kildee, the Members,
and the administration to ensure that quality education opportunities are ensured
for every student.

Chairman KILDEE. One observation. Many years agoI have not
traveled since I have been in Congress, but many years ago, I took
a year off from my teaching duties and traveled around the world
in 1980 some countries and discovered that the United States is
probably the most monolingual country in the world as far as our
ability to deal with the rest of the world.

I lived a year in Pakistan and my assistant there in Pakistan
spoke three languages fluently, English very fluently, Pushtu,
which is the language of the Pathans in the Khyber Pass, and
Urdu or Sindhi, and his ability to serve himself and serve his coun-

0
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try was greatly enhanced by the fact that he was more than just
monolingual.

So I do think there is a great deal to be said for individuals being
bilingual and retaining their ability to speak more than one lan-
guage.

Mr. SERRANO. This is probably a horrible example, but it is one
that makes the point. During the 1960s era of spaghetti westerns,
the French Italian and Spanish actors did their own dubbing in
three languages. The American actors had to have other actors dub
their voices in other languages. You have never heard what
Charles Bronson can sound like dubbed in Spanish.

It takes away the meanness of the approach.
Chairman KILDEE. It would be a terrible educational failure and

social failure for students not to become proficient in English, but
to be able to speak another language is good for them and good for
our country also.

Our next witness is Congressman Roth my good friend from the
neighboring State of Wisconsin.

STATEMENT OF HON. TOBY ROTH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and we are good friends,
as I hope I am of all the Members of this committee.

I am delighted to be here today. The reason I got interested in
this issue is because I am concerned with what is happening to
America culturally. As I see America, we are people from every cor-
ner of the globe, from every linguistic and cultural background, but
we are all Americans. Why? Because we have a wonderful com-
monality called the English language and I feel we are losing that
today.

I do feel that we want our children to be proficient in foreign lan-
guages, you bet. All of my children either took foreign languages
or are taking foreign languages in school, but that is different from
the issue before us of bilingual education. In bilingual education,
I feel that many times these young people grow up and are not pro-
ficient in any language, and I am here today to speak for these
children and their parents, Mr. Chairman and Members. Someone
has to say what these children and their parents know to be true,
that without English, these young people are doomed to a second-
class future.

English is the language of opportunity in America. Do these pro-
grams continue because parents support them? No. These programs
continue despite parental opposition.

0 tie of the most moving statements on this subject was made by
Ernesto Ortiz, a foreman on a south Texas ranch, who said: "My
children learn Spanish in school so they can grow up to be bus boys
and waiters. I teach them English at home so they can grow up to
be doctors and lawyers."

Thomas Sowell, in his book "Inside American Education," cited
numerous surveys providing that a great majority of Hispanic par-
entsmore than three-fourths of Mexican-American parents and
more than four-fifths of Cuban-American parentsare opposed to
teaching Spanish in school at the expense of English.
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These feelings from Hispanic parents are understandable and
laudable. Consider the plight of a non-English speaker in America.
Newspaper want-ads offering jobs are meaningless. Writing an ef-
fective resume is even more difficult. The most tragic aspect of
failed bilingual education programs is that they relegate these pu-
pils to second-class economic status.

Right now I suspect there are more supporters of bilingual edu-
cation in this hearing room than there are in the rest of the coun-
try combined.

President Reagan reminded us that Washington, DC is the home
of the iron triangle. That triangle is composed of three parts: the
lobbyists who make their living from an issue; the bureaucrats who
also make a living from an issue; and the sympathetic members of
the news media. The bilingual education programs Congress wants
to renew today are being pushed by the very same iron triangle of
which the American people tell us they are so sick and tired.

The time has come to admit that transitional bilingual education
does not work. The evidence has been in for some time. Transi-
tional bilingual education is a dismal failure at what Congress spe-
cifically asked it to accomplish; that is, to teach English.

Even advocates of bilingual programs have been forced to admit
that these programs do not work. Thomas Carter and Roberto
Segura in their book, "Mexican-Americans in School: A Decade of

ange," confess that governmental financial support for bilingual
education will diminish rapidly as it becomes increasingly clear to
legislators that the goals of improved Chicano academic achieve-
ment are not met.

That was said in 1979. Most people don't know that Congress
mandated bilingual education nationally in 1974, with little evi-
dence of its success. This was the Red Queen in Alice and Wonder-
land: Sentence first, verdict afterwards. Today the search for proof
that these programs actually help immigrant children learn Eng-
lish continues without success.

The most thorough study in this area was released in 1986 oy
Christine Rossell and Michael Ross. Rossell and Ross reviewed
eves study they could find on the subject from the 1960s to 1984.
The, I. aim was to find if bilingual education actually helps students
learn English.

As they bluntly point out, "Not a single study has found transi-
tional bilingual education to be superior to structured immersion."

I ask that the complete study appear in the record at this point.
Chairman KILDEE. Without objection, it certainly will be included

in the committee file.
[The information follows:]
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The Social Science Evidence on Bilingual
Education

CHRISTINE H. ROSSELL*
J. MICHAEL ROSS**

Introduction

After a decade of rapid growth in federally funded bilingual educationthe
current budget exceeds $200 million of which SI43 million goes to Title VII
alonequestions are increasingly being asked about its purpose, its effec-
tiveness, and its future. This paper addresses these issues by, first:'clescribing
the role of social science research evidence in the development of federal and
court policy on bilingual education;-seeond, by assessing the research evidence
on policy alternatives for educating children who do not speak English; and
-third-, by making some policy recommendations to improve the educational
achievement of linguistic minorities:"This paper builds oc and is indebted to
earlier reviews of the literature, but offers a different interpretation of the
research than most. Furthermore, unlike a traditional review of the research,
we have tried to offer an explanation for the disparate findings of the research
rather than simply a "headcount." We believe this is particularly necessary for
controversial social programs where the tendency of cri&s is to argue that
"nothing works" when research findings contradict each other.

There are two characteristics of the research and writing on bilingual educa-
tion which stand out. The first is that much of it consists of local evaluations
with inadequate research designs. These local evaluators are usually unable to
assemble a "control" group; that is, students similar to those receiving
bilingual education in every way except that they are not in a bilingual educa-
!ion program. Thus, these evaluators typically examine gains in educational
achievement before and after the bilingual education program for students
enrolled in it without ever comparing these gains to what might have been
achieved if they had not been in the program (i.e., the control group's gain). To
their credit, many of the evaluators forced to use this model understand they
can draw to policy conclusions from it. Unfortunately, many do not and
numerous reviewers have compounded the error by uncritically citing these and
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other flawed studies as support for transitional bilingual education as the policy
alternative that will produce the greatest English language achievement.

The second characteristic of the research is that, as is common with contro-
versial social programs with egalitarian goals, the evaluators and these who
review and integrate the research, are also passionate advocates of bilingual
education for political or ideological reasons. The disgraceful treatment of
finguistic minorities in this countrythe mislabeling of limited English proli-
ciency (LEP) children as mentally retr_rded, their high dropout or pushout rate
because they have been allowed to flounder in an alien, hostile environment, or
actually punished for using their mother tongue may have influenced many
social scientists, bilingual education lawyers, and reviewers of the research to
believe that any policy which ignores the mother tongue in favor of English is
racist, and any policy which maintains the mother tongue, however inade-
quately, is equitable. This has created an atmosphere in which it is difficult for
an academic to criticize current policy in this field. It has also created an
atmosphere in which it is all too easy to interpret flawed studies as support for
bilingual education and to reject or ignore competent, relevant studies with
conflicting findings.

We believe that the education of linguistic minorities in this country is too
important to be dominated by one viewpoint and that other interpretations of
the research ought to be part of the discussion of policy alternatives. Hence,
this papa will offer our interpretation of what the social science research has to
say with regard to the education of linguistic minorities and the influence this
research has had on the courts and federal policy.

Our discussion is centered on analyzing a program whose avowed goal is to
"transition" non-English speaking students from their native tongue to English
and to produce the highest English language achievement of which that student
is capable. We are quite aware that is a politically- influenced goal which
may not be a particularly desirable one. indeed, if the issue were a purely
pedagogical one, we would probably be discussing how best to bolster the
linguistic advantage of speakers of other languages instead of how to
transition Mem from potential bilingualism into assured monolingualism. But
the supporters of transitional bilingual education have not disputed the goal
of the program and thus our task is to evaluate whether it achieves that goal.
In our conclusions we discuss other goals such as bilingual maintenance,
which we view as at least as desirable as the goal of transitioning students
from native tongue monolingualism to English language monolingualism.

Language Exclusion and Equal Educational Opportunity

As an abstract principle, equal educational opportunity is highly valued, but
in practice there appear; to be no consensus as to what it is. Yucloff cites three
definitions: I) every child must have equal access to schooling resources (equal

14
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dollars or equal facilities and services) unless a compelling state interest hasbeen demonstrated to the contrary; 2) all public school students, regardless ofrace or ethnic origin, must be treated in a nondiscriminatory manner; and3) inequalities among individuals in the effectiveness of resources and the
outcomes of schooling must be compensated for by the state' With regard tolinguistic minorities, the plaintiffs have often been able to persuade the courtsthat equal educational opportunity is the third, and most stringent, of thesedefinitions: equal achievement.

Lam v. Nichols2 is not the first bilingual education case, but it is thought tohave changed the direction of bilingual education policy in the United States. inthis decision, the Supreme Court reversed two lower courts on the basis of TitleVII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Court held that any school district
accepting federal aid must affirmatively

overcome the English language defi-
ciencies of students with limited Engfish-speaking ability, but that no specificremedy was required under the statute? This had the effect of validating theOffice for Civil Rights' (OCR) 1970 memorandum interpreting Title VII as
encompassing the denial of equal educational opportunity to language minoritychildren and requiring school districts to file compliance plans with OCR. Nosocial science evidence was introduced in Lau and thus the Court may havebeen ignorant of any controversy over second language learning.

The Office for Civil Rights
subsequently assembled an educational task forceto recommend policy alternatives for complying with the Lau decision. Threebasic instructional alternatives were identified, in addition to doing nothingforthe language minority child (submasion).4 Tlx fast instructional technique isEnglish as a Second Language (ESL) instrActic,n for one or two periods a dayand participation in the regular classroom for the rest of the day. ESL is a pull-

out program usually based on a special curriculum, but the instructors do nothave to know the child's native language.
The second policy alternative identified was structured immersion whereinstruction is in the language being learned (L2), but the teacher knows thestudent's native tongue (LI). The second language used in these programs isalways geared to the chikken's language proficiency at each stage so that it is

comprehensible. The native tongue is used only in the rare instances when thestudent cannot complete a task without it. The student thus leams the secondlanguage and subject !tuner content simultaneously. Immersion programs in

I. Yudoff. Egos/ Educational Opportunity
ad eke. Courts. 51 Ter L. Rsv. 411 (19731.2. Lau v. ?idiots. 414 U.S. 5113 (1974).

3 ld. at 57041.
4. Office for Civil Rights. tux RACE FPOINGS SP13.1IPTING RfAi F.rxk3 AVAILAIILF T.ING PAST Ent/CATTONAL PRACTICF3 Unowe Lw

v. tatclans.(1975)/Hereinalter citeda L u fik.V*1)1/.,S I.teprosed in K Saki A A. de Kamer es.
EO., Appendix B 1191131; See also Bake St deKarns. Federal andier and the tfivanvosess rf boliontal editions.. s OILINGUAT. ept)C. (K. Rakes ft A deKale( eds. 19131. 34-;5 Itlereineer tiled aa der A de Kamm Fnitral
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which the second language is not the dont/Inuit language of the country typ-

ically include at least thirty to sixty minutes a day of native tongue language

arts. In fact, most of the Canadian "immersion" programs become bilingual

programs after the first grade.
The third and most widely implemented policy alternative identified was

transitional bilingual education (TBE). According to Young, et at least

forty percent of all LEP children are now hs THE programs, and only twenty-

six percent are in English instruction classrooms. The other thirty-four percent

are divided among bilingual maintenance. Spanish instruction, and ESL

classes. By contrast, Okada, a aL.6 found so projects which reported English

only as a literacy goal for LEP students. fierce, TBE is clearly the dominant

special language instructional program in the United States.

In transitional bilingual education, the student is taught both in his native

tongue and the language being learned, with subject matter taught in the native

tongue. The amount of instructional time in the native tongue is reduced, and

English increased, until the student is proficient enough in English to join the

regular instructional program. The majorityof elementary school programs arc

three year programs. The rationale underlying TBE differs depending on the

age of the child. For very young children, it is learning to read in the native

tongue first which is a necessary condition fcr optimal reading ability in the

second language. For all children it is argued that learning a second language

takes time and children should not lose ground in other subject matters, par-

ticularly math, during that time period.
The OCR task force recommendations, known as the Lau remedies? went

well beyond the court's requirement that school districts do something for LEP

children. The task force specified the content of these programs and how they

should be designed and implemented. They insisted that transitional bilingual

education was the best, if not the only, instructional approach for providing

equal educational opportunity to linguistic minorities! Without ever holding a

public discussion of this assumption, OCR negotiated plans for bilingual edu-

cation with over five hundred individual school districts between 1975 and

1980. School districts which diti not wish to provide TBE had to prove that

their alternative was equally effective, even though OCR had never proven that

TBE was effective.
Even before Lau, however, plaintiffs were seeking bilingual education as a

5. M. YOUNG, ET AL., THE DESCRIPTIVE PHASE REIOET OF THE NATIONAL LONCITUDINAL EVALU-

ATION OF THE EPFECTIVLYKS.3 OP SERVED 10P LANGUAGE MINOPITALLUTED-ENCLIS14-PlIOPICIENT

STUMNTS OM) (DMIC(NFICO4 AMC.. IOC.. Artmeton. Va,t .

6. M. OKADA. L'T AL-. SYNTUFSIS OF Ric/V*7ED EVALUATION AN O itesroutcm EVIDENCE ON TN"

EFFECT OP BIUNGUAL EOUCAIION BASIC PROIEC7% 0913) (Nalioaal Cares foe Baird Edw., Las

Alamitos. Colt.
'1 L.ku R4meoum. supra note 4.

8. Id.
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remedy for alleged fourteenth amendment violations. One of the earliest of
these court cases was Seen v. Portaks Municipal Schools, Evidence on the
differential IQ test scores of Hispanic and white children in the Portales school
system was admitted into trial, although by itself such evidence constitutes no
proof of intentional discrimination. The plaintiffs argued for an expansion of
the bilingual program, but did not show that the cause of the lower IQs of the
Hispanic children was the failure to provide bilingual education. Indeed, what
little evidence there was suggested the opposite since the only school with a
bilingual education program had the lowest test scores in the district! The
court's response was to order an expansion of that program and the introduction
of new programs in the other schools.°

In Otero v. Mesa County Valley School District No. 51,11 the plaintiffs went
even further in demanding a bilingual maintenance program as a remedy for the
low achievement of Hispanic students. After listening to the expert testimony,
the court concluded educational theory was not an exact science and that if the
differences between educators were compared to psychiatrists, the latter were
almost of a single rnind.° Nevertheless, it was persuaded by the analysis of
language dominance conducted by the defendants' linguistic expert. This
analysis showed that less than three percent of the Mexican-American students
had any knowledge of Spanish.° The court rejected the plaintiffs' st:rvey which
found a large r.umber of homes in which Spanish was spoken, and was per-
suaded by the defendants that the most likely explanatory variable for the
slightly lower English language test scores of Hispanic students, compared to
Anglos, was the lower socioeconomic level of the students?

Given the evidence presented, both sides jumped to unwarranted con-
clusions. One cannot decide on the basis of tests showing little or no knowl-
edge of Spanish that the students had no language problem. This simply
demonstrates instruction in Spanish is not the remedy. We know from innu-
merable research studies that one's home environment is one of the most
important influences on academic achievement. Therefore, students who hear
English at home will usually have an academic advantage in the English lan-
guage over students v ho hear Spanish at home, all other things being equal.°

9 Soma v. Portales Mir. Sas., 351 F. Sapp. 1179 (D.C.N.M. 19721: 4,41 499 F.2d 11471101 Cr.
1974).

10. 351 F. Som. et 122.3. 499 F 2d at 100.
II. Quo v. Mesa Co. Sch. Dig_ 401 F. Sum. 162 (D.C. Cob. 1975).
12. Id. 24 164.

13. Id at 16.5.
14. Id. at 166.
15. See ). CARROLL. THE FOREIGN LAMOIJAGS ATTAIN...EMS OF LAMOUAGG MAJORS IN THE SOOOR

YEAR: A SURVEY Comoucreo IN U.S. COLLEGES AND Umvessmes (19671 (Harvard Usiversity.
Cambridge. Mass.): A. So A K. WHAT MATTERS? A STUDY OP MS, RELATIVE IMPACT OF bd.-

OUAGE BACKGROUND AMD SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS ON ILEAOHO ACHIEVE:MINT(190 (Hatiomal Cella
for Bilingual Research. tea Mambos, Cal.g E. D% AVILA. RaArive LAMERIACIE Peciricsoicy: A Cow
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This is only further compounded by the fact that the former tend to be of higher
socioeconomic status than the latter. These relationships could travc been tested
by A statistical analysis, but none of the experts in this lase did so.

As indicated above, because of federal funding and conuramity demand.
lisost bilingual education programs have been instituted without litigation since
Lai, In Aspira c N.Y.. Inc. v. Board of Education of the City of N.Y. 16 the
plahrifEs were making a less radical argument than was made in Otero. They
argued that all Spanish surnamed students should be allowed to take the lan-
guage assessment battery (L.A.B.) in Spanish, as well as in English. and be
assigned to the bilingual program only if the student scored higher in Spanish
than in English. The experts introduced no statistical analysis of language
abilities as in the previous case, and the court concluded that the most vivid
point to emerge from all the argumentation was the enormous amount of
speculation and uncertainty. Nevertheless, a consent decree specified a
bilingual education program for children who scored higher in Spanish than in
English!?

In Guadalupe Organization Inc. v. Tempe Elementary School District No.
3.16 the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals summarily dismissed the case against
the Tempe Elementary School District which had been accused of not provid-
ing non-English speaking students with bilingual-bicultural education. The
grounds for dismissal were that the existing educational programs dealt with
the problem of teaching English to non-English speaking children and that the
equal protection clause imposed no duty on districts to provide bilingual-
bicultural education staffed with bilingual instructors.°

At the same time, the legal authority of the Las remedies was being chal-
lenged by a school district in Alaska ordered by OCR to pay for the deveop-
ment of a written Eskimo language so that Eskimo children could receive
bilingual instruction in reading. The school district argued in Northwest Arctic
v. Califano,20 that since the Lau remedies were neither a law nor a regulation.
they were unenforceable. This case was settled out of court when OCR agreed
to publish a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for Title VI Lai remedies. The
proposed regulations required that transitional bilingual education be used to
meet the needs of all language minority children. As part of the regulatory
review, the Department of Education under the Carter Administration under-
took an extensive review of bilingual education research to determine the

PARDON OF PPIEVALENCE. ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL AND SOC/0031:m0MIC STATUS MOM (Reran Whinnied

to the Rand Corporation): Rosenthal. Baker & Gininett. The effect 4 language backyard on cc Isteremera
!ewf rd !earwig eseeesit eleneewrry xlsool stwawn. 56 Soc. OF EDUC. 157 (19(3).

16. Aspire v. Dowd of Edw. of N.Y.. 394 F. Sapp. 1161(5.0)1.Y. 1975).
17. Id. st 1166.
IS. Guadalupe v. Tempe Sem Sch. Dist.. 537 F.2d 1022 tie Cr. 1971).
19. Id. at 1026.
20. Northwest Arctic Skit Dem. v. Califs... No. A077.216 ID. Alaska. Sept. 29. 1973).
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eligible population2i and the research evidence supporting TBE. After review-
ing the research 22 the Department of Education under the Reagan administra-
tion then withdrew their proposed regulations and dropped the Liu remedies on
the grounds that there was no research justification for mandating transitional
bilingual education.

Nevertheless, since TBE has been adopted in thousands of school districts
around the country, many "second generation" bilingual education problems
ar' now being litigated. In Rios v. Read.13 and Cintron v. Brentwood?' the
plaintiffs argued that the achievement gap between Spanish surnamed and
English monolingual students had widened because, in the former case, stu-
dents had been transferred out of the bilingual program too early, and in the
latter case, were kept in it too long. Several educational experts testified in both
cases, although only in Rios was any systematic social science research pre-
sented. Richard N. Faust of Columbia Univer3ity filed an affidavit for the
plaintiffs containing a statistical analysis of the achievement of Hispanic
students who had been in the bilingual program. The analysis demonstrated
that these children were behind in achievement compared with their Hispanic
counterparts who had not been in the prograrn.25

The defendants tried to counter this by showing significant gains in the
reading achievement of Hispanic students. When it was pointed out to them
during cross-examination that their Hispanic group included children who had
not been in the bilingual program, they then changed their position to one of
opposition to bilingual education and in support of ESL classes instead. George
Bereday, a professor of Comparative Education at Columbia University, testi-
fied for the deft...rid:um. He argued that the experience of ethnic minorities in
other counties indicates that only total immersion in the second language
results in the mother tongue becoming subordinate and the second language
becoming dominant, sr competitive, with those in the highest social strata.26

Courtney Cazden o! the Harvard Graduate School of Education also testified
in Rios. In that case ani in U.S. v. Texas,r1 she supported transitional bilingual
education, despite the fact that in personal communication with the first author
she admitted there was nc research rationale for it. Her testimony was, instead,
based on what she arguel was "common sense" and "court precedent."2

21. Elincs, The Size e' EligiNe Langroge-MNerity Poggdatio. wBit.mothat. &we. (K. bier &
A. Yaeger eds. 1983).

22. K. BAY: 1 -I A. De ICNITL.11. EFFF.CIWEPOE33 (W 1311-reiGUAL EDVCAIION: A REVIIM OF THE

Lf rtRATU1tE (1981) (U.S. Dep't d Educ.. Washington. D.C.) lliervisafter citedus BAKER A DE K.NTEll.

23. Rios v. Read. 73 F.R.D. 589 (E D.N.Y 1977).

24. Goren v. Brentnood Union Free Sch. Des t.. 455 F. Supp. 57 (E.D.N.Y. 1978).
25 Riot v Read, supra tune 23
26. G. Bo-rday, Personal COIDIMMiCAIDONI will First Author (April 8.1980).

27. Owed States v. Tessa Educ. Agency. 506 F. Supp. 405 (E.D. Tex. 1981).

28. C. Carden. Personal Corinnunication with Foil Author (Mani 31. 1980) 114e sadly cned as
Caukl
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In sharp contrast to other cases, the court concluded in US. v. Texas that the
trial record clearly supported the "substantial and unique benefits of bilingual
instruction for overcoming learning problems."29 The fact that the defendants
did not dispute this, and indeed had such a transitional bilingual education
program in the early grades, was sufficient for the judge to rile that they had
violated section 1703(b) of the Equal Educational Opportunity Act of 1974, as
well as the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment. The ruling
implied that by providing TBE to some students, the defendants were admitting
they believed in its efficacy. By not providing it to all students in the same
category, they were thus violating the rights of those other students.x' Had they
offered a coherent educational theory for this, or an alternative program sup-
ported by the research evidence, the defendants would have fulfilled their
constitutional obligation. Accordingly, the court ordered a program of bilingual
instruction to be provided to all LEP Mexican-American children in all Texas
public schools, despite the fact that only one school district had been a party to
the case?'

The Fifth Circuit reversed this decision noting in passing that in enacting
section 1703. Congress did not specify that a state must provide a program of
"bilingual education" to all limited English speaking students, but
intended that state and local educational authorities have a substantial amount
of discretion in choosing programs and techniques they would use.32 The
reversal was based, however, not on the lack of research supporting TBE, but
on the fact that the lower court's decision was moot. The Texas Bilingual and
Special Language Program Act of 1981 had mandated bilingual education in
school districts with twenty or more LEP students in the same grade, and
authorized the Texas Educational Agency to adopt standardized entry-exit
criteria and take measures to insure compliance 1J

The Fifth Circuit's decision was predicated on its affirmation of the lower
court in Castaywda v. PickareP4 vit..ch had found for the defendants. The
plaintiffs in this case had argued that Hispanic children in the Raymondville
School District were still achieving below their higher socioeconomic status
Anglo classmates because the district's transitional bilingual education pro-
gram in grades K-3 overemphasized the development of reading and writing
skills in English to the detriment of education in other areas such as math and
science. The district's bilingual education manual, however, indicated that
students in the Spanish language dominant classrooms spent almost exactly the

WNW Stars r Texas Edw. Agency. supra we V al 439.
30 Id. id 434.

31. I. al 439.
32. erect Stag v Teus Educ Ataxy 660 F.2/1 35615th Cr. 19823.
33. Id * 172
34. Gem* v. Picked. 648 F.2d 919 (56 P981).
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same amount of classroom time on math, science, and social studies as those in
the English dominant classrooms. The court noted, however, that the time LEP
children spend learning English will, of neomsity, take time away from other
subjects if they go to school for the same number of hours 3S No one pointed
out that the time children in bilingual education programs spend perfecting
their native tongue will also take time away from other subjects, including
English. As in U.S. v. Texas. the court also remarked that the most troublesome
aspect of the defendants' bilingual education program was their failure to
prepare their teachers 36 Very simply, a school district with a bilingual educa-
tion program is obligated to staff it with bilingual teachers, unless they have a
sound educational reason for not doing so.

The plaintiffs argued that the defendants' program would only be deemed
adequate when the lower socioeconomic status Hispanic students had the same
achievement level as the higher socioeconomic status English proficient stu-
dents. They thus demanded of the school district something no one has ever
attainedthe elimination of class disparities in achievement. The court did not
nisi:nee this as a standard, but felt it was premature.37

In 1984. when the transitional bilingual education program had failed to
eliminate the achievement gap between Hispanic and English monolingual
students, the plaintiffs again filed a trial brief.38 This time they argued that the
continuing English language achievement differential was a function of the fact
that not all teachers in the bilingual education program were bilingual and that
content areas were taught in English. They further argued that since Hispanic
children were disproportionately represented in lower ability groups, the school
district was confusing their language problems with their intellectual ability.

These two court cases and the most recent, Keyes v. School District No. I,"
are characterized by the mutual belief on the part of both the plaintiffs and the
defendants that transitional bilingual education is the best way to de a/ with the
English language achievement problems of LEP students. Although the defen-
dants in Keyes noted in their post-trial brief that the Inciochinese =dents,
almost none of whom received TBE or had bilingual teachers, had half the
drop-out rate of the Hispanic students for whom there were TBE programs and
bilingual teachers JO they did not conclude that TBE may not be a pedagogically
sound practice for the obvious reason that they were providing it to so many
students. Thus, school districts which provide TBE and bilingual teachers to
some, but not to all, eligible students are in an indefensible position. The

35. Id. at 1011.
36 Id. at 1012: Doted States v. Tetas Educ. Agency, ;ra note 27.
37 Cauaneda v. Pickard, selpfa ate 34 at 1014.
38. Plaintiffs' That Bnef tat Reamed. Castaneda v. Pickard. C.A. No. 76613-24, Jac 341964.
39. Keyes v School Diu. No. I. 576 F. Supp. 1502 (19631.
40. Post.tnal brief for defeadatu as 40. r.rw.a. sap.; NOW 39.
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common argument, made also in Keyes. that it is simply too expensive to give
to all children and that at least some services, even if only tutoring, are offered
to all LEP children,'" does not seem to satisfy most judges.

A; in Castaneda. most disturbing to the court was that almost half the
bilingual classrooms did not have bilingual teachers, and that many biting sal
teachers were in monolingual English classrooms or in central administration 1Z
Furthermore, there was no written examination to test the language abifity of
bilingual teachers and none to test either the eligibility of LEP students for
entrance into, or exit from, special services. As is typical of school districts
with bilingual education programs, no one charts the progress of students once
they leave the program, and no services whatsoever are offered to Lau C
childrenthose who are bilingual, but below the district mean in English
language achieverrrnt.43

The court again affirmed that a good faith effort was insufficient to amid a
determination of violation under section 1703. A school district actually had to
produce results implying, as in Castaneda, that this would entail equal achieve-
ment between the predominantly lower class language minority children and
the higher class English monolingual children.!'

Rather than appealing this decision, the defendants entered into an agree-
ment with the plaintiffs in August 1984 to set up a systematic program for
locating LEP students and providing Lau A and B students with a bilingual
education 43 Students are required to be monitored for a year after "graduat-
ing" from the program and if they score below the twenty-fifth percentile or
five percentile points less than their previous year's score in English, a com-
mittee would consider sending them back to the bilingual program where they
would be taught partly in their native tongue again.

41. It a 12-13.
42. Manors dun Ommon and Order an Language Woes at 22. Kews. supra some 39. (Hereinafter

alai as Kers Opinion/.
43. 1 La. Ftenaxies placed de eligible population of indents so be comidami roe Tide VI com-

plaints mho the follow* allegories:

A. Monolingual weaker of the Impinge other than Engfei speales the Iterage other in
English exchishely).

B. Ptodorninantly speaks the lasguage other rhea English (wake mostly the '.snare other &an
English. but speaks some Earful).

C. Bingual (yaks both the Language other than English Ind Eviglith with impel case).

Category A and B orients were eligible for TBE or bilinguaLbicultursl toluene. at the elemen-
tary level and TBE. ESL. or High Intensive Language Trail:Big (i.e.. summed iscrsioto a the
seemdary lever. Category C students who way below the district mean i. whievernest were
eligible for the compensatory vacation provided to all low Achieving students. School cilricts
reed do nothing additional for dime (armory C students M or Maw rode
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29. 19$4. at S. col. I. 5. Sur atio awns an 43 for definition demegories.
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The Social Science Research Evidence

What does the research on bilingual education tell us about whether transi-
tional bilingual education is a superior educational program for dealing with the
English language problems of LEP children? Unfortuistely, millions of dollars
have been spent on evaluations of bilingual education programs which cannot
answer this, and many other, important policy questions.

In order to determine whether a bilingual education program is successful,
the research must have a "treatment" group subjected to the program and a
"control" or comparison group, similar to the treatmei group, which has not
received that program. If students have not been randomly assigned to these
two groupsthose in the program and those not in the programdifferences
between the groups which existed prior to the program must be tested by means
of an appropriate statistical analysis to determine if the differences are greater
than could have been expected by chance. Unfortunately, many evaluators do
not seem to understand how critical these elements are to an assessment of
program success.

Those with no control group at all often rely on an invalid model designed by
the U.S. Office of Evaluation called the A-I Evaluation Design. This model
determines whether gains in achievement for students in bilingual education are
significantly greater than would be predicted by comparing them to test scores
derived from a national monolingual English-spaaking sample."

We believe that the most thorough and intelligent review of the research to
date is Baker and de Kanter" and Baker and Pe !aria:" Unlike most other
reviews attic research. they have taken the time to examine the details of each
study and to assess each against the standards of the scientific model. Baker
and de Kanter concluded that schools can improve the achievement level of
language-minority children through special programs, but that the case for the
effectiveness of transitional bilingual education is so weak that exclusive
reliance on this instructional method is clearly not justified. This review has, of
course, been subjected to much criticism as typically occurs when one departs
from the conventional wisdom:"

.6. See K. BAKU' & S. PLIAVIN, PPOPWAS IN BILIDGUAL EDUCATION EVAWATION (1964) Wiper
FortSVACd a MAYA' meeting of Americas Educational Research Associlek New Wear, La.); Okmis.
supra no 6.

47 BAW & 1)P KANTO.. REVIEW. =pro note 22 Baker & de Knees, FeWerd Polito sawn: elm 4;
Baker k de rarer. An Answer from Reseerrh on BilutemlEdereriom. 19 Am. Eouc. 40 (1963). Baker k de
Kamer. Iteseemse rn ewd/em aid incremeaudiset: The AR Report am ELEA nit VB. 6 &sue. EVAL. &
Pot- Amu.- MY (1984).

44. Bier k Pelavia, Apra note 46.
49. Ile Baker mid de Kamer mice his been subjected b several anima IS. Soofeem. Po, rocs*.

Exesomeacs OR EDIv-ATIOPIAL RESEARCIC AN ANALYSIS OP BAKER NO Di KANTO'', R*VIEo OP TIC

LITLAATURPCP" BIL r3UA1 EDUCATION (MI) (National ClemMghouse ter eilinsrl Edwina Rcedys,
Vs.); Willis. The Effectireihms aJCiliaprl Education: &rim of I Alp n, 6 Wen 1. 1 (P4)32k E.

4:. 3
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If we only consider the studies which assess alternative second language
programs and are of good methodological quality50 --characterized by "Mom
assignment to a treatment and control group, or statistical control for pre-
treatment differences between groups where Ta' dom assirment is not possi-
blethere is still, some three years after Baker and de Kanter s1 no consistent

BERNANDF2-CHAVE7. ET AL.. THE FEDERAL. P WY TOWARDS LANGUACR AND EDUCATION. PENDULLIN
co Peocauss? A RESPONSE TO rim DeKarerriulla Kee Iltenrw (1952) (Caf sena Stale Wit.. Saco-
mato, Cal.): 1. ci Al... BAKER CIERANTER REVIEW: DIAPROPLIATE CONCLUSKINS ON THE
EFER-SCT or BIL/NC.UAL Bauer:non (Dec.. 1982) (Uaiver:in of Texas, Anon. Tea.)). The kindest thine
that can le said of the Hernarnlez-Osavez. cal nl., critqme is that the cloommem they descnbe bears no
resemblance to the one We MEd. The air segment he Seidner cringe is dot became bilingual
absanon programa vary so much. aortae who attempts an draw negative policy concliesioss from the
program evaluations ts a charism. In mon. axial pregnant are non-fahiliable. In Wham. Seidner
aitieizes Baker and Se Kanter's "selective- analysis of stooks horn the sties they n-eineed. and their
imbue to draw the some corelitsiors an the suitors of the mi.= when the data demonstratedchemise. We
&sap= with Stidner's (Mona for good social sciense roonda, and believe list SOITICSEIN CM be karned
bon analyzing prOgrAnT3 even who they inevitably very fame sic to site. an long as one molerstamds the
lope of the processes involved. NO, do we find Baker and le tramaa's use Id "selected" EallSOCS whir to
h e mesas of the stoies they are miring. A person whew data contr their conclusions should be
held moo:tuneable. (See R. Rossivat & M. Woorrea. livsnson wrist Foonstmes (19A4), for a conserattad
co Scithan) Another critique by Yates. et 1.. is chreacteriaml by ince-untie criticisms of the Eddies Baker
and de Kaiser fek were relatively nerbodolopeally sound. For amok, ley state that Corsetedmud Curto
IESEA I tn. VII 13tutacuat. Patocome Form_ Room (MO) (Austin bahleadent School Di:12W. Aus-
tas Tea 11 had no bilinual or Spanish don:tact students the co arid groap when in fad the control group
NU half bilingual or Spanish dommanne. do in Mathews Ian beremoames or THE EFFECTS or BACX
GROUND CHARACTERISTICS AND SPECIAL LANGUAGE SERVICE ON THE READING ACHIEVEMENTAND
ENGLISH FLUENCY OF BILINGUAL STODIDITS (19Th (MX of histrvoiond Program ETNINIOON, Seattle
rib& Schools. Seattle, Wash.)/ students with the kneed flanicy were assign/to treatment poops when is
fact only fifty percent of those in the treatment group were Odle lowest flamer that LamCAE effectiveness
Eddy of English as a "mead language (ESL.) and Chime lawsuit =dr& (1971) (Uneskisheddoctoral
dosertatton at the Unionity of California. Berkeley. Cal.)I had no random amassment whew it fact sevrad
croups were randomly assigned; and that Matthews had go control for socineocaornic sums when in fact the

retshiple regression analysis specifically rawboned for dot (Yates, et al.. at 7. 101. There are was mat
ismxuracies. but since Yates. et al.. attacked ia I she swim incising thaw thowirg THE to he superior to
submersion, the net effect, at with the Seeker critique. is omnioeclostaly ',part Baker and de KEW:el
coschnionthere is no 'mach suppart for TBE h stoat/ be sand, by theway that Baker ant the Kamer
id not claim that the studies they relied or were perfect. /rely that they woe good enough to draw policy
oanchisioro from. Them is co such thing as a perfect social tome research 'Indy; some ire ant better than
others. The most thoughtful critique of Baker and the Kaiser is Willis's. Ahhough she charannizes Baker
and de Kanter's condo/or inacew.4y and crib:ins them for hiding to odaa meta-reysis tax note
53 for a tetanal), she does ADC some importmat questiomi with regard anualematie biases in the program
which make it difficult to evaluate. 14orever, this gill dots no negate Sao and the Kaiser% man* Co.
choice that that is an evidence to 'appal TBE

50. The initial list of studies on bohissmal Macedon mocs...taised from awards of ER IC hosinvents. the
Bolton University. MIT. and 8000R Public Libor, cad adore'. Laplace and lasspase Behavior
Abstracts, and she bibliographies.; other reviews of the fern:. The moire actually mined were those
that could be obtained herrn 1) ERIC: Unnersity hiosalikes Irsommismak 3) the jewial and book
holdings of Bosom Unix:oily, MIT. and the &Mat Pik Limey; 4t Oe (isdow ane.000. co
Bilfiagual Education: 5) the Center for Applied Lamptimine or 6) the Derma* of Eawatios. This is a
fugitive Itionnee. and not aU studies re dominated. Der and all docomered studies be siesined.

51. awn & as Cuero. Riney., arms mar 22.
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Table I

Effects* of TM in L2 aid Math Compared to
Other Inatiactimat lkchoiques

SECOND LANGUAGE MATH

TBE v. Su'Itnasion

Positive Carsrud & Curtis, 1980; Cohen, 1975a
Kaufman, 1968; Covey,
I973; Legaretta, 1979:
McConn&I, 1980; Plante,
1976; Zirkel, 1972;

Campeau, et al., 1975
(N=8) (N= 1)

No 1.".ifference Campeau, et al., 1975;
Carsnid & Curtis, 1980;
Cohen, 1975a; Cottrell,
1971; Huzar, 1973;
Kaufman, 1968;
Legaretta, 1979;
Matthews, 1974;
McSpadden, 1979;
McSpadden, 1980; Plante,
1976; Stebbests et al ,
1977; Skoczylas, 1972;
Zirkel, 1972

(N=14)

Danoff, et al., 1977,
1978; Carsrud & Curtis
1980; Cohen, 1975a;
McSpadden, 1979; Covey
1973; McSpacloen, 1980:
Moore & Parr, 1978;
Stebbins, et al.. 1977

(N= 10)**

Negative
tTBE)

Danoff, et al., 1077, McSpadden, 1980;
1978; McSpadden, 1980; Skoclylas, 1972 Stern
Moore and Parr. 1978; 1975; Cohen, Fattrian, &
Stern, 1975; Cohen, Merino, 1976
Fathman, & Merino, 1976

(N= 6)*** (N=4)

TBE v. ESL
Positive (TBE) Ames & Bicks. 1978

(N = 0) (N= I)

No Difference Ames & Bicks, 1978;
Balasubramonium, et al.,
1973; Lum, 197 i

(N=3) (N = 0)
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Table I

Effects* of TBE in L2 and Math Compared to
Other Instructional Tecriaipes

SEC3ND LANGUAGE MATH

Negative (TBE)

TBE v. Immersion
Positive (TBE)

No Difference

Um. 1971
(N=1) (N=0)

(N = 0) (N =0)
Ramos et al.. 1967

(N = 1)

Ramos et al., 1967; Bank
& Swain. 1975

(N =2)

Negative (TBE) Pena-HuPhes & Solis.
1980: Bruck, Lambert &
Tucker. 1977; Barik,
Swain & Nwanunobi,
1977; Gersten, 1985;
Genesee. Lambert. &
Tucker. 1977;
Batik & Swain. 1978

(N = 6)

Gersten. 1985

(N=1)

Immersion v. ESL
Positive Lambert & Tucker. 1972:
(Immersion) Batik & Swain, 1975;

Becker and Gersten, 1982
(N=3) (N =0)

'Studies re listed in same than one at gay if then nere differed sleets foe ,Wend Fades OF C0410rIS.
the AIR sample is counted v 38 serrate = 48

'If the AIR sampk rs emoted as IS separate strands. N = 44.

research support for transitional bilingual education as a superior instructional
practice for improving the English language achimement of limited-English-
proficient children.

Table I shows the effect of transitional bilingual edui.. o compared to
I) "submersion," i.e., doing nothing, 2) ESL, and 3) structuial immersion, on
second laguage (usually English) learning and mathanatics as demonstrated by
thirty-four studies meeting the above criteria. These studies are listed in Appen-
dix I. Those not in the table are excluded be. .se they did not assess alternative

2d
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second language learning programs52 or they did not meet the methodological
criteria. The latter are listed in Appendix 2.

Since most transitional bilingual education programs in this country are in
grades one through three, if learning to read lust in your native tongue facili-
tates reading in the second language as its advocates claim, then TBE should be
consistently superior, and never inferior, to doing nothing in second language
achievement. If learning content areas in your native tongue-while you are
learning a second language means that you do not lose ground in those areas as
do those who immediately start learning them in "a language they do not
understand." students in TBE should always be superior, and never inferior, in
mathematics to those in submersion.

In fact as Table I indicates, in second language laming twenty-nine per-
cent of the studies show transitional bilingual education to be superior, twenty-
one percent show it to be inferior, and fifty percent show it to be no different
from submersiondoing nothing. Altogether. seventy-one percent show TBE
to be no different or worse than the supposedly discredited submersion tech-
nique .5" In math. seven percent of the studies show TBE to be superior, twenty-
seven parent show it to be inferior, and sixty-seven percent show it to be no

52 May of the Canactum studies are net in Table I bemuse although malledlogically sound. they sec
etevested in a different comparison than w arr. They Mau compared students in thew second language
learning migrants not to studests in other types of programs. but to native speakers of call language. Thor
studies art teed in the text +hen televise. bin are not included in the assessment of alternative senall
language learning programs.

53 We use the -voting method" criticized by methodslogists to madame the literawe's findings rider
than the recommended meta-analysis td e.. statistical analysis of the effecn of bilingual education across A
studies) browse there is too lade progranwate data aviulatille in the biting:mil education sports to estimate a
common outcome measure. Almost all the attempts at memenalysts of des =abject that se are aware of has
faded for din 'users (tee Okada. supra mote 6). The one apparent exoegaima is Willig. A ifeta-Analysis of

Selected Sarin on the ELftrstuertess of dddgral Edatctrio. 5S Rev. or E04.G. RES. 2269 (1985) which
purports to be a reanalysis of Baer & de Kamer. supra nor 5. However, a group of canals in meta-artaiysis
at Harvard University's Grathme School of Education, hotel by filching Lieu, had already attempted (ado
such an entire; of the Bakes! Or Kanter sample in 1911 and reported its it was imp:mak to calt'ulme a
common mown of effect given the lack of data in the modes. Wills was apparently Wit to do no by
analyzing ody thirteen of de shitty -nine acceptable snail:sof transitional Manual education in Baker & de
Kanter aid by treating all effect sizes is every study equally an that one study (A. CONEPA. A
SOCI0AINGII6TIC ATRCIACI4 no BILINGUAL EDUCATION.. (14751) with ally ninety Ciambof in it prods=
thirty-eight percent of the °incomes analyzed. She also osciarkd all trees conducted outside the Used
States and Am had only one study of structured immennwthe Pena-Hughes study. A:6 found it vibe
supenos to transitional biliogral educateawhich she damned an "iniegual" eduation. Certainly. tie
voting method is sufficient to assess whether there is cursive support he TBE.

54. The is slightly man negative the. Baker and Or Kamer's caters 'era that thirty-Owe percent edge
studies foaled THE to be superior, seventees percent found to be inferior. and fifty purest found it to he no
different fn-, submersion. Ahogether, sixty -seven perces' of their studies band TBE bbe no different he
or wane thm submersion (1L.nee & on KANTER. Review. supra note n a 14). Since bier and de Kamer
do not Identify which studies are placed in each cowry in their mile. we carom explain why an
conclusion *Mr slightly The most likely explartatioa. of course. in tint it is function of our sliglidy
different sack of studies.
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different from TBE. Altogether ninety-three percent of the studies show it to be
no different or worse than the supposedly discredited submersion tech in
developing math proficiency.55

It is often contended by the plaintiffs in court ases that the issue is kaming
in a language, not learning a language. For this we have three rebuttal argu-
ments. First, the proponents of TBE claimed that it was superior in both. These
data do not show it to be superior in either learning a language, or leaning in a
languagein this case, math. Second. with regard to learning other subjects
such as geography, social studies, and history (on which there is very little
information), we think none of these subjects are more important than English
and math. Students will be tested in these two areas for the rest of their lives
and all kinds of placement decisions made on their scores in these two subject
matters alone. Of what value is it to be at grade level in geography or social
studies, if one's English and math scores are poor? Third, these math findings
suggest an important problem: subject matter is taught in LI. but the student is
tested on his or her understanding of that subject in.En8lish. It is possible that
for many students the difficulty of having to translate what was learned in
another language may be great enough that the subject matter lost in the
translation may equal or surpass what is lost in submersion before L2 is mas-
tered enough to understand subject content.

Because the AIR study is a national survey of 8,900 students in thirty-eight
Title VII projects, it should be given more weight than the others which are of
single school districts and student samples of between twenty-five and three
hundred. The AIR study found TBE to be inferior to submersion in second
language learning, and no different in math learning.%

55. This is also slightly mom reyalive thin Baker and de Kaer. They concluded that lemma percent
of die studies found TBE to be superior. twenty-one percent found it to be inferior. and sixty-fore percent of
the studies found TBE to be no different nom sobrisersion. Altogether. eighty-Me percent of Raw studies
fond TBE to be no different from or worse dun submersion (BAIUX & De KANTIR. Review. N.R. note 22
at 14).

56 Since there is no such thing as a perfect social science rthearch study. all sondes can beermeized on

methodological grounds for political reasons. Accordingly. the Alit study has bon subjected ma barrage of
cnocum by advocates of THE. and beneficiaries of the federal support for it /see T. GRAY. Ramenma ro Ara
STUDY "EVALUATION OF INC IMPACT Of ESEA TITLA VII 5.ANISH/ENGLON BILINGUAL EDUCATION
PROGRAM" (1077) (Center for Applied Lingtinics, Arlington. Va.): Nickel. brenmentatica

E.saygeraikm. Thy Name is Research. 61 PHI DELTA Wow+ (1979) 26Q M. CVMAuAy, A RE-
EXAMINATION OF 7111- EVALUATION OF Tule IMPACT Of ESEA TITLE VII SCANLAN:ENGLISH BlJt4GUAL

Erie ATION PROGRAAN (1979) (National Institute of Education. Washington, D.0 11 who conane to erect
the impression that its Endings have been rendered inratio. The study. however. while not perfect. is good
magi to draw policy conclusions from regarding TBE as cleverly impkmemed. !See BOW. EVALUA-
TION AND INCTILMENTALISM: THL AIR RI:FONT AND ESEA TYRE VII IA0111. 198)) (Paper pR1.011(4 at

moral meeting of American Educational RCINIII-11 Association. New Orleana. La.) foe a din:minors of in
Whence on Corgess and the executive brand'. I A United Sines Offset of Etheamon sponsored review by a
highly respected independent enhution expert with no parletin NM !Co grad concluded at the AIR
coachworks were valid IP Rossi, Comments. on Tide VII emanation (1979) (Unversity of Minnachtnetis.
Amherst. Mass.)).

23
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Although many so-called submersion situations probably have an English-
as-a-Second-Language (ESL) program where the students are pulled out of the
regular classroom and taught English for one or two periods a day. it is gener-
ally not specified in the evaluations. Thus, many of the studies classified above
as submersion may in fact be ESL. In four studies, transitional bilingual educa-
tion is compared to ESL specifically, with submersion in content areas. Three
of them show no difference between transitional bilingual education and ESL in
second language learning, and the only study to look at math shows TI3E to be
superior.

Baker and de Kanter57 were not the first to discover that the emperor has no
clothes. Engle's 1975 review. Epstein's 1977 review and Rotberg's 1982 review
also concluded there was no research support for transitional bilingual educa-
tion.31 How then to conclude, as so many have in and out of court.59 that
transaional bilingual education is superior? One technique, used by Zapper
and Cniz, is to simply redefine the word. As they argue:

No significant difference should not be interpreted as a negative finduig for btlingual
education.. When one adds the fact that students in bilingual education classrooms
tom two languages, their Native language and a second language. one can conclude
that a statistically nonsiparicant finding demonstrates the positive advantages of

education."'

The main argument made for transitional bilingual education in the court
decisions and the regulations, however, is that it produces greater English
language achievement and content area mastery than doing nothing, not the
same achievement. Doing nothing is assumed to be a fourteenth amendment
violation that transitional bilingual education will remedy. rather than having no
effect on.

Another technique used in research reviews to make transitional bilingual
education appear to be superior is to include superior performance in Spanish
language arts as one of the research findings demonstrating its superiority.
Zapper and Cruz also do this. Again, while we agree this is important, it is not
the goal of government policy nor the stated object of the court decisions. If we
examine the findings of the twelve studies reviewed by Zapper and Cruz for

57. RARER & DE LANIER, REVIEW, 'wpm vile n .
53. Engle, fume Mediu.. ea Early School Years for Matorre Language Groups. 45 REV. or F..ouc.

Res. 2I3 (1975): N. ErsrEire, L.,eauWon, ElIDRETTv ANTI THE Scnoovs: POLACY ALTERNATWES HM
RIANGUALBICULTURAL Eouc.non (1977) (laminae for Educational Leadership. WAShiRtIOR. D.0
Radars, Some Legal and Research Considerations a Estahlishifig Federal Poky iss Bilingual Edit-aim,
52 Hasty. aim. Rev. 149 (19525

59 See. foe (movie. Dulay Burt. Bohner., EA...awn- A Close Lmg at lit Ejln-ts. I NCHE Focus'
(1979t Trude, itexarrik Evidence for the Effertnerten qt Bilingual Murano.. 3 Naas J. 13 (1975): L.
ZA.FFEKT & B. CRUZ. REUNOLPAL EDUCATION: AN APPRAISAL OF EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 0977) 'Berkeley

Untied School Nano. Beritek7. Cal.) fflereinalier cited as 7..0.1INT d CIWZI.
W. ZArrear & CRUZ. swine we 59 at 11, fa.
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their effect on English language achievement, sixty-three percent of the find-
ings show no difference between transitional bilingual education and doing
nothing 61

There are similar problems with many of the research evaluations. A study
by Leyba62 of Santa Fe, New Mexico, exemplifies this. It begins by criticizing
the AIR national study63 because it failed to study their "successful" program
and concludes that, contrary to the findings of AIR, Title VII bilingual educa-
tion students in Santa Fe "showed over time increasing capability in English
language skills, [and] ...in the majority of cases outperformed the non -Title
VII students in Reading and Mathematics."64 The study could be rejected
simply because it failed to control for the lower achievement before the pro-
gram of several comparison groups of non-Title VII students. Even if we accept
the study despite that, the data presented in the report show virtually no
difference after four and five years of bilingual edu.:ation between those stu-
dents in the program and similar students not in the program, contrary to the
author's conclusions 6s

How can this be so if students learn to read better in a second language after
learning to read in their native tongue? The most common answer offered by
the plaintiffs in the court cases is that the programs are "badly implemented."
We would like to offer another explanation. We think that the advocates of
bilingual education may have made an unwarranted inferential leap from two
undisputed findings of the research on second language learning: I) children
can transfer skills learned in one language to another language 66 and 2) older

61. id

62 C Levan. LONGTANNAL SCOOT TM.E VII BILINGUAL PROGRAM SANTA FE PUSUC SC11001.5.
Sort-TA Ft. NEW MEXICO (1978) (California State Unernsuy. Lea Angeles. Cal

63. M. DANOFf. ET AL.. EVALUATION Of THE IMPACT OF ESEA TfTLE VII SPANISH/F.-MOWN
BIUNGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM (1977) hie Research. Palo Alto. Cal.); IC DANOFP.
Fr Al.. &ALLMAN OF ore Isn ACT OF ESEA Tm.r 911 SenanswifErocceas BILINGUAL EDUCATION
PROGRAM. VOL. YEAR Two IMPACT DATA (1971) (AMMON lelOGREO fa Research. Palo Ain. Cal ).

64 Leyba, ispnk ode 62.

65 S. POWERS dR M. ROSSMAN (EVIDENCE Of THE IMINCT OF BIUNGUAL EDUCATION: A META-
A.ursts (Marti. 1963) (Paper presented at the annual Arian Bilingual EORGII3011 Conferesec. Tucson.
Am.)) did a statistical analysis of the effects foetal in Leyba's sandy (supra acne 62) because they also were
perplexed as to how he could call the program successful when eery twenty-one percent of his oanthrisons
of the students is bingo", education with those not in baliagml alumina yielded sutinically significant
maths Their analysis. which also had no control for proternem group &flumes. feted an effect lot
reading. but one for meth. Since the students in bilingual others thawed a her pre.treacteth advantage

linth, the positive pontreatinent effect *veld have disappeared if they bad controlled kr the pre-
ointment advantage. It should he noted that the credibility of Sather (sec eat none 49) is further asidentsined
by the fact that .thtglwes out Baker and de Kather's rejection of the Leyba study oa methodological 'rewinds
as evidence of the -political agenda" and suuests they rejected i only became the study is -critical" of
AIR (Seidner, earn note 49 at 174).

66. W. LAM S1911 & G. TUCKER, BIUNDUAL EDUCATION OP Onwarac Ti* ST. LAYMEN! EXPERP

ENO* (1972): Ba re t Swain. Three Year Euditotton of a Lae Seek Early Conde French immersion
Programs: The Oman Study 23 LOKI. LE.AIUNNO I (1975) Illthethaner cid as Bank & Swath. Ottawa
Stagh Bruck. Lambert & Tucker. Cognitive Cceuelateurrs al aired Schuoing: The St. to niete Peeled
Through Grade Sfr. La:noun-nes (1un. 24. 1977) at 13.

Vw.
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children are more "efficient" (i.e.. faster) learners of languages (contrary to

popular belief) 67 Hence, when researchers observed that older learners who

already knew how to read in their native tongue were acouiring a second

language faster than younger learners, they erroneously argued that the causal

variable was native tongue reading ability rather than age."

In fact, however, as Engle concluded in 1975. there is absolutely no evidence

that students cat learn a second language better if they learn to read in tacit

native tongue first." Indeed, the Canadian experiments in immersion and

bilingual education show just the opposite. The later immersion English-Cana-

dian students who had first learned to read in English were ultimately surpassed

in French, when compared to the French native speakers, by the early immer-

sion students who had first learned to read in French.7° After reviewing the

Canadian research. Swain concluded:

The introduction of reading in the second language in early French immersvois pro-

grams prier to the introduction of reading in the native language appears to foster rapid

transfer of reading skills. The teaching of English reading followed by the introduction

of French reading appears to have negative effects on reading in both French and

English.n

While Swain was discussing native English speakers learning French, we

know of no educational theory that would suggest this process is cognitively

different for non-English speakers learning English. Indeed, in the United

67. Atesarbc1. Ada/a emus Children as Second Language Learning. 48 Moo. L.446. 1 420 0964Y.

Taylor. Tarmni a Theory of Language neologism. 24 LANG LEARNING 23 (1974); Erna-Tripp. is Senad

Lauguage Learning Like the First?. 8 Ttstx. Q. 111(1974); H SIERN.C BURS-TALL k B HARLEY. FRENCH

FROM Ace Ex.wr OR ELEVEN' (1975) tOntano Ministry of Educati on. Toronto. Once. LH. Eexstawwo.

AGE AND LENGTH OF RESILIEJ.CE AS VARIASLES RELATIDIO THE
ACHUSTMENTS OF MIGRANT CHILDREN
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States, Cohen, a al., whose earlier evaluation is often cited as evidence of the
superiority of bilingual education, concluded after the six year evaluation of the
same Redwood City, California, six year program where lower class Hispanic
students were taught bilingually:

These lindiugs suggests that reading taught bilingually may not facilitate reading in
English: that instead. children who learn to read first and exclusively English apccar
to do better in Engbsh reading over ume."

Hence, despite the fact that Swain was talking about learning French in an
English dominant country, and Cohen, a al.. were talking about learning
English in an English dominant country, they both came to the same conclusion
after reviewing a large body of research on their respective programs. The
highest level of proficiency in a second language is attained by learning to readfirst in that language.

Virtually every analyst of second language learning has agreed that the
length of time spent in language study is, all other things being equal, far and
away the single greatest predictor of achievement in that language T3 The
Ottawa immersion experiments are particularly instructive because they have
tried a whole range of time provisions from small daily amounts to larger daily
amounts of forty, sixty, ninety and one hundred fifty minutes to a full school
day of three hundred minutes of French immersion. The studies have shown
that the language achievement of these different groups of students increases asthe time increases.74

Rarely, however, is any of the vast body of research and theory on second
language learning introduced into the bilingual education cases. The bilingual
education advocates have effectively limited the focus of the testimony to
compensatory education issues.

72 A. Cover. A. FATHMAN & B. MI3UNO. THE REDWOOD
Cm, BILINGUAL EDUCATION PRO -I.1971 74 SPANISH AND ENGLISH PROWIENCY,
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Project: holes. Conclasaciou and Polity Implications. 33 CAN. Moo. Lama. Rev. 216119761; Edwin& &
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TBE v. Structured Immersion

As Table I indicates, no study has found transitional bilingual education to
be superior to structured immersion and the only one to show no difference
between the two in second language learning was conducted seventeen years
ago in the Philippines.75 This study and Batik and Swain76 also showed no
difference in math. All studies comparing bilingual education to structured
immersion since then have found the latter to produce greater achievement in
the second language than the former.77 All of the studies conducted in Canada
of immersion and bilingual education (partial French immersion) have shown
that the middle class and working class English speaking students who were
immersed in French in kindergarten and grade one were almost the equal of
native speaking French students until thecurriculum became bilingual in grade
two, at which point their French ability declined and continued to decline as
English was increased.

Most bilingual education analysts do not see the applicability of these studies
to the United States. First, they argue that the studies are not relevant to the
United States immigrant experience because the immersion and bilingual edu-
cation students are middle class. In fact, however, the experiments were con-
ducted with working class children and produced the same or better results."3
The "time on task" principlethat is, the amount of time spent leant* a
subjectis the greatest predictor of achievement in that subjectholds across
classes. This is not unexpected since we know of no educational theory that
would suggest lower class children need to spend less time learning a subject
than middle and upper class children. Yet, this unexamined assumption under-
lies all court decisions ordering bilingual education within the constraints of the
normal school day.

A second argument made to dismiss the Canadian French immersion experi-

75. 14. RAMOS. 1 AGUILA & B. &SAYAN. TN! DETERMINATION AND IIIIII.EMEITTATIEM
OF

LANGUAGE POLICY (1967).

76. Bunk & Swam. Oomut Study. swot note 66.

77 bnoct, Lambert & Tucker. supra IOW 66: H. BARN. & M. SWAIN, EVAUJATION OF A Bll-NGUAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM IN CANADA (1978) (Commission harnaniversirAirs Suisse de Linieisoque &A we.
Switzerland); P. GENESEE, W. LAMBERT d G. Tucaut. AN Expaittuurr IN TRAZIGUAL EDUCITICM
(1977) (McGill Um., Montreal): Batik, Strain t. Nwarnasnobi. EaglishFrench Bilagstal Esfstratism:
Elgm Sash Tlaough Grade Far. 33 CAI. MOD. I.U.G. REV. 459 (1777): E. PtuA-HuouEs R J. Sous.
ABCs ()971 (McAllen Independent Scllai District, McAllen. Tu.): Gauen. Strartartd IR.Rrrau for
Langarge Minority Students: Results of a busgitsmiinol Eadeatioa. 7 Eouc. EvAL. & Pot.. ANAL- 117
11985).
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mews as applicable to the United States is that the Canadian students were self-

selected and their mother tongue was the dominant language of the country.

The fact that the students were self-selected means that they were probably

better language learners than other students, all other things being equal. Self-

selected English language students taught bilingually after grade one were

sometimes, but not always, the equal of the English controls because they

heard English at home and in the rest of the non-school environment. Superior

language learners hearing a language most of the time could sometimes,

although not always?'" equal other students hearing it all of the time. Once the

curriculum became bilingual, these students were never, however, the equal of

the French native speakers or of those English language students immersed

completely in French. In the United States, a student's native tongue would be

a minority language in an English language country. Immigrant children in the

United States would hear both their native tongue and English in the non- school

and school environment. They would thus hear more of the language being

learned than the bilingual education students in Canada, but still not as much as

non-bilingual education students. Since the bilingual education students are na

self-selected eager language learners, we would expect the net effect to be

similar to what was observed in Canada. Thus, contrary to manyinterpretations

of the Canadian experiments 80 we would argue that they suggest immersion is

at least as necessary for American .landitions, rather than less, if the goal is to

achieve the highest level of English proficiency that limited English-proficient

students are capable of within the constraints of the normal school day.

Thus, one of the most glaring deficiencies in the bilingual education court

decisions is the failure of the courts to consider such promising alternatives to

transitional bilingual education. The bilingual education advocates have limited

the debate since Lau so that the controversy in any court case is over the

violation. Once a violation is determined, typically only one remedy is con-

sidered desirable. The question then is the extent to which a school district has

the resources to implement fully a transitional bilingual education program.

Rarely, if ever, is structured immersion discussed as a viable alternative

because the bilingual education advocates have effectively dismissed the

Canadian experiments and prevented all but a few structured immersion experi-

tnents in this country.
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"Time on Task" and TBE

If time on taskthe amount of time spent learning a subjectis such a good
predictor of achievement, particularly for low achieving students!' then transi-
tional bilingual education should always be inferior to submersion, or doing
nothing, because the latter allows the student to sit in the regular classroom and
bear English all day. This is not the case. Many methodologically sound
research studies show TBE to be no different from submersion, and some even
show it to be superior.

One possible explanation for this lies in the nature of the time spent in an
English language environment in each alternative. Since much of the learning
in a submersion situation is, at least initially, not effective learning because the
students do not understand what is going on. a bilingual program which gives
the children half of their education in English, but structures the English so that
it is understandable may provide more effective time in the English language in
the beginning than a program which is completely in English, but only a small
part of it is comprehensible. As English becomes more understandable over
time, the greater time spent on English in the submersion situation would give
these children an advantageR2 if the bilingual program were still truly bilingual.
Transitional bilingual education programs, however, usually reduce the native
tongue and increase English over time, so that at the end of three yeas students
in both the submersion situation and bilingual education may end up with the
same amount of effective learning time in the English language. This may be
one reason for a common finding of the researchno significant difference
between doing nothing and transitional bilingual education.

Another possible explanation for the acquent lack of harm, and sometime
benefit, of transitional bilingual education is that the program has important
psychological effects which compensate for the reduced English language
learning time. That is to say, if students in submersion programs often feel
alienated or inferior, and if a special program regardless of its educational
utility makes school more enjoyable, then they may come to school more often
and stay longer. If in the submersion situation, they were taught one hundred
percent in English, but only came to school seventy-five percent of the time and

81. %Ser. Another Hour. Another Day: Quantal. cf Schooling. a Paula Path for Societc in Sctiorsur4
AND ACHIEVEMENT IN AMERICAN SoacTrY (W. Sewell. R. Hausa & D. Featherman tea 1976); Rosen-
shine, C 01.1D7a. Time and Direct butruenon. in RESEASICI1 AND Terestuvo: Concerts. Fin mos AND
IMPLICATIONS (P. Peterson & H. Walters eds. 1979): K. Causer & A. GAYNOR, Cuznwo c LEAR/MPG

GAr Errttc-rwe Scstoouteo holt Iwo...aim Low Acsraeveas (1980) (Boman University. lesson. Maack
82. See fro Kt-ashen. The Input Hypotheat. in Grostorrown thervutsrrr Rowan TAW ON LVE-

OVAGE AND LINGUISTICS (J. Mans ed. 1980); WI, Input. haerarbon wri Second Lanpraip negotiation. a

Antrim-1 cw Tint New Yogic ACADEMY of SCIENCE (141) We. York AeadonY of Seem. New Yorkr. M.
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only half of that was comprehensible in the first year, they will have Icss
effective English language learning time for that year than if they had been in a
bilingual program which taught them fifty percent in comprehensible English,
but motivated them to come to school eighty-five percent of the time.

Structural changes in the normal school day or year may also compensate for
reduced English language learning time in transitional bilingual education.
Some transitional bilingual education programs reduce the pupil-teacher ratio
and the time spent on non-academic subjects to produce greater academic
English language learning time even though half the program is taught in
another language. One program studied by McConnell" had the migrant
children not only going to school year round, but being taught on the bus while
en route to their various seasonal locations. Thus, the children were more than
compensated for the daily reduction in English language learning time by the
extended school year. Of course, an important policy question is how much
greater would the effect on English language achievement have been if this had
been a structured immersion program taught one hundred percent of the time in
comprehensible English? Another important policy question which we return to
in the conclusion of this paper is why "transition" them at all if one can make
structural changes that produce both high English language achievement and
understanding of another language?

Another possible explanation for the frequent lack of harm and sometime
benefit of TBE is that the TBE programs which are equal to or superior
to submersion are actually more nearly structured immersion programs.
Fillmore," for example, examined different kinds of bilingual education
classes and found that the teacher who was most successful in raising the
English language achievement of her Chinese students provided a structured
learning environment in which the students were continually pushed and not
allowed to go at their own pace, but instruction was almost entirely in English.
Both she and Courtney Cazden" call this bilingual education, but we would
argue that a curriculum taught ninety percent in English is much closer to the
structured immersion model than to the bilingual education model.

Sinularly, the Austin Independent School District program" is cited by
Baker and de Kanter" as a study which showed TBE to be no different from, or

83. B. MCCONNEL. EFP13CMENE.111 Of INDIVIDW.L 1111UNCIOAL berrnocrion FOR MIGJUNT Sur
veers 11910) (Unpublished doctoral thesaa. %Winton Sere Usircrsityk McConnell. &sliming Ildiairol
Earroio (lung row Series Design. is APIL/CATICSO OP Tom Sams ANALYSIS TO EVAJJJATON
(G. Fooled ed. 1982).

M. Fillmore. Leanimg a Second Lagrage: Chisear Children I. the Awriesta Classroom. II
GMOSOLIOWN Upovaasrry Remo TASEA ON LUSOUACII AND Ledouerma (1. Alois ed. 1980).
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superior to, submersion. Yet, the teachers in this program used English as the
medium of instruction eighty-two percent of the time. Ugaretta and Arocena
and Curtis report English was used seventy-five percent of the time in the TBE
classes studied." Not surprisingly, Arocena and Curtis also found the class
with twice as much formal instruction had the highest achievement.

Tickunoff's" descriptive study of successful bilingual instruction (fifty-eight
teachers from six nationally representative sites) identified the following
characteristics of successful programs: 1) eighty percent of time allocated to
academic learning tasks, 2) LI used by teachers primarily to clarify instruc-
tions, and 3) content areas such as math ant, social studies taught in English.
While Tickunoff does not say so, these are the characteristics of structured
immersion, not of bilingual education.

Many teachers and administrators do not "cheat," however, and they teach
the program as its advocates assumebilingually for as long as possible within
the constraints of a normal school day and school year, and the normal curricu-
lum which includes non-academic subjects. These may be the programs in
which TBE students are shown to be inferior in achievement to students in
regular classrooms. Given the constraints imposed by the adversary system,
very little of the subtleties of this research and the logic of second language
learning have been reflected in the court testimony and decisions. It is rare for a
court to consider the effect of limiting English language learning time for
instruction in two languages or conversely to consider expanding the school
day or week or year in order to increase English language learning time.

Bilingual Thachers

One issue of importance in the bilingual education court cases is the school
district's provision of bilingual teachers for bilingual education programs.
Although the plaintiffs have been successful in arguing on a "common sense"
basis that bilingual teachers are necessary for teaching limited-Engfish-profi-
cient students, the empirical research does not support this. 'No studies of the
achievement gains of limited-English-proficient children taught by bilingual
and monolingual teachers4° found no cliff:mace between the two. Similarly, the

Itgam-ta. Languor Choice in Bilingmal Ciaahoom. II Tom Q. 9 tt9rn: 14. APOCENA & /
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AIR national survey of bilingual education also found no relationship between
whether a teacher was bilingual and the performance of hisiber students".

Even more amazing, Moore and Parr92 found teachers in the bilingual educa-
tion program who were rated as less competent had better student performance.
This finding is no as strange as it sounds if, as seems lady for a biTaigual
education program, the competence rating is primarily an evaluation of
the teacher's bilingual ability. If that is the case, this would suggest dui the
teachers who taight in English because they were not bilingual had better
student performance than those who, because they were bifingual, taught bilin-
gually. What all these studies suggest is that the psychological advantage one
gains from having a bilingual, same ethnic group teacher may be offset by the
tendency of these teachers to actually teach the transitional bilingual education
program as its proponents intend it to be taughtbilingually. Thus, it may be
more important that a teacher teach in English than that he or she be bifingual,
if one's goal is the greatest English language proficiency that a student is
capable of within the constraints of the normal school day.

Policy Recommendations

The discussion and policy recommendations that follow are based on our
interpretation of the research in bilingual education as well as school desegre-
gation. While to some extent they are speculative, they are certainly no more so
than current policy in this field, as experts have acknowledged93

Our first policy recommendation is the one most reviewers havemore
good research [needs to be conducted in order for the courts and policymakers
to make intelligent decisions. We recommend that the federal government
require local bilingual education programs to keep the kind of data that would
allow social scientists to analyze variations in programs. Not all bilingual
education programs use the same amount of instructional time in English nor
do they keep students in the program for the same amount of time. Many
programs called transitional bilingual education are closer to the stn.:tuned
immersion model while others are closer to a maintenance program. If program
administrators were required to keep this kind of program information, social
scientists could asbess the effects of these variations. The federal government,
however, must fund more high quality res arch by calisting the aid of
nationally respected social scientists in designing RFP's and evaluating pro-
posals. The quality of research in this field is a national disgrace whidt we do
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not think would be allowed if the subject were national defense or the economy.

Whether good research will ever get admitted into the courtroom. however, is a

matter of chance whether one side or another believes it will help its case.

What little good research there is suggests the advocates of transitional

bilingual education have done a disservice to limited-English-proficient

ci.-4ren by selling them half a loaf under the guise of a whole one. Contrary to

the impression given by most cowl decisions, there is no consistent evidence

that transitional bilingual education is the best way to improve t!- English

language proficiency of limited-English-proficient children, nor the best way to

make them or keep them bilingual. it seems to us that children who spend hail

their day being educated in their native tongue for three years and then all their

time in the second language after that will not be very bilingual when they

graduate many years later, and they will have lost one and one-half years of

English language learning time.
One of the many serious limitations of the research on bilingual education

and the programs themselves, however, is that no one looks at the future

educational success of graduates of bilingual or immersion programs, as well

as their life chances. It is quite possible. for example, that maintenance

bilingual education, that is, bilingual education for an entire school carter,

reduces English language achievement in comparison to educating a child in the

regular English languagc classroom or structured immersion, but increases life

chances for these students. This is because it might produce greater native

tongue ability resulting in greater economic gains in laier life than would be

predicted from the English language achievement of these students.

Even if this does not increase one's lift chances in any material way, it

certainly ought to do so in an intellectual sense. While there are problems,

particularly self-selection bias, with the analyses that conclude bilingualism

increases cognitive development," at the very least being able to converse in

another language is a valuable skill. Rather than viewing limited-English-

proficient.children as a burden, perhaps we ought to view them as an oppor-

tunity to develop bilingual adults.
There are two elearnts of consumer protection, however, which are critical

for the courts to consider if they are to adequately protect the r;ghts of limited-

English-proficient children. Fiat, not every united - English- proficient child

will want to, or be able to, maintain their mother tongue. Nor should they be

forced to do so by the courts and other policyrnakets. Second, children and

their parents must be advised as to the probable consequences of being raised

bilingually within the constraints of the normal school day. Such children will
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be like decathlon athletes and it is false advertising to promise them they willnot only win the decathlon, but also come in first in each individual event
against those who specialize in it. Unfortunately, that is what bilingual educa-tion advocates have been promising primarily because that is what the courtsand other policymakers have been dennmd;.r.,

Obviously, drat, bilingual maintenance programs will be most successful in
increasing life chances if, as with the year-round transitional bilingual ,..duca-tion program studied by McConnell95 time in both languages is increased by
either increasing the length of the normal school day and school year, or bycutting out non-academic subjects. In the latter case, such s'aidents Wouldbecome academic specialists.

Of course, limited-English-proficient students in immersion programs could
also benefit from an extended school day or year. There is no reason why thecourts should not order "compensatory" education that truly compensates
children for the time they have lost. If children are deficient in English, they
should have more rather than the same amount or less of English language
instruction. If English fluent children attend school for five hours, then limited-
English-proficient children should attend it for six or seven. That is truly a
remedy which compensates children for a fourteenth amendment violation.

Both a structured immersion and a bilingual maintenance curriculum shouldinclude a strong bicultural program in order to produce the greatest achieve-ment gains and equal status intergroup contact. This is an area in which thecourts have been reluctant to intervene, but one in which their involvement isgreatly needed since it is the one issue which the school districts are most likelyto ignore. The research on interracial contact conducted by Cohen, Robbins,
and Slavin suggests some ways to structure these prograrns.96 Cohen's and
Robbins' reseweit indicates that the only way in which children's statusexpec-tations can be changed is when the children with lower status are placed in a
position of superiority. In their experiments they did this by having the childrenwith lower status learn a skill and then teach it to the children of higher status.It follows from this thatone way of changing the low status cilimited-English-proficient children and integrating them into the regular curriculum is toappoint them, even those who speak little English, the teacher's aide in a
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multicultural program in which they teach their English-speaking classmates
their mother tongue and culture.

Slavin'sq7 research on cooperative learning suggests that one of the most
successful ways to raise achievement and produce equal status contact when
students leave the immersion program for the integrated classroom is to
reorganize the individualized competitive classroom into a cooperative
environment in which children are assigned to teams, heterogeneous in ability
and ethnicity, which compete against each other. Perhaps as important 26 the
interdependence this establishes is that low achieving students are actively and
positively engaged in academic classroom activities.

Summary

This review has discussed the use of social science research in bilingual
educational equity cases and the federal policymaking process and its policy
implications. The court cases and OCR negotiations have been characterized
by the mutual belief on the part of the plaintiffs and the defendants that
transitional b lingual education is the best method of solving the English lan-
guage achievement problems of limited-English-proficient children. The plain-
tiffs typically argue that its failure to do so in the defendant school district is a
function of bad implementation. The school districts often contend that num-
bers are at the heart of the matter. They simply cannot afford to provide this
"superior" instructional technique to ever/ child who needs it

The research, however, does not support transitional bilingual education as a
superior instructional technique for increasing the English language achieve-
ment of limited-English-proficient children. Indeed, despite the general accep-
tance by the courts that submersion or doing nothing has failed, it fares no
worse than transitional bilingual education.

We believe the most promising technique is structured immersion with
bilingual, same ethnic group teachers, because this fulfills both the cognitive
and psychological needs of limited-English-proficient children. There really
need to be more planned variation experiments, however, before the courts
would be willing to order such programs implemented. One area which the
courts have almost completely ignored is the non-academic domain. Any spe-
cial language program should be combined with a bicultural program and team
learning to produce equal status contact and the greatest achievement gains for
low achieving students.

The research does not support transitional bilingual education as a superior
instructiont.l technique for maintaining the mother tongue either. We would
argue that the best way to do that is through a bilingual maintenance program

97 St....vs,+. Snaurr TVAMS. srprt no4t 961 SlAVt14. COOPIESATIVt AllM01. supra remelt).
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co..iposed of self-selected eager language learners willing to make the trade-
offs that such an education will entail for the reward of being bilingual. This,
however, is an educational and social policy concern, not a legal issue, and thus
the courts will probably have little to say about it.
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Mr. ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In the days since the Rossell and Ross study was released, pro-

ponents of bilingual education have attempted to refute it, but the
fact remains that bilingual education is a flop at what we in Con-
gress have asked it to do; teach students English.

Those who have other goals for these programs should say so and
allow the rest of us to vote on these programs on those merits. If
the supporters of bilingual education want to use it as a way to
maintain the language and culture of their ancestors at the ex-
pense of their children's future, let them say so up front, but it sim-
ply defies the evidence to say that bilingual education teaches stu-
dents English better than other methods.

These failed programs cost a good deal of money. Direct govern-
ment support for bilingual education programs totaled $228 million
in this fiscal year. An estimate offered in 1990 during a congres-
sional hearing on bilingual education suggests that this is but 20
percent of the total cost of these programs. In other woi ds, real
spending for bilingual education is probably well over a billion dol-lars a year.

English must be the language of our schools and our country.
Not only do the American people in general agree-93 percent of
the people in my recent district questionnaire agreedbut so do
our Nation's immigrants and language minorities.

For example, the Latino National Political Survey released De-
cember 15 of last year indicates that Hispanics, even recent immi-
grants, want their children to learn English. In fact, Hispanics
agreed by over 90 percent that U.S. residents should learn English.

Advocates of bilingual education demand that these programs
continue despite their virtually unbroken record of failure. These
failures have human faces.

Let me mention just one. A mother in New York City, Gregoria
Jiminez, came to the attention of the press recently because she
was forced to hire a private tutor for her son. Why? Because after
3 years of bilingual education, her son could not read or write in
any language.

A Chinese-American, Philip Chiu, put this tragedy in perspective
in the San Diego Union, where he wrote, "The most critical tool to
achieve our goals is to speak better English than the whites ... To
better our English doesn't mean to throw away our heritages. It
means the possession of an effective means to work with and to
compete with white ... Instead of fighting for bilingual education,
we should sue the State of California for implementing the bilin-
gual education program to intentionally impede the progress of mi-
norities in joining the American mainstream."

You see, Mr. Chairman, I feel that bilingual education does im-
pede bringing people into the American mainstream and therefore
it doesn't give them the same advantages that others enjoy. So I
think it is discriminating against them.

If the parents of the children involved and the academic re-
searcl.ers who are objective, and if the prominent educators and
hard-pressed taxpayers all oppose bilingual education, why should
Congress renew these programs?

President Clinton has challenged us to be as good at eliminating
programs that don't work as we are at creating new ones. For the
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successful future of our Nation's children, funding for bilingual
education must be terminated.

So long as English remains a language of opportunity in this Na-
tion we are doing the children of immigrants a grave disservice by
giving them less of what they really needEnglish classes and
English language instruction. The $228 million we are spending for
bilingual programs every year could pay for a good deal of instruc-
tion in English.

This is one of the reasons I recently introduced the "Declaration
of Official Language Act" to make English our Nation's official lan-
guage. You see, I don't think that we should be voting in six dif-
ferent languages in LA. I don't think that we should be fractional-.
izing America into different linguistic groups. I feel we are all
Americans and there is no need for hyphenated Americans. A key
part of this bill is the elimination of the failed bilingual educationprograms.

The response to this bill from the American people has been tre-
mendous. I have received letters and telephone calls from people all
over the country. I was on a talk show in New York one day at 4
o'clock in the afternoon. At 11 o'clock at night, my phones were still
ringing in the office on this issue, so I know people are concerned
about it.

The support I have received from over 50 States from people of
all ancestries and economic backgrounds tells me that the majority
of Americans are with me on this issue. It is time for Congress to
start listening to the American people and less to the professional
ethnic activists.

The time to act on behalf of the American public is now. We
must not follow the same divisive path taken in Quebec and else-
where, and we must ensure that all of our children have the same
opportunity of learning effective English.

The evidence is clear. Bilingual education wastes billions of tax-
payer dollars while failing to give students an adequate education
in any language. Programs such as bilingual education which actu-
ally inhibit the learning of English must be eliminated.

We Americans, as I have said, are people from every corner of
the globe, from every heritage, every linguistic background imag-
inable, but we are one Nation, one people. We have a commonality,
and that commonality is called the English language.

Arthur Schlesinger in his book, "The Disuniting of America,"
says bilingualism is an elitist, not a popular movement. Institu-
tionalized bilingualism remains another source of fragmentation of
America, another threat to the dream of one people.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Toby Roth follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. TOBY ROM, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE
OF WISCONSIN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the subcommittee, I want to thank you for giving
me this opportunity to testify on behalf of some people Congress doesn't hear from.The children in the bilingual education programs were debating over today don't
hire lobbyists. Their parents don't make big salaries. All they have is a dream for
a better life in America. I am here today to speak for these people, Mr. Chairman.Someone has to say what these children and their parents know to be truethat
without English, these children are doomed to a second-class future.
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Do these programs continue because parents support them? No. These programs
continue despite parental opposition. One of the most moving statements on this
subject was made by Ernesto Ortiz, a foreman on a South Texas ranch, who said:
"My children learn Spanish in school so they can grow up to be busboys and waiters.
I teach them English at home so they can grow up to be doctors and lawyers."

Thomas Sowell, in his book Inside American Education, cited numerous surveys
proving that the great majority of Hispanic parentsmore than three-fourths of
Mexican-American parents and more than four-fifths of Cuban-American parents
are opposed to the teaching of Spanish in the schools at the expense of English.

These feelings from Hispanic parents are understandable and laudable. Consider
the plight of the non-English speaker in America. Newspaper want-ads offering jobs
are meaningless. Writing an effective resume is even more difficult. The most tragic
aspect of failed bilingual education programs is that they relegate their pupils to
second-class economic status.

Right now, I suspect there are more supporters of bilingual education in this hear-
ing room than there are in the rest of the country combined.

President Reagan reminded us that Washington, DC is the home of the .iron tri-
angle. That triangle is composed of three parts: (1) the lobbyists who make their
living from an issue (2) the bureaucrats who also make their living from an issue
and (3) sympathetic members of the news media. The bilingual education programs
Congress wants to renew today are being pushed by the very same iron triangle
that the American people are currently complaining about so vocally.

The time has come to admit that transitional bilingual education does not work.
The evidence has been in for some time. Transitional bilingual education is a dismal
failure at what Congress has specifically asked it to accomplish: teach students Eng-
lish.

Even advocates of bilingual programs have been forced to admit that these pro-
grams do not work. Thomas P. Carter and Roberto D. Segura, in their book, Mexi-
can-Americans in School; A Decade of Change confess:

"Governmental financial support (for bilingual education) will diminish rap-
idly as it becomes increasingly clear to legislators that the goals of improved
Chicano academic achievement are not met."

That statement was made in 1979. Most people don't know that Congress man-
dated bilingual education nationally in 1974 with little evidence in its favor. This
was the Red Queen in Alice in Wonderland: sentence first, verdict afterwards.
Today, the search for proof that these programs actually help immigrant children
learn English continues without success.

The most thorough study in this area was released in 1986, by Christine H.
Rossell and J. Michael Ross. Rossell and Ross reviewed every study they could find
on the subject from the 1960s to 1984. Their aim was to find if bilingual education
actually helped students to learn English.

As Rossell and Ross bluntly put it:
[Not a single) study has found transitional bilingual education to be

superior to structured immersion (at teaching English).
I ask that this complete study appear in the record of this hearing at this point.
In the days since the Rossell and Ross study was released, proponents of bilingual

education have attempted to refute it. But the fact remains that bilingual education
is a flop at what we in Congress have asked it co do: teach students English.

Those who have other goals for these programs should say so and allow the rest
of us to vote on these programs on those merits. If the supporters of bilingual edu-
cation want to use it as a way to maintain the language and culture of their ances-
tors at the expense of their children's future, let them say so up front. But it simply
defies the evidence to say that bilingual education teaches students English better
than other methods.

These failed programs cost a good deal of money. Direct government support for
bilingual education programs totaled $228 million for this fiscal year. An estimate
offered in 1990 during a congressional hearing on bilingual education suggests that
this is but 20 percent of the total cost of these programs. In other words, real spend-
ing on bilingual education is probably well over $1 billion annually.

English must be the language of our schools and our country. Noy only do the
American people in general agree on this matter-93 percent of respondents to my
annual district questionnaire expressed their agreementbut so do our Nation's im-
migrants and language minorities.

For example, the Latino National Political Survey released on December 15, 1992
indicates that Hispanics, even recent immigrants, want their children to learn Eng-
lish. In fact, Hispanics agreed by over 90 percent that U.S. residents should learn
English.
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Advocates of bilingual education demand that these programs continue despite
their virtually unbroken record of failure. These failures have human faces. Let me
mention just one. A mother in New York City, Gregoria Jiminez, came to the atten-
tion of the press recently because she was forced to hire a private tutor for her son.
Why? Because after three years of bilingual education, her son could not read or
write in any language.

A Chinese-American, Philip Chiu, put this tragedy in perspective in the San Diego
Union:

"The most critical tool to achieve our goals is to speak better English than the
whites. ... To better our English doesn't mean to throw away our own heritages.
It means the possession of an effective means to work with and to compete with
whites. ... Instead of fighting for bilingual education, we should sue the State of
California for implementing the bilingual-education (sic) program to intentionally
impede the progress of minorities in joining the American mainstream."

If the parents of the children involved, objective academic researchers, prominent
educators, and hard-pressed taxpayers all oppose bilingual education, why should
Congress renew these programs? President Clinton has challenged us to be as good
at eliminating programs that don't work as we are at creating new ones. For the
successful future of our Nation's children, funding for bilingual education must be
terminated..

So long as English remains the language of opportunity in this Nation, we are
doing the children of immigrants a grave disservice by giving them less of what they
really needEnglish classes and English language instruction. The $228 million we
are spending for failed bilingual programs could pay for a good deal of instruction
in English.

This was one of the reasons I recently introduced H.R. 739. "The Declaration of
Official Language Act," to make English our Nation's official language. A key part
of this bill is the elimination of failed bilingual education programs.

The response to this bill from the American people has been tremendous. I have
received letters and phone calls from all over the country in the thousands in sup-
port of my bill.

The support I have received from all 50 States from people of all ancestries and
economic backgrounds tells me that the majority of Americans are with me. It is
time Congress started listening more to the American people and less to the profes-
sional ethnic activists.

The time to act on behalf of the American public is now. We must not follow the
same divisive path taken in Quebec and elsewhere. And we must ensure that all
of our children have the same opportunity to effectively learn English.

The evidence is clear. Bilingual education wastes billions of taxpayer dollars while
failing to give students an adequate education in any language. Programs such as
bilingual education which actually inhibit the learning of English must be elimi-
nated. Doing so will help ensure a bright future for our Nation, and for Americans
of every culture and heritage.

Again, I thank the Chairman and members of the subcommittee for the oppor-
tunity to address this important subject.

Chairman KILDEE. I want to thank both the witnesses. I think
both of you would agree with me that it would be an educational
and a social failure for a student to go through school without be-
coming proficient in English. I think the question is whether we
want to make everyone monolingual in the country. That is what
we will try to discuss in the course of these hearings.

We have in Flint, Michigan a bilingual program in which we
have Hispanic children and children who are of other heritages in
the same classroom and the Hispanic children are first of all mak-
ing sure they make their promotion in a timely fashion or learning
well and the other students in the classroom are picking up Span-
ish. It is really great to visit that classroom.

I have also noticed that the parents of the Hispanic children,
their English also, because they are very much involved in the pro-
gram, their English grows in proficiency.

So I think we have to look at programs and see what type of pro-
grams achieve the purpose of what bilingual education has in its
Preamble, that it will make sure that the students achieve pro-
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ficiency in English, but to use the native language to make sure
that they do not fall behind in their promotion and graduation re-
quirements.

As another factor, I think that if we certainly keep our eye on
making sure they achieve proficiency in English, it is a plus if they
remain bilingual, a plus for themselves and a plus for our society
as we compete in this global economy.

We are talking about free markets. The President is pushing
NAFTA, and it might be useful if more people were bilingual. But
I think you both would agree that we want to make sure our stu-
dents achieve proficiency in English. It is a question of whether we
want people to be monolingual or bilingual and in some instances
help them retain their native language so they can be bilingual.

I think that is what will emerge and you bring points of view
that have been researched and I appreciate it very much.

I have no questions. I will turn to Mr. Goodling for questions.
Mr. GOODLING. I don't have any questions either, just to thank

both of you for coming and indicate that what I took from your tes-
timony, putting both together, is that flexibility is also very, very
important. We have been having this battle for the 18V2 years that
I have been here each time we have a reauthorization and we had
to get beyond the point of where we were convinced or we were try-
ing to be convinced by those that were testifying that there was
only one way to bring about this transition.

I think we have improved the language of the legislation rather
dramatically over the years to allow the flexibility. For example,
the first Vietnamese students that came to my school district, their
parentsand they were the brightest and the best. The parents
spoke English, therefore it was just a mai,ter of time until they
went flying right by the rest o: my students, who had been speak-
ing English all their lives, because the parents demanded it.

The Boat People that came, of course, had very little education,
as many people now coming into the country have had no formal
education at all, so it is even difficult to teach in their own lan-
guage because they can converse but as far as the grammar, they
haven't had that in their own language.

Basically I see from what you are saying that flexibility is going
to be very important. We have to keep in mind that in some school
districtsI can think of twothere are 101 languages spoken in
one district and in the other school district 102 languages.

It is not difficult to get Spanish teachers. It is very difficult in
many of the other languages to get teachers and at the same time
meet the qualifications that the teachers' groups say they have to
meet, which I don't think is the way you should do it.

So I hope that we will continue the thought that there must be
flexibility and those who seek those grants; and as you said, a very
limited number of people who get grants because there is a limited
amount of fundingthat we won't get into the business of tying
our hands so tightly that there is only one way to provide a bilin-
gual education program. I would hope that family literacy would be
the focal point.

The Even Start program that we just instituted in our area, we
have 90 youngsters, a large number of them are Hispanic and their
parents, and of course we insist that the parents participate. That
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is what Even Start is all about. And they become more literate
than they presently are and betterhave better parenting skills so
that they can be the child's first and most important teacher.

Again I thank both of you. You came from two different direc-
tions, but I really believe you bring the idea of flexibility to the
forefront.

Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Becerra?
Mr. BECERRA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Also in the interest of time for our colleagues I will not ask any

questions, but make a few quick remarks.
I thank Mr. Serrano for his comments. As he mentioned, those

of us in the Caucus will be introducing a bill dealing with bilingual
education as well as migrant education and Chapter 1. I thank the
chairman of the Caucus for his efforts this year and in the past to
try to bring the issue of bilingual education to the forefront and ad-
dress it, I believe in a compassionate and rational way.

Mr. Roth, there was a point where you mentioned that most resi-
dents in this countryespecially Latino residents in this country,
immigrant or U.S. citizens, truly believe that we must all learn and
understand English.

I think that is the goal and should be the goal of any program,
whether it is bilingual education or anything within our school sys-
tem. We have to make sure that our children understand and are
very proficient in English so they can be proficient in every field.

I disagree that we must be alarmed and feel that English is
being threatened in this country, because I think you will find that
more than American citizens, the immigrants, those who will be-
come our future citizens, are more interested in making sure we
maintain English as our language than are American citizens.

I think you will find that they are more interested in perfecting
their ability to speak English than any other American citizen be-
cause they understand more than others the true value of English.

I think we can work together to come up with some particular
policies. I think that whether we agree completely that bilingual
education or any form of education is the best way to go, ultimately
we are trying to fashion the best approach to make our children
better citizens.

I will reserve the rest of my comments until an opening state-
ment later.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Xavier Becerra follows :]

STATEMENT OF HON. XAVIER BECERRA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

It is a pleasure to be here this morning to hear from both a distinguished congres-
sional panel and an expert panel which includes teachers, practitioners, professors
and a former bilingual student. I thank my Chairman, Dale Kildee, for holding a
separate hearing on bilingual education and the educational needs of limited-Eng-
lish proficient students. Chairman Kildee has been a long time supporter of bilin-
gual education going back to his tenure in the Michigan legislature in the 1970s
where he was the primary force behind the passage of the State's first education
legislation.

I am proud to serve under Chairman Kildee and I look forward to working closely
with him on the reauthorization of ESEA and specifically Title VII. This has been
a long haul for this subcommittee, Chairman Kildee and his hard working staff have

put together 26 hearings on the reauthorization of ESEA. We should all acknowl-

edge the long hours and dedication of the subcommittee staff, especially the staff
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director, Susan Wilhelm, as well as, Tom Kelley, Jeff McFarland, Margaret Ka:ockasand Bessie Tny lor.
I would like to extend a special welcome to my fried and colleague Jose Serrano,Chairenan of the Hispanic Caucus, and former member of the Education and LaborCommittee. Jose Serrano has a long history of fighting for a better future for allchildren, and during his tenure in Congress he has been a true champion for edu-cation. Since leaving this committee. he has continued his advocac_y for children andeducation as a new member of the Labor, Health and Human Services and Edu-cation Subcommittee on the Appropriations Committee.
This fall Representative Serrano and I will be introducing legislation on behalfof the Hispanic Caucus which will focus on the reauthorization of Title VII, the Bi-lingual Education Act, and Chapter 1 of the Elementary and Secondary EducationAct. Representative Serrano will testify more about the direction the Caucus willbe moving towards with this landmark legislation, but we are committed to severalbasic principles. First, to provide increased funding for quality programs that teachEnglish to limited-English proficient children. Second, to highlight achievement intraditional academic courses. And third, to offer the development of multilingualskills for all students.
I look forward to hearing from our panels today because nowhere is the need forincreased Federal investment more necessary than in bilingual education. We haveseen a dramatic increase in the number of Americans speaking a language otherthan English over the past decade. According to the Census Bureau, more than 31.8million people ages five and over said they spoke a language other than English in1990 compared to 23.1 million in 190. And by the next Census, in the year 2000,I know that number will he larger by at least one, because my wife, Carolina, andI will do our utmost to insure that our newborn daughter Clarisa Isabel becomesfluent in Spanish. English, and hopefully a third language.
Our Nation's economic future hinges upon our ability to harm '.s the skills of allour citizens. To compete in the competitive global market of the 21st century weneed to encourage multiculturalism and multilingual ability, and I see the expan-sion of bilingual education as one of the keys to a prosperous future for the UnitedStates. We must empower all our citizens, be they Native Americans in the south-west, Haitian immigrants in New York. Hmong transplants in Providence. NativeHawaiians in Honolulu, Latinos in Texas or Asian Americans in California. Ameri-ca's greatest strength is its diversity.
I look forward to working with the Clinton Administration to expand and improvebilingual education. The past 12 years have been difficult ones for proponents of bi-lingual education. Since 1980, funding has decreased by 46 per nt when adjustedfor inflation. That's difficult for any program to swallow, even considering the 4 per-cent decline in school enrollment during this same period. But the number of chil-dren who speak a language other than English did not shrink; it grew 41 percentover the past decade. Currently Title VII serves less than 10 perce t of eligible chil-dren. This situation must change and with the commitment of administration offi-cials like Secretary of Education Richard Riley. I am confident we will be successful.
Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. I would just like to thank both colleagues for comingand testifying. This is a very important subject and I know my col-league from Wisconsin has been a leader in this area for a consid-erable time, partly because our State, like Michigan, is next toCanada and we see the problems that Canada has as a Nation with

its bilingual policy and the tension its policy has created.
I hope we don't end up getting trapped in the same kind of situa-tion in the United States, that we work to recognize the diversity

of our country, but have national policies that help people to enterthe mainstream and function effectively as Americans; we mustrecognize that language is one of the things that historically hasunited us in the United States, though people may have spoken alanguage different than English when they arrived in the UnitedStates.
I don't know if you have further comments, but I do want tothank you for helping us with this important subject.
Chairman KILDEE. \Ir. Roemer.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I first of all would like to welcome both my distinguished col-
leagues to the Education and Labor Committee, particularly Mr.
Serrano, who is a Member of this committee. It is nice to see you
here giving us good testimony.

I think the bilingual education question has to be looked at. It
is not presented as English only or English first. I think it needs
to be looked at in terms of how do we expand the education oppor-
tunities for those students in America that are English deficient
and that desire to in 'rove their English language skills. That is
one of the goals here, I think.

Secondly, how do we continue to have pride in this country in all
languages while having schools and students and educators and
teachers and doctors and lawyers and scientists and trade nego-
tiators that are proud to speak three and four and five languages
in this country?

When you travel to Europe, it is very common to see people
speak two or three languages, and that is not something that peo-
ple are abhamed of.

Here we don't encourage that enough. We don't put enough of
our resources into making sure that people not only speak English
welland that has nothing to do with their background or their
race or their originwe need to make sure that all people in this
country can write and speak English properly. But I also think that
we need to encourage changes in this program.

Mr. Roth said that President Clinton has talked about eliminat-
ing programs that are wasteful. President Clinton has also talked
very much about reinventing government and trying to improve
programs that have good intentions, but may not be accomplishing
everything that they originally sought to accomplish. I think with
some changes and reforms in this program, we can expand learning
opportunities for limited English-proficient students and also en-
courage pride in speaking many languages in order to raise very
smart, capable students. I think we will hear from other panels
about how we can continue to improve teacher training programs
for teachers in these programs.

I just visited a Head Start program in Washington this week
that works in bilingual education. How do we work with new tech-
nology and software in these areas?

There are many things that we need to look at. But I want to
stop there and thank both Members for being with us today.

Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. No comments.
Chairman Tz..-..TLDEE. Governor Romero-Barcelo?
Mr. ROMERO-BARCELO. I congratulate the Members on their testi-

mony. It brings up things we should discuss in this committee.
I would like to make a statement that when you talk ahnut the

issue of bilingual which becomes emotionalthe other day in a
hearing, I mentioned the fact that in Puerto Rico, we have inten-
sive language courses in English and we had intensive language
camps in English and that was interpreted by some to mean that
I was against bilingual education, and I have been a strong de-
fender of bilingual education for many, many years.

I don't like to brag, but I received a gold medal from the Spanish
Institute in New York for my work in bilingual education.
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There is a difference. In Puerto Rico, we have a different situa-
tion in bilingual education than on the mainland. Here you have
the immigrants coming in that are proficient in a foreign language
and they have to learn English, and we don't want them to lose
their native language.

I think it is important to maintain proficiency. In Puerto Rico,
the first language is Spanish and we need to teach them English.
In Puerto Rico, the intensive camps for 10 weeks learning English
was very good because it provided a good start for students to learn
English and get rid of the shyness to speak a foreign language.

One of the problems with speaking a foreign language is you are
initially shy. When you spend 10 weeks learning it and speaking
it, you lose the shyness.

We have to make some decisions for our country, too. We first
have to decide whether we think the idea of the Nation as a melt-
ing pot is a good idea or whether we should move to a salad bowl
where ingredients are kept together.

Certainly for dietary reasons, I think a salad bowl is healthier
than a melting pot. The Nation will grow strong if we work out the
differences among us and work together as a Nation. The United
States can become a worldwide Nation. We need to get closer to our
Latin American brothers. Then we have tothe Nation has to
learn that it is to our advantage to be bilingual in Spanish and
English.

We need to get closer to other countries. It is to our advantage
to have Americans that are bilingual in English and other foreign
languages. To be bilingual is an asset, not a liability. If it is an
asset, let us foster, promote and strengthen it.

We have to decide how to accomplish that. I think thatI don't
think that anyone could say that it is not an asset to be bilingual.
I have four children. They are all grown up. My wife was from New
York and she moved to Puerto Rico. Her first language is English;
mine is Spanish. We made a decision when our kids were born that
for the first 3 years, she would speak to them in English and I
would speak to them in Spanish. They learned both languages and
would speak to their mother in English and turn around and speak
to me in Spanish without thinking twice about it.

The earlier you teach languages, the better you learn. In Europe,
if there is any country that is a "languagephobe," it is the French.
They are very proud of their language; yet they understand the im-
portance of teaching their children two or three languages.

In most countries, children and adults speak two or three lan-
guages. The fear that I hear is we cannot teach them the other lan-
guage because then it will be bad for the Nation.

It is one thing to have a common language in government and
the other thing that our people should be able to speak two, three,
four, five languages. I think it is an asset and the more languages
we speak and the better we learn them, the more opportunities the
students will have and the better it will be for the Nation.

How do we accomplish it so that immigrant children learn Eng-
lish well, but also maintain their language and speak their lan-
guage well and proficiently? It will be to their advantage to get a
job. If you are bilingual, you can probably get a better job.
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I don't see why we should even say that any bilingual program
is bad. We have to decide how we focus it and how we are going
to strengthen the program.

Thank you.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you, Governor.
Mr. Green.
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I too would like to thank the witnesses. I have a prepared state-

ment that I would hold until later.
A few comments. From Texas and from Houston, I recognize the

value of bilingual education, but a personal experience. In the
1960s, I was in high school in Houston, a majority Hispanic high
school, long before Texas provided bilingual funding. In fact, Texas
did it in 1973.

I was proud to make that vote then. I saw what happened to His-
panic students who came to my high school and were sink-or-swim,
and they left after a week. We lost some good students that way.
That is why in 1973 in one of the first sessions I served in the leg-
islature, we voted for bilingual education in Texas. There is a need
for it and it is utilized and I see success stories in Houston and in
Texas.

The concern comparing Canada and Quebec with the Republic of
Mexico is apples and oranges. There is a great deal of difference
to it because at least in Texas, we value that cultural difference,
not to the exclusion, but to bring together.

In the United States we value our togetherness much more than
exclusion. I think we build on that diversity.

I would like to associate myself with the remarks of our Delegate
from Puerto Rico. I think the salad bowl analogy is very good be-
cause I think we always thought we were a melting pot, but we are
not.

In Texas we are proud of our Czech-Texans and German- Texans.
My wife's family were citizens of Mexico before they were Texans
because they came to Texas when it was a republic. They spoke
German until this generation. So the analogy of the salad bowl I
think applies more than the melting pot ever did because we are
proud of our heritage, but we also recognize that we are also all
Americans.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Green follows:}

STATEMENT OF HON. GENE GREEN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, bilingual education is for many
students the only chance for a quality education. A student who enters our edu-
cation system with limited-English skills simply cannot be thrown into an English
only classroom and expected to understand the material being presented. My wife,
who is a high school teacher, sees this every day at her tri-ethnic high school.

I realize that many of you who are from parts of our country where there are few
non-English speaking students and have difficulty understanding the need for this
program, however, please understand that bilingual education represents a lifeline
for students who would otherwise be omitted from our education system because of
limited-English ability.

There are those who would argue that children should be "immersed in English"
which would simply tell them to "sink or swim." I ask any of you who are parents
if you would teach a child to swim with this same approach. Would you just throw
them in the water or would you help them stay afloat while they learn?
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Bilingual education buys time for a student. Time that would be wasted while the
student struggles to understand English is saved by instructing in other languages
while the student continues to learn English. Without this program these students
would lose the time and information obtained in math, science, history and every
other subject instead of moving forward with the rest of their classmates.

The best testimony this committee can hear is the actual stories about people who
are living proof that this program works. I can give two shining examples from my
recent visits with constituents of the best this program has to offer. Two students
from my district who both came to this country speaking no English and were en-
rolled in bilingual education programs are now succeeding because of the opportuni-
ties they received from bilingual education. One of the students, a young lady who
was enrolled in bilingual education for just one year recently won our Congressional
Arts Competition and will be attending college on a scholarship this fall. The other,
a young man who attends the same high school that I graduated from recently won
the Discover Card Scholarship competing among students from across the Nation
and will also attend school this fall on a scholarship. Both of these students are ex-
amples of success in bilingual education and prove that this program is worth con-
tinuing and even expanding.

This program has become an essential part of many States such as Texas who
are seeing increasing numbers of limited-English proficient children. The fact is that
the Hispanic population in this country is on the rise and will continue to rise over
the next decade. Either ,re can welcome these people and assist them through edu-
cation programs such as bilingual education or we can ignore them and risk alienat-
ing a substantial part of our population.

I ask each of you on this committee to give thorough consideration to maintaining
and even increasing the scope of this program and I look forward to working with
you to ensure its continued success Thank you.

Chairman KILDEE. Ms. Woolsey.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for coming

and providing us with two sides of this issue. My style is always
to stand up and be counted.

Representative Roth, you can count me as one of the people that
supports bilingual education. That is because with nearly one out
of seven American children speaking a language other than Eng-
lish, I think we have to use bilingual education and take advantage
of that to help, as one step in integrating these children into our
society.

I agree that we don't ask these children to give up their native
tongue because that is going to be to their benefit in the long run
and the closer we become as a Nation to being monolingual, the
less competitive we will be in the industrial world. That is some-
thing we in the United States must take advantage of, is the mul-
tiple languages that we have with the people that live in our coun-
try and along with that start training our children so they can
speak other languages and so they will be part of an international
world when they grow up.

As I said, I support the bilingual programs. We can probably
tweak it and improve it and learn from what we have been doing.

I thank you all for coming. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you.
Mr. ROTH. If I could respond, I would appreciate it. I think that

we want all of our Americans to be proud of their ancestry and
their culture, absolutely. To speak a different language in the
home, I think that is very commendable. For students to take for-
eign languages in high school and become proficient, that is terrific.
But what bilingual education does is impede young people from
getting the fundamentals of English so they grow up, many times,
not proficient in either language. I think that is a detriment.
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As far as students dropping out of school, I can't think of any-
thing that will keep young people from going on with education if
they are not equipped with the English language. We hear that in
Germany they have different languages and they do, but the offi-
cial language that is taught is German. In France, it is French.

We also have to remember that the Germans have other unity.
They have united as one people, an ethnic group, the same with
the French. America is completely different. We are from every cor-
ner of the world. What is our bond, our commonality? It has been
the English language.

When you say the salad bowl is preferable to the melting pot, I
wouldn't agree. Look at the consequences of what a salad bowl is
going to give you. We have seen what has happened after the world
has dropped ideologies and gone back to ethnic groups. What would
happen to America where we are teaching youngsters in school in
New York in 145 different languages; in LA, in 108 different lax.
guages?

You say a salad bowl is preferable to a melting pot? My God, my
friends, what are the consequences of that? I thought we were try-
ing to stamp out apartheid in parts of the world. Now we are going
to bring it here?

I think that if America rejects the concept of a common culture,
of a single society, of a republic that is split up into various groups
in the so-called salad bowl, I think we are in for a serious problem.
If America turns from the goal of our forefathers that Jefferson had
of one people, where I disagree with the Members of this commit-
tee, Mr. Chairman, is that you believe in hyphenated Americans;
I don't. I believe we are all Americans and there should be no dis-
tinction.

Whether you have a French background, Spanish or German
background or African background, we are all Americans and we
all have to have a common bond and the English language is what
gives us our common bond. When you destroy that common bond,
you destroy the cohesion of America and you disunite America and
we are going to rue the day that we do that.

Chairman KILDEE. Mr. Serrano?
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf of the Caucus, I would like to let the panel know that

if we approach any reform in any educational program from the
viewpoint of how best to deliver those services, you will find the
Caucus in full support. The problem here is that we must not begin
from a premise that somehow another language is an affront to our
society and will destroy our country in some way, history doesn't
show that and I am sure the future will not show that.

I set myself up as an example. I can conduct this presentation
in Spanish as well as I can in En,lish. In fact a lot of times I think
in English while I speak in Spanish. I can function over any plate
of food in any ethnicity. I can listen to my stereo in any one of the
musics I listen to any day.

I am not confused. I am enriched. If I brought you into the house
of a Latino family, you might be shocked to find out that the con-
versation is not a plot to maintain Spanish as the only language.
It is dismay that our children are going into English at such a
rapid pace that we are losing the Spanish language.
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This fallacy that somehow our children are not learning to speak
English is absolutely not true. I am afraid, as one who believes in
many languages, that within this generation, most of the children
we are concerned about will not speak Spanish. So that is not the
problem. The problem is how well to take their language and use
it as a tool.

When I came to New York in the early 1950s, I was put into one
of those programs and I did learn to speak English quickly. As a
result, I was behind for many years on subject matter because
Jorge Washington en America is the same as George Washington
in America and if someone had taught it to me in another lan-
guage, I would have been up to date on that subject matter. Luck-
ily for me, I recovered.

One could say you recovered enough to get .to Congress, some
may consider that not a recovery at all, but I am proud of where
I have gotten speaking two languages. I am not upset at all in any
way.

As far as hyphenated Americans, I am sorry Mr. Romero-Barcelo
left because he might have had another view on the hyphens. We
have to be very careful of what we are saying.

I was talking to a friend recently who is slightly more conserv-
ative on this issue than I am. I told him "Do you notice that Japa-
nese businessmen when they come here always speak in English?"
I was trying to make the point that they are intelligent as business
people to understand they have to learn the competitor's language.
He said, "Of course. They know we are the best language in the
world."

I said, "If that is why you think they learned to speak English,
you have lost it all."

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, we are a strong country because we
have learned how to be Americans while being ourselves. New York
City is a port of entry for so many people. The Italians in New
York have never stopped being Italians. The Jews in New York
have never stopped being Jews. The Hispanics in New York have
never stopped being Hispanics, yet when July 4 comes around or
when election time comes around, they all behave as good Ameri-
cans. There is nothing to fear.

On the contrary, let's move towards a day when Charles Bronson
will no longer need people to dub his voice for him in any kind of
western.

Thank you.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much.
One of the greatnesses of this country is that today we have seen

two people come before this committee sincerely holding different
views on how to approach the serving of children in this country
and both of you have demonstrated to this committee your English
proficiency very well.

Mr. Becerra?
Mr. BECERRA. I would like to take this opportunity-10 or 15

years ago, we wouldn't have had many Members here who could
have talked about bilingual education the way Chairman Serrano
has.

Two quick personal anecdotes. My father was born in Sac-
ramento but grew up in Tejorna. He speaks broken English. He
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had to leave school because he was the oldest of eight kids at about
the fifth grade. He taught himself how to read and write English
and he is the most avidin fact, he argues with me all the time
about politicsthe most avid reader of news and politics because
he is very interested in what goes on.

This is a man who was the proverbial ditch digger and this is
a man who always encouraged me to do the best that I. could, but
he could never tell me to be a attorney or be a congressman be-
cause he never had that experience. His experience was with his
crew members speaking mostly Spanish in America and doing his
work. But he always taught me to do the best that I could and I
have been very fortunate that I have been able to, along with the
work that my mother did to keep the family together.

Second, is something that happened that I started to notice when
I was 18 when I was getting ready to go to college. I grew up with
Spanish first but quickly and without much problem became bilin-
gual.

When I was 18, I saw that I was becoming monolingual English
and I became very distressed. I reached a pact with my parents.
They always speak to me in English and I speak to them in Span-
ish because they are interested in perfecting their English and I
am always interested in perfecting my Spanish.

The point is that you will find no one that is more interested in
perfecting English than the immigrant because it is such a value
to be able to get along, go along and be a great person in this coun-
try and the only way you do that is through English.

Thank you.
Chairman KILDEE. The second panel will consist of Dr. Kathy

Escamilla, President of the Board, National Association of Bilin-
gual Educators; Sally Peterson, President, Learning English Advo-
cates Drive; Dr. Kenji Hakuta, Chair, Stanford Working Group;
Marcia Kile, Program Consultant, ESL Services; Dr. Sylvia C.
Pena, Associate Professor for Curriculum and Instruction, Univer-
sity of Houston; and Roberto Feliz, MD, Beth Israel Hospital.

W will start with the order we called your name, Dr. Escamilla.
STATEMENT OF KATHY ESCAMILLA, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION
Ms. ESCAMILLA. Mr. Chairman, Members of the subcommittee,

good morning. My name is Kathy Escamilla and I serve as the
President of the National Association for Bilingual Education.

Mr. Chairman, because my time is limited, I ask that my state-
ment be entered into the record.

Before I begin my statement, I want to thank the subcommittee
for extending an invitation to NABE to testify at this hearing and
to thank you personally, Mr. Chairman, and you, Mr. Good ling for
all that you have done over the years to improve and expand edu-
cational opportunities for language-minority and limited English-
proficient students in our country.

Chairman Kildee, your leadership in bilingual education both in
your home State of Michigan, where you sponsored and won adop-
tion of the State's first Bilingual Act, and here in Washington
where you cosponsored and helped secure enactment of the 1984
and 1988 legislation reauthorizing the Federal Bilingual Education
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Act is well known to the parents and educators who make up
NABE. Indeed it is legendary.

Lest that be taken wrong, we view you as a legend in your own
time and a legend in our time.

Mr. Good ling, we deeply appreciate the interest you have always
shown in the educational needs of language-minority students. We
also want to thank you for your efforts, particularly during the last
two reauthorizations, to achieve bipartisan support for the continu-
ation, expansion and strengthening of the Bilingual Education Act.

As I stated before, I serve as the President of the National Asso-
ciation for Bilingual Education. More importantly, however, I am
an educator, a bilingual educator with more than 20 years experi-
ence in the field. I have lived and worked in the States of Colorado,
California and Arizona. I have been a bilingual teacher, a program
director and am now a professor and a researcher in the field of
bilingual education.

In addition, I believe so strongly in bilingual education that my
own two children participated in bilingual programs during their
elementary school years.

This morning I would like to address the context of reauthoriza-
tion of Title VII around three general points.

First, it is important to note how much has been learned and ac-
complished under the Bilingual Education Act during the 25 years
since its inception. In the late 1960s, virtually the only programs
of bilingual education available in this country were those offered
by elite private schools to privileged English-speaking students.

In the Nation's public schools, language-minority students who
were limited in their English proficiency were left to sink or swim
in monolingual English instructional programs designed for native
English speakers. As we know, most sank.

From 1983 to 1988, I directed the Department of Bilingual Edu-
cation for the Tucson Unified School District in Arizona. This pro-
gram is presently almost entirely funded by local district funds. It
serves LEP students from pre-K through 12 and involves 20 lan-
guage groups. This program started with a small Title VII project
in 1969 which served only 150 students.

The Title VII program created the resources, opportunities, and
leadership to build the infrastructure that the school district need-
ed to meet the needs of LEP kids.

This story of capacity building can be repeated in districts across
the country, and it serves to document Title VII's success with local
school districts.

During the last 25 years, competitive Title VII seed money
grants have helped thousands of local schools across the Nation to
develop and implement programs of instruction tailored to the
needs and strengths of LEP students.

According to the 1990 Census, nearly 6.3 million children ages 5
through 17, one in every seven children of school age spoke a lan-
guage other than English at home. These children, language-minor-
ity children, are the fastest growing segment of our school-age pop-
ulation.

Between 1980 and 1990, the population of language-minority
children of school age increased by 41.2 percent while total T.S.7

school enrollment declined by 4 percent.
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The continued and dramatic increase in the population of limited
English-proficient students demonstrates to us that diversity no
longer exists outside the mainstream of public education. The
mainstream is diverse and the reauthorization of ESEA Title VII
and all ESEA programs must take this fundamental reality into ac-
count.

The third point I want to raise regarding the context of this re-
authorization relates to the Goals 2000 legislation recently ap-
proved by this committee.

A fundamental tenet of Goals 2000 is that all children can meet
high comprehensive academic performance standards if they are
provided appropriate opportunities to learn.

NABE emphatically agrees with this tenet and applauds the
committee for ensuring that limited English-proficient students are
specifically included in the bill's reference to all children. For too
long in too many places, LEP students have been victimized by low
educational expectations and limited opportunities to learn.

'one manifestation of these low expectations is the belief that the
only objective in educating LEP students is the acquisition of Eng-
lish. Quality educational experiences for LEP students must, of
course, include English acquisition, but also must include a rigor-
ous instructional program that nails LEP students to master sub-
ject matter content while learning English.

I also believe that bilingual education should produce bilingual
students who are literate in both English and a second language.

In short, simply stated, language learning as well as all learning
takes time. We want our children to learn English. We do not want
them to learn English quickly. We want them to learn English
well. In language learning as in driving, we might say speed kills.
In your deliberations about reauthorization, we ask that you con-
sider that the most efficient and effective education for LEP stu-
dents is one that is comprehensive and sustained.

Thank you for your time.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Escamilla follows:]
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Statement cf
Dr. Kathy Escarai Ila, President

National Association for Bilingual Education

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, Good Morning! My name .s Kathy Escamilla,
I serve as President of the National Association for Bilingual Education.

Mr. Chairman, because time is limited, I ask that my statement and the materials attached to it
be entered into the record.

I would like to address two topics this morning: the context of this reauthorization and NABE's
draft legislation for the reauthorization of ESEA Title VII. I would like to begin by making
three points regarding the context of this reauthorization.

The first point concerns how much has been accomplished under the Bilingual Education Act
during the 25 years since its enactment. In the late 1960's, virtually the only programs of
bilingual education available in the United States were those offered by elite pnvate schools to
privileged English-speaking students. In the nation's public schools, language-minority students
who were limited in their English proficiency were left to sink or swim in monolingual English
instructional programs designed for native English speakers.

During the last 25 years, competitive Title VII seed-money grants have helped thousands of local
schools across the nation to develop and implement programs of instruction tailored to the needs
and strengths of LEP students. Title VII training grants have helped institutions of higher
education expand their professional programs to include coursework in bilingual education and
English-as-a-second language (ESL) instruction, and have supported the professional preparation
of tens of thousands of bilingual teachers and other educational personnel. Title VII funds have
also stimulated the production of high-quality bilingual and ESL classroom materials and the
development of a national information, technical assistance, and research network.

The federal government's investment in bilingual education has dramatically expanded the
learning opponunities available to limited-English-proficient students. The dividends of this
investment are reflected the real-life performance of LEP students in bilingual education
programs: higher academic attainment, both in English language arts and the subject-matter
content areas; higher rates of school attendance and graduation: and increased levels of parental
involvement in the education of their children.

My second point regarding the context of this reauthorization concerns demography. According
to the 1900 Census, nearly 6.3 million children ages 5-17 -- one of even seven children of
school age -- spoke a language other than English at home. These children, language minority
children, are the fastest growing segment of our school-age population. Between 1980 and 1990,
the population of language-minority children of school age increased by 41.2% while total U.S.
school enrollment declined by 4%.

Language - minority children speak sinually all of the world's languages plus more than a
hundred which are indigenous to the United States. Many language minority children are,
however, limited in their English proficiency. Reliable estimates place the number of hnited-
English- proficient students in American schools at between 2.3 and 3.5 million.

In California, one of es cry three public school students is a native speaker of a language other
than English, and more than one million students arc classified as 1.1:1'. Fully one-third of all
student attending the 44 urban school distrw.ts which comprise the Council of Great City Schools
arc classified as LEP. While I El' students are highly concentrated in certain states and
localities, they are represented in growing numbers in communities across the nation. In NJ.
tor example, the number of LEP students increased by 10% in just one year, from 1090-1991.
In RI, the increase was 18%. in Cahtorma 14'7, in Arizona 9%. in Hawaii. 17%, in
Washington state 22%, and in Indiana 16%. Between 1980 and 1990, according to the 1990
Census. the language minority student population increased by 40% in Pennsylvania, by 611 %
in California. 45% In ohm. and '2% in Wisconsin t anguage minority students now comprise
35% ot the student population in Caloorma. 2S% in Texas. 23% in New York, and 22% in
Arizona.
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Demographers project continued significant emath of America's language-minority and limited-
English-proficient student populations well into the next century. Language-minority students,
while concentrated in certain areas, are also dispersed throughout schools in every state in the
nation. Districts that previously had no LEP students are now having to design and implement
programs to meet their special needs. Furthermore, as immigration patterns have changed. so
have the linguistic backgrounds of LEP students. While Spanish remains the native language
of a majority of these students. there has been significant growth in other language populations.
The reauthonzation of ESEA Title VII must take these fundamental realities into account.

The third point I a ant to raise regarding the context of this reauthorization relates to the Goals
2000 legislation recently approved by this Committee. A fundamental tenet of Goals 2000 is
that all children can meet high. comprehensive academic performance standards if they are
provided appropriate opportunities to learn. NABE emphatically agrees with this tenet and
applauds the Committee for ensuring that limited-English-proficient students are specifically
included in the bill's references to all children.' For too long, in too many places, LEP
students have been victimized by low educationalexpectations and limited opportunities to learn.
While the opportunity to learn and academic p,.rformance standards contemplated in Goals 2000
will not be defined and operationalized for years. Congress should maintain the momentum
towards higher standards and systemic educational reform as it reauthorizes ESEA programs
including Title VII.

The second topic I want to address is the draft Title VII reauthorization legislation which VANE
has developed for your consideration. The draft legislation was developed in response to the
Committee's general invitation for legislative recommendations and to specific requests by
Representative Jose Serrano. Chairman of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus, and
Representative Xavier Becerm. a member of this subcommittee.

The draft legislation folloas nearly a sear of extensive consultation with NAI3E members:
representatives of other education associations and national organizations which advocate on
behalf of language-minonty Americans: members of study groups, such as the Stanford
University Working. Group on Federal Education Programs for Limited-English-Proficient
students: state and local education agency officials and employees: officials and staff at the
Education Department: and. of course, anti many of sour staff. In other words, the draft
legislation represents the best thinking of a large number of informed. concerted people. A
copy of the draft bill and summary thereof are attached to my testimony.

The time has come fore paradigm shift :n bilingual education from a compensatory. remedial
model which focuses on the "deficiencies" of students a ho conic to school speaking languages
other than English to an "enrichment" model which recognizes the linguistic skills of these
students as resources to be utilized and developed.

NABE's draft reauthorization legislation for Title VII promotes systemic change. It brings
bilingual education from the periphery of policy to the heart of school reform. One student at
a time is not enough. Rather than remediation for individual students. we need to reform
education right from the start by changing schools to ensure that education works for all
students. A school-aide and system-aide focus for Title VII helps build and sustain the critical
mass of expertise, trained teachers, and funding needed to effectively educate all students. This
is essential because many of the school reforms of the past decade have largely ignored limited
English proficient children.

We believe that the draft legislation responds to the three contextual matters I discussed earlier.
The draft legislation

o builds upon the knowledge :lensed from 25 years of Title VII experience:

o responds to demographic realities of the present and the future. and

o advances accomplishment of the goal of national educational excellence through
s!,stemic educational reform
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I would like to mention just a few or the legislation's '..:ghl:ght, The draft bill emphasizes:

BUILDLNG SYSItIM CAPACITY TO SERVE ALL LEP STUDENTS: Part
A grants are switched from supporting specific types of instruction to building
system-wide capacity through program development and implementation grants.
program enhancement protects, whole-school programs, and system-wide
improvement grants. Emphasis is on program coordination, making sure that
programs are tightly linked to other federal, state, and local educational, health.
and human service programs to meet the comprehensive needs of LEP students.
Part A programs focus on high comprehensive academic standards for LEP
students; building skills in content areas as well as proficiency in English and a
second language. They provide for sustained teacher development; family
education programs which meet the needs of LEP parents and involve them in the
education of their children: and accelerate the application of computers,
broadcasting, and other forms of educational technology to the needs of LEP
students. The legislation authorizes grants to tap and develop the native language

resources available in community-based and tribally-sanctioned non-profit
organizations. Priority is given to programs for early childhood development and
secondary schools, levels of education where bilingual education is less commonly

available.

STRENGTHENING SUPPORT FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS. Part B refines the national bdingual education network to create
a cohesive, integrated system of training, technical assistance ,tad research in the

complex, interdisciplinary field of bilingual education which crosses ages. levels,
languages and content areas. It promotes the implementation and dissemination
of effective practices through Esaluatton and Assessment Centers. Multifunctional
Resource Centers, the National Clearinghouse on Language and Education, and
coordinates with the US Department of Education's Office of Educational
Research and Improvement and the State Educational Agencies. Research

authorized in Part B focuses on the practical improvement of bilingual education:
the development 01 standards and assessments for LEP students: and linking

evaluation to the reform process.

TRA1NLNG TEACHERS WHO WORK WITH LEP STUDENTS: While the
census reports that one out of every seven students does not speak English at
home, most teachers have no training in issues of second language acquisition and

cultural diversity in education. A severe shortage of trained bilingual education

teachers exists. The proposed legislation requires that Part A programs include
On-going, robust professional development for educational staff: and expands the

training programs authorized under Part C to include coursework in the core
curriculum for all teacher training programs on working with LEP students. The

legislation aims to increase the number of trained bilingual teachers through

support for postsecondary students studsisg to become bilingual teachers;
innovative. articulated career-ladder programs to help bilingual secondary students

and paraprofessionals become trained and certified teachers; and bilingual

graduate fellowships to train university level faculty and researchers. Priority

is given to training links SEAs, LEAs and IHEs.

Together these changes move bilingual education from an often remedial program to one at the

forefront of building quality education for all students. These changes strengthen the ability of

Title VII to leverage system-wide change, and build the capacity of American schools to educate

effectively our growing language-minority student population.
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Chairman KILDEE. Ms. Peterson.

STATEMENT OF SALLY PETERSON, PRESIDENT, LEARNING
ENGLISH ADVOCATES DRIVE

Ms. PETERSON. Thank you.
Chairman Kildee, Mr. Good ling, good morning to the rest of the

Members of the subcommittee. It is a true pleasure to be here be-
fore you today.

I am Sally Peterson. I am a teacher with the Los Angeles Unified
School District. I have taught for 30 years. My greatest joy in life
has been helping boys and girls to achieve no matter what lan-
guage they brought to school.

I have a sad story to tell you today. I am in a minority in this
room because my view of bilingual education is so different from
most of the people here. I feel bilingual education as we know it
for the last 25 years is an abject total failure. The goal of the pro-
gram was to teach boys and girls English to allow them to compete
on the same level as their peers who spoke English.

Have we achieved this goal? Absolutely not. We are in worse
shape now than we were 25 years ago and all we do is have meet-
ing after meeting, point fingers, accuse, argue with each other over
which program is better than the other and who is the loser? The
children.

I have no interest to represent. I have no vested interest, no
money involved. I am here as a teacher and I represent thousands
of teachers who are afraid to come before you to say there is some-
thing wrong with bilingual education, because the minute we open
our mouths we are anti-minority, racist, anti-child.

No. We are pro-children. We are teachers. We are parents. We
want what is best for all children. I hope I represent the voice of
a quiet rank and file in this country.

The issue comes down to methodology. The Federal Government
has tied our hands. You said to us when you started the program
25 years ago, 97 percent of the programs will be done in a native
language format. I thought that sounded wonderful. We worked on
that program, and what we found over a long range of time is that
it worked for many boys and girls, but for a lot it didn't.

So we said we need more flexibility. Let us try some more op-
tions. Not submersion, I don't represent submersion, I represent
children who have a right to learn English. Then you changed the
plan variation to 25 percent. It still isn't enough. The lobby that
controls bilingual education in this country does not allow us to ex-
periment with other options.

Two-way immersionLos Angeles is raving about their new two-
way immersion. We immersed the Spanish child in Spanish. We
immersed the English child in Spanish and we tell you we have
two-way immersion. We don't. We are robbing our Hispanic stu-
dents of the right to learn English.

In Los Angeles we have 87 languages. We teach 86 languages in
English through various techniques and we say to the Spanish
child, "You have to learn through your native language." That is
fine if we had the resources. We are 21,000 teachers short in the
State of California; bilingual teachers.
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I don't think a child in a bilingual classroom should be taught
by anyone who is not a bilingual teacher, but we have mandated
a program in this country that says we don't have enough of you
so we will give you a permit and we will let you do it.

We are experimenting with the lives of the children who need to
learn English. I think the crux of the Matter is everybody wants
bilingualism, everyone wants English language development, every-
one wants children to succeed.

We are talking about two separate bills. One bill says we want
multilingualism in this country, not speaking of limited English
proficient children. Everyone needs to be multilingual. We need to
develop a cadre of teachers. We should have been doing this over
the last 25 years, but we have failed. The other issue is we have
a horrendous LEP population and these children need to learn
English. So we have to address that issue.

The gentleman said one parent spoke Spanish, one spoke Eng-
lish. Let the school be the pretend parent. We will teach your child
English. You keep teaching your child Spanish at homefluency,
not literacy, then your child will become fluent in both languages
and in a few years we can start adding formal literacy instructions
in their native language. We will end up in 20 years with the bilin-
gual teachers we need to have a bilingual program in this country.

We are not set up to have it. All we do is sit around and argue
what is right and what is wrong.

I value bilingualism. I believe it is an asset. There is so much
manipulation of the money in the bilingual program, it doesn't
reach the children. There is so much money in this room from the
bilingual dollars in this country, and I know it doesn't make me
popularI am not here to be popularbut it is from the bilingual
pot that should be going to our children.

Let's stop referring to the negatives. Any time a person uses the
word immersion you are doing something wrong. Immersion is a
valid bilingual approach if you use native language support. Every-
one says define the issue as an absolute. You can't have any devi-
ation of an approach.

We are saying if it didn't work today, let's try to change it tomor-
row. Let's keep trying to change it and allow us this open forum
to do that.

I hope Congress will consider a total lifting of the ban of the
flexibility of choices. I suggested several items. I think we should
change the name of this Bilingual Education Act to English Lan-
guage Development Act. If that is the Supreme Court's mandate
that is what we should call the bill.

I hate the term LEP, Limited English Proficient. How would you
like to be the child who is told you are limited? It has a negative
connotation. Let's call them English learners. I think we should put
a cap on the number of years they are in the program. We punish
the development of English. If your child becomes fluent h Eng-
lish, the district cuts off the money.

We should reward the development of English. We need to get
parents' informed consent. They don't even know what program
their children are in or why.

We need to have a national program to find out where are the
strengths and weaknesses of this program, not by the people in the
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room, not by the people who represent them, but the people who
are doing the programs.

I would say Chapter 1 money. I think it is a crime to combine
them. We are already doing that. On paper, we show each categor-
ical program as listed separately, but we lump it together. It all
ends up in the bilingual pot, but it doesn't reach the child.

The Hoover Commission in California just published a statewide
report after a hearing saying that bilingual education in California
is an abject failure and they gave it an F. We need to rethink our
positions. The teacher should be a good English-speaking role
model.

I would like to say I don't think we are the melting pot; I don't
think we are the salad bowl. I think we should call ourselves a hot
taco salad.

With that, I thank you very much.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Peterson follows:]
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LEAD) LEAPN:NG ENGLISH A0,CCATES

-EAPING ON EDuCAT:c%

AND vOCAT:Ds.4._ covml-TEE ., 22. 1593

WASHINGTON, D.C.

,htil '4.37 wnen r:unced I had no inten,tizn 3' bete-si-.;
in advocate. P. profession, I an a teacher. ror 30 years, : na.e
cee classroom, teaching young cnilorem. ELt si, years agc.
after years cf watching non-Englisn speaking chi le:en struggle tg
learn English i- a prcgram that actually delays their entry LL
the mainstream, cecided to speak out : had seeh enough, she
..E .,'s su:cess .e:i'ies tnat nuncrecs of teacrers just like me nag
seen ehou;n!

I come before ycL tooay to tell you that most native-language
based bili-gual e0 __.ion programs are a dismal failure. The
advocates Ail: you in the eye arc tell yoL that cniloren
taught 80 nercent n" the day in native-language will '.earn Englisn.

tell you tmey Aill hot. The chilcren are more likely to learn
English from tnel: beers or the playground than from tne limited
a,gum t cf for-al English instruction in the classrooms. In thousands

:1555:CC115 arounc the country, students are receiving as little
as 33 to s5 minutes of concentrated formal Enclisn ih.structior caily.

Ao.ocates of long-term native language pasec bilingual ecucaticn
will tell you theirs is the most successful method of nelni-g language
minority children enter the educational mainstream. I tell you that,
at best, native-language based bilingual education is nc better than
any other method. =or most children, it is a whole lot worse. InsteaC
of helping these children, it hinders them.

Advocates of nilingual education will tell you tnat their rair
coal is to teach English to non-English speaking children. But I

tell you their primary purpose is to perpetuate a seriously fiawec
teaching method so that the bureaucracy that supports it car sustain
itself, Their livelihoods depend on promoting the myth that children
taught in one language -- most of the day -- will learn English. If
these children ever do learn formal English, it takes years ... arcyears.

I challenge the advocates of bilingual education to snow us theircards. They have ceen gambling with the lives of mostly Hispanic
children for 25 years. LEAD is calling their bluff. Let them come
forward and silence their critics once and for all. We want to know
why only 3% of Hispanic California high school graduates go on tocollege. we want to know why the dropout rate among Hispanics before
the tenth grace is about 40 percent, the same as it was when this
great bilingual education experiment began. By means of comcarison,
tme dropout rate among blacks has dropped dramatically over the lastIC years. 'he major difference between the educational programs of
blacks and Hispinics is -- bilingual education.

Let's all remember that the goal c' bilingual education tt to
td,n ool:oren English. we wart all children to learn E-qlish as
e.tectiveiy and efft:lently as possible and in the quickest
,asnich. LEAD is see.ihg reform or a program that has lost all
:rdlilit as an a,:aderiic approach. e:e want to empower all

ny teaching the- English.

,Atl.e-13,g0.141 cased bilingual e0.-cati2' is a tt,,f" :, Cr-at,00al oxopottions. -cJsards ,cf young people are
,ecregated for vears by language groups in the public schools.
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hey fail to achieve tneir Potential cecause tney cannot compete in
the educational mainstream. They become discouraged and cult.

Bilingual education advocates claim children need to be taught in
.neir native language because of self esteem. But there is no evidence
that bilingual education has an impact on a student's self worth. :f

there is, any after 25 years can't its aciocates come into forums
lie this ant silence their critics with overwnelming proof that
native-language instruction works. They cannot, because that proof
Pees not exist.

a main point to be made in tnis discussion is that native-
language-based bilingual education is not about ecucation at all.
Some or' its adherents are well meaning, but oasically we are not
Zalting about a program that moves our 000rest children into he

English- speaking mainstream as rapidly as possible. Basically,
we are calving ao0ut pure and simple. The Politics of
a powerful lobby tnat can sustain itself only so long as its group
is alienated from the rest of our society. Children are the tragic,
innocent pawns in this cynical game, and long-term bilingual edu-
cation is its tool. This lobby, by screamir.g racism at anycne wno
dares question this teaching method, has managed to silence honest,
open debate on this issue.

very little valid research exists after 25 long years. most
studies are written and published by the vested interests that
aemand blind allegiance to its conclusions. Yet, the true test
of all the researchers and theorists was put to test in the
Berkely Trial in 1988. A law suit brought on behalf of Hispanic
students in the Berkeley Unified. School District focused on the
demand for more bilingual education. In this U.S. District Court
case, Judge Lowell Jensen found that the programs offered were
meeting the neeCs of the LEP student and that a bilingual teacher
was not necessary. Judge Jensen found that the students in Berkeley's
English-based English as a Second Language programs were learning
English faster even when the teacher was monolingual. He stated that
a good teacher was a 000d teacher. We agree completely.

much has been heard recently about a U.S. Department of Educa-
tion study called Aguirre International or Immersion Study that tauts
the effectiveness of native language over English based instruction.
Recently, 3 panel convened by the National Research Council has found
that this study had serious flaws and that it "does not warrant
conclusions regarding differences in program effects."

Yet, evidence is mounting that Latino immigrants, like
-i::ions before them from all over the world, want to learn

and want their :hildren to learn English. The Latino
':ational Political survey recently found that more than 90
tenet'. Puerto Ricans, mexican Americans and Cuban ameri-
Irs Say people .010 life in the United States should learn

,.n7,:ish. And a study by the Educational Testing Service for
e Department of Education found an overwhelming

of Hispanic parents oppose teaching the child's native
:inouage if it means less time is spent on English instruction.

Evidence is also mounting that those who claim to speak for
_utino immigrants in this country don't really speak ror them
at all. The professional lobbyists on Capitol Hill, the National
a,..,cciation of Bilingual Education, the administrators and bilin-
3u31 teachers, the textbook publishers -- they are focused on
Perpetuating a single teaching method upon which their liveli-
hoods depend. Our colleges are brainwashing new teachers that
only one method is acceptable in meeting tne needs of the LEP
student. No other options are considered acceptable.
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Never befo're in the history of American education has such
an army of advocates been so determined to see one program
approach mandated by law, regardless of its failure to achieve
results. Their political clout has muted criticism by those wno
now tne program does not work, and the education establishment
nas turned a deaf ear to the experience of rank and file teachers.
By perpetuating the myth that native-language-based bilingual edu-
cation really works for most, federal and state education
bureaucrats have caused more damage to immigrant children than to
any other single group in this country.

As a teacher in the Los Angeles Unified School District since
1963, 1 have seen many teaching methods come and go. Programs that
worked were continued while teacher input he.ped to evaluate ano
change ineffective methodology. All this changed with the onset
of bilingual education. Constructive criticism was not allowed.
we have the largest bilingual program in the country in the LAUSD,
yet the program is riddled with misuse of funds, manipulation and
outright deceit. Parents rights are routinely ignored and all the
emphasis is on native language instruction. Teachers are fearful
of speaking out due to the harassment that occurs to anyone who
dares to question the program. The $5,000.00 bonus given to
bilingual teachers has demoralized the monolingual teachers whose
dedication to students has been questioned and found to oe lacking.
The reason for this is quite simple - -- MONEY! A district is
rewarded for maintaing native language but loses all funding if a
child becomes proficient in English and exits from the program.

The LAUSD has been very successful in selling it's bilingual
education program as one of the best in the country. This
district spends thousands of dollars that come from the bilingual
education funds to perpetuate their manipulation and deceit. A

perfect example of their tactics is the newly developed 2 way
immersion plan. Sounds great doesn't it. We put English and Spanish
speaking students together and one would presume that the English
speaking child would learn Spanish and the Spanish speaking child
wr,._,1d learn English. WRONG-- In this new and innovative plan the
English speaking child is immersed in Spanish and the Spanish speaking
:1111d is also immersed in Spanish. What a negative implication this
concludes- -The English speaking child can learn another language but
-ct the Spanish speaking child.

A recently concluded and'much awaited report by the California
',ittle Hoover Commission on the status of bilingual education in
our state has just been released. This report clearly states that
we have failed to meet the needs of the non-English speaking cnild.
I suspect that within a few days this entire study will be attacked
by the bilingual lobby.

Years ago, when bilingual education was introduced, I thought
tt would work. I thought non-English speaking children taught in
tneir native language would be able to master Englisn and retain
their native language, as the program promised. Now I know better.
his program works on such a limited basis. Children of recent
immigrants tend to come from disadvantaged backgrounds. They need
English intensive instruction with native language support. They
teed to feel part of the sotiety in which they live and they need
to feel a sense of belonging in the scncols they attend. what they
do not need is to be segregated into separate classrooms because
t',ey speak another language.

Regardless of all the theories espoused I now know that language
learning, like all learning, boils down to input versus output. To
teach a language, you must give extensive input in the target language.
The more time a teacher spends teaching English, the more English a
cnild will learn. Bilingual education mandates Spanish input and
allows the public to believe the -input is English. It is a fraud.
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You do not learn to play Tennis on the golf course, and you don't

ray for violin lessons when you want to learn the trumpet.

The cruelest irony in this linguistic battle is the-way we teach

tne 86 other language groups in the LAUSO. We insist that the Hispanic

child learn in his/her native language but almost all of the other
groups are offered a Bilingual English Language Oevelopment Program.

The other language groups due to the limited number are taught

with all the successful strategies that we have developed over the

years to teach children English. I teach an ELOP class and I can

tell you that it is so successful. The children are happy, involved

and are learning with each ray. Why must the Spanish speaking child
be cenied tnis same chance for success. The LAUSO calls this pror-am

second test and discourages their very existence.

There is a major push on at this time to teach all children in

-'ore than one language. To be bilingual is truly a wonderful goal

'or all. unfortunately, tne United States is not yet ready to meet

tnis demand. The resources simply do not exist to meet this need.

To mention just one example, California ws currently short 20,000

education teachers. At the rate colleges are graduating

the,, it will take 50 years to staff bilingual education classes in

public schools. It is not fair to children or to their

zaiahts ta cronise a program tnat we can't deliver.

another factor affecting our ability to offer other languages,

.- that our school oa, is not long enough to allow the tine recuireo

ta each these languages. I
suggest that if we are serious about

of'ering oilingualisn for all, we must address this as a separate

willing to pour nUge sums of money into this cro.:;ect and

-a-oate it as a secarate suo;e:t. To accomplish this woulo recuire

t-at tne school ca, be lengtnened to allow for the addition of this

suo!ect to our curriculum. I also relieve that Saturday language
:lasses would re necessary to supplement this new course of study.

ao-,artage or Saturday classes is that it would enable won - English

soe,king adults to come to the local school site for Englisn instruc-

tic-. There is a tremencous Demand for more classes and this could

oe oche simultaneously.

It is tine to take sore crastic steps and work together to

:orcletely o:erhaul our oilingual education programs. Your courage

working for reform will Pe appreciated by SO many c'lilOren.

The story that have portrayed today is sadly true. It is

,diced over ant over in e'.ery state in this country that has

t ilingual education Programs. I represent tnousancs of teachers.
_'rents and students who wart to be heart. They are proud of t-e

an languages they bring to cur schools. Their culture and heritage

eniich all of our lives. They have the ability to learn and demand

the test education possible. I'm asking you today to near our plea.
Please allow those of us with no vested interest to be heard.

Car only goal is to emcooer all children. President Clinton himself
said that we don't have a sihgle person to waste. 'we ocn't nave a

single talent to lose. Language is the foundation upon which
education is built. In this country, if Children are not competent

in English, there is little chance they will succeed in other
academic areas or in the workplace. All children want to achieve.

The., are the future of our country. 'we must set the standards and
then help all children have the same ecual opportunity to succeed.

In closing I would like to make a list of suggestions that we
woulo like this committee to consider.

NAME OF PROGRAM: Change the name of the Program from the heoeral
Bilingual Education Act to ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AC'.
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CHANGE IN TERMINOLOGY. Change the designation of Limited English
Proficient (LEP) to ENGLISH LEARNER (EL)

CAP ON PROGRAM: Place a 2 -3 year maximum length of time to remain
in the program.

REwAR0.:: Deward the development of English with a bonus when
the .:nil: exits the program of $5,000.00 per student. This
,c,ey will follow the chile and will be used for continued
Eh4lish language enhanceme "t.

:...--pRE0 03NSENT: Parents must be provided with accurate
information so that they may make an informed choice as to
Program se'Ph'ions. All octions must be fully explained.
03ercion and harassment cf Parents wne want to remove their
children from a certain approacn must stop. The process of
removal must be simple anc easy to accomplisn. The program
change must be mace without delay.

PA9ENT IN3LvEmENT: All efforts will be made at eacn local
school site to involve parents in all levels of decision
making. Special care will be taken to Pe aware of the
various languages of the parents.

PE -IODIC REvIEwS: periodic reviews of the program will oe
ccnaucteo by persons with no vested interest in any one method.
Test results will ce listed by 2 categories-- a)Native
language plans b) Englisn Language Development plans --
.Results of progress will be listed separately.

L1'.417 AOmINISTRAT:vE COSTS: No more than 10% of monies received
could be allotted for administrative and management purposes.
90% of all monies received would go directly to the child.

TEACHER POLL: Conduct a Statewide and a National teacher poll.
An independent firm would conduct this poll to determine the
strength and weakness of bilingual education programs. Special
attention would focus on teacher credentials of those involvec
in the program. Suggestions for improvement would be major
focus of poll. Results would serve as Oasis for new legislation.

LIFT CAP: Completely lift the cap on program choices by local
districts. (Current legislation lists 75% Native Language Plans
and 25% Plan variation.) Allow 100% flexibility.

TEACHER CREDENTIALS: All teachers must hold valid state teaching
credentials. All teachers should prove competent in the English
language. If a teacher is required to teach a foreign language,
he/she must be fluent in that language.

CULTURE AND METH000LOGY: All teachers must receive training in
the college teaching preparation in awareness of culture and
methodology of various language groups. This training will
include the teaching strategies for all English learners. All
forms of program optiOns will be throroughly explored.

MONIES: Title VII monies for bilingual educatio.; and Chapter
1 monies should not be intermingled. The monies are to be
used for the target group as they are identified.

1N'EWEIT: Authors, r searcners, etc. would not On
All ;ed.:! ', set -c I prcl;ra-,, eralJate tee results and pursue

,,,0.13enen's while iltr,tifying themselves as indeperle-t
.11 41s,insure would bn rhoolred so fair Arc;''-nail -,11

7 4
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all attempts sill oe made to develop
an enr1cme.: arc enrancec curriculum tnat not only allows for

remediation Out for stimulating and exciting academic s..ioect

'alter.

2F BILINGuAL:Sm: Stress tne value of oeing oiling,a1 it
3ur gicoal society. °lace emonasis on the mescning of English

ile striving to retain the native tongue.

Tnaw, you for consicerinc our views.
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Chairman KILDEE. Dr. Hakuta.

STATEMENT OF KENJI HAKUTA, CHAIR, STANFORD WORKING
GROUP, STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Mr. HAKUTA. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Good ling and Members of the
committee, it is an honor to appear before the subcommittee to tes-
tify about how ESEA can be improved on behalf of students who
come to school with limited proficiency English.

I come here as the chair of an independent group of 22 individ-
uals, and as we found out in the course of the process, they were
in fact very independent, collectively known as the Stanford Work-
ing Group on Federal Education Programs for Limited English Pro-
ficient Students funded by the Nigi Corporation of New York. They
vigorously deny, of course, any ownership of the ideas we produced.
However, they allowed us to meet as a group over the course of a
year to discuss many of the issues that might arise in reauthoriza-
tion.

The working group, through our cumulative and collective experi-
ences, embodied about all aspects of educational practice, research
and policy as they relate to limited English-proficient students. To
understand existing conditions and obstacles to reform, we drew on
our experiences as master teachers, teacher educators, local, State
and Federal education administrators, advocates and researchers
while consulting widely with other knowledgeable individuals and
data sources.

The resulting synthesis and recommendation are contained in
our recently released report Blueprint for the Second Generation.

Throughout our deliberations, our analyses and recommenda-
tions have been guided by two overarching principles, both of which
were alluded to earlier today.

One, language-minority students must be provided with an equal
opportunity to learn the same challenging content and high level
skills that school reform movements advocate for all students.

Two, proficiency in two or more languages should be promoted
for all American students. Bilingualism enhances cognitive and so-
cial growth, competitiveness in a global marketplace, national secu-
rity and understanding of diverse peoples and cultures.

These principles represent a marked departure from common
practice. Currently the educational opportunities and outcomes for
a large portion of the approximately 3.3 million LEP students in
the United States are not good, to use a technical term. Languish-
ing in school programs with low academic expectations and lack of
attention to higher order thinking skills, many language-minority
students are behind their peers in content areas at a time when
performance standards are being raised throughout the Nation.

This situation is exacerbated by a fixation on teaching English
as quickly as possible, which distracts from instruction in other
subject areas.

Finally, most bilingual programs do not offer students the oppor-
tunity to fully develop their capacity in two languages at a time
when the Nation critically needs a multilingual workforce.

Our review of the legislative and programmatic records of Chap-
ter 1 and Title VII, while clearly noting the contributions of these
efforts, indicated areas of concern. At a general level a mindset per-



sists that views LEP students, languages and cultures as obstacles
to achievement, as academic deficits rather than as potential
strengths to build upon.

This mindset permeates legislation, policy, planning and practice,
despite strong evidence from educational research and practice that
it is wrong. In fact, research shows that first, the potential to
achieve high levels of cognitive functioning is a property of human
species and therefore accessible to all children provided they re-
ceive high quality instruction and a challenging curriculum; and
second, maintaining and developing the native language in no way
interferes with English acquisition.

In fact, recent research refutes the common assumption that the
amount of time spent learning a second language in school is the
most important influence on learning it. Substituting English-only
approaches for bilingual education does not necessarily expedite
the process of acquiring English.

On a more specific level, regarding ESEA, many LEP students
face barriers in access to and appropriate instruction in Chapter 1
programs.

For Title WI programs, the key issues are how best to invest the
scarce funds to guides and leverage systemwide reform and how to
maintain a focus on bilingualism as a national and local resource.
To address these issues it will be necessary to overcome the current
fragmentation of educational services for LEP students.

For example, States now play a limited role in Title VII pre'. cts,
which in turn are rarely coordinated with Chapter 1, migrant du-
cation or other Federal-State or local efforts. Thus resources are
disbursed, students' needs are only partially addressed, and no one
is held fully accountable. Recommendations for Chapter 1 and Title
VII are framed within a coherent policy and systemic reform.

To ensure that LEP students have increased access to Chapter
1 programs we propose targeting funds to high poverty schools or
districts, requiring that all eligible LEP students be equitably se-
lected for Chapter 1 services, and ensuring that instruction, mate-
rials and opportunities for parental participation are adapted to the
unique needs of LEP students.

The Working Group believes that Title VII can be made more ef-
fective in this reauthorization by working in tandem with new Fed-
eral efforts to guide and support States to develop their capacity
to ensure that LEP students meet high-performance standards.

The details of these recommendations are contained in the full
report which I respectfully submit for the record.

Chairman KILDEE. It will be included in the record.
[The information referred to is on file at the subcommittee office.]
Mr. HAKUTA. In closing, let me suggest four key points that I

hope will guide the reauthorization process. First, ESEA funds are
scarce funds. They must be invested wisely in ways that build the
capacity of local and State systems to address the needs of students
intended to be served by these programs.

Second, the movement to raise standards for all students must
really mean all students. LEP children are a growing proportion of
the U.S. student population. We can and should draw upon our col-
lective know-how to ensure their full inclusion in reform efforts.

7 7
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Third, we have been trapped, we believe, in the past in an end-
less and often fruitless debate over the best language of instruc-
tion. I hope that this reauthorization can rise above this tired issue
so that we can turn our attention to more substantive problems,
how to provide language-minority students with an equal. oppor-
tunity to learn challenging content and high level skills.

Finally, LEP students represent our best hope for high-level na-
tional competence in foreign languages. Let's not waste students
that they bring.

Thank you for your attention.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you, Dr. Hakuta.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hakuta follows:]
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FOR LIMITED-ENGLISH-PROFICIENT STUDENTS

Howe Subcommittee*,
on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education

July 22, 1993

It is an honor to appear before this subcommittee to testify about how

ESEA can be improved on behalf of students who come to school with limited
proficiency in English. I come here as the Chair of a an independent group
of 22 individuals, collectively known as the Stanford Working Group on
Federal Education Programs for Limited English Proficient Students.

The Working Group, through our cumulative and collective

experiences, embodies just about all aspects of educational practice,

knowledge, and policy as they relate to limited English proficient students.
Participants included indi Aduals with deep and significast experience as

master teachers, teacher educators, local, state and federal education

administrators, advocates, and researchers. We drew on these experiences,
worked very hard to understand the existing conditions and obstacles to
reform, consulted widely with knowledgeable individuals in the field, and

came up with the synthesis that I am pleased to report to you today. They are

contained in our recently released report, Blueprint for the Second Generation.

Throughout our deliberations, our analyses and recommendations have

been guided by two overarching principles:

1. Language-minority students must be provided with an equal opportunity

to learn the same challenging content and high-level skills that school reform

movements advocate for all students.

2. Proficiency in two or more languages should be promoted for all American

students. Bilingualism enhances cognitive and social growth, competitiveness

in a global marketplace, national security, and understanding of diverse

peoples and cultures.
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These principles represent a marked departure from common practice.
Currently, the education,' opportunities and outcomes for a large proportion
of the approximately 3.3 million LEP students in the United States are not
good. Large numbers of LEP students are languishing in school programs
with low academic expectations and lack of attention to higher order thinking
skills. Many language-minority students are behind their peers in content
areas at a time when performance standards are being raised throughout the
Nation. A fixation on teaching English as quickly as possible detracts from
instruction in other subject areas. And most bilingual programs do not offer
students the opportunity to fully develop their capacity in two languages at a
time when the Nation critically needs a multilingual work force.

Our review of the legislative and programmatic records of Chapter 1
and Title VII, while clearly noting the contributions of these efforts, indicated
areas of concern. At a general level, a mindset persists that views LEP
students' languages and cultures as obstacles to achievementas academic
deficitsrather than as potential strengths to build upon. In this regard, two
damaging assumptions remain implicit in Federal and State policies: (1) that
language-minority students who are economically and educationally
"disadvantaged" are incapable of learning to high standards, and (2) that
instruction in the native language distracts these students from learning

-English.

This mindset permeates legislation, policy, planning, and practice
despite strong evidence from educational research and practice that it is
wrong: (1) the potential to achieve high levels of cognitive functioning is a
property of the human species and therefore accessible to all children,
provided they receive high-quality instruction and a challenging curriculum,
and (2) maintaining and developing the native language in no way interferes
with English acquisition. In fact, recent research refutes the common
assumption that the amount of time spent learning a second language in
school is the most important influence on learning it. Substituting English-
only approaches for bilingual education does not necessarily expedite the
process of acquiring English.

At a more specific level, in terms of ESEA, many LEP students face
barriers in access to, or appropriate instruction in, Chapter 1 programs. For
Title VII programs, the key issues are how best to invest the scarce funds to
guide and leverage systemwide reform and how to maintain a focus on
bilingualism as a national and local resource.

In addressing these programmatic issues, the Working Group adopted
the view that a necessary part of the change is to address the current
fragmentation of educational services. For example, States now play a limited

2
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role in Title VII projects, which in turn are rarely coordinated. with Chapter
1, migrant education, or other Federal, State, or local efforts. Thus resources
are dispersed, students' needs are only partially addressed, and no one is held
fully accountable. Whether programs succeed or fail, lessons are rarely drawn
that could be;,efit other educators. Further, the education of LEP students
is not conceived as part of any larger mission. Programs to address their
unique needs tend to remain "ghettoized" within State Education Agencies
(SEAs), Local Education Agencies (LEAs), and schools.

The Working Group urges that reform of Chapter 1 and Title WI must
be considered within a broader vision that enables the planning,
implementation, and evaluation of reforms so that the present efforts can
become part of a continuous fabric of school and system improvement
activities. The first group of recommendations addresses how the Federal
Government should actively encourage states to play new leadership roles in
school reform. State efforts on behalf of LEP children must he part of a
comprehensive pia- for systemwide reform. The specific major
recommendations are to:

develop high content and performance standards for LEP students that
are the same as those established for all other students, with full
inclusion in the development process of persons knowledgeable about
the education of LEP students;

develop opportunity-to-learn standards adapted to the unique situation
of LEP students;

develop assessments of student performance and opportunity to learn
that are appropriate for LEP students;

develop a system of school and LEA accountability for LEP students
that combines assessment of student outcomes and opportunities to
learn; and

make special efforts to ensure an adequate supply of teachers well
prepared to educate LEP students.

With respect to Chapter 1, the Working Group supports the overall
thrust of two major independent reviews of Chapter 1 programs (the
Independent Commission on Chapter 1 and the Independent Review Panel
of the National Assessment of the Chapter 1 Program). These reviews
identified major problems for reform, including an overemphasis on
remediation in basic skills rather than higher order skills, fragmentation of
services and isolation of Chapter 1 programs from the general school

3
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program, and failure to target funds sufficiently to significantly impact
education in high-poverty schools and districts. Reform in each of these areas
would greatly benefit all Chapter 1 students, including those who are limited
in their English proficiency.

In addition, the Working Group offers the following major
recommendations (contained in "Transforming Chapter 1"):

require a State education plan that would include provisions to ensure
that LEP students have access to the same challenging curriculum and
instruction as all other children;

increase access to Chapter 1 programs by targetini funds to high-
poverty schools or districts and by requiring that all eligible LEP
students be equitably selected for Chapter 1 services;

reduce the school poverty threshold for schoolwide projects;

ensure that instruction and materials are adapted to the unique needs
of LEP students;

set aside significant resources for staff development efforts to support
the reforms and meet the needs of LEP students;

promote and focus school improvement effort's through school and
LEA plans that are developed through a broad participatory process
that includes those with knowledge and experience in the education of
LEP students;

develop linguistically accessible activities to inform and involve parents
of LEP students in the education of their children;

develop assessment, school improvement, and accountability provisions
that are consistent with the -verall State standards, and that contain
a graduated series of State and local responses to failing schools,
ranging from technical assistance to direct intervention and even school
closure.

The third group of recommendations concern Title VII. The Working
Group believes that Title VII can be made more effective in its second
generation by working in tandem with new Federal efforts to guide and
support States to ensure that LEP students meet high performance standards.
Specifically, the following major recommendations (contained in "Retooling
Title VII") are proposed:

32
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redefine the role of the U.S. Department of Education's Office of
Bilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs as: ensuring full
inclusion of language-minority students in national reform efforts;
developing technical expertise on the appropriate assessment of
content mastery in LEP students; directing a national research agenda
on bilingual development; and coordinating all Federal language
education programs.

enhance and improve the State's role in planning, coordination,
program improvement, evaluation, dissemination of effective practice,
and data collection;

reformulate the types of grants awarded to schools and school districts
so as to encourage innovation and limit fragmentation of services;

give priority to program applications that promote full bilingual
development, demonstrate consistency with State Plans, and provide
innovative programs for underserved students;

develop a comprehensive system of project self-study, evaluation, and
research for purposes of program improvement and dissemination;

bolster efforts to address the continuing shortage and often poor
preparation of educational personnel who serve LEP students;

create a new part of the legislation to support language conservation
and restoration efforts in schools and school districts serving Native
American students; and

enhance Title VII's "lighthouse" role in language policy, particularly
in promoting the conservation and development of language resources.

Our specific recommendations for Chapter 1 and Title VII are framed within
this vision of systemic reform, and are contained in the full report, which I
respectfully submit for the record.

In closing, let me state what I think are the key focal points that I hope
will guide the reauthorization process.

First, ESEA funds are scarce funds. I hope that they can be invested
wisely, in ways that build the capacity of local and state systems to address the
needs of the students they are intended to serve.

Second, LEP students are a growing proportion of the student
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population. I hope that the movement to raise standards for all students
really means all students, and that we can draw upon our collective know-how
to ensure their full inclusion in reform.

Third, we have been trapped in the past in an endless and often
fruitless debate over the best language of instruction. I hope that this
reauthorization can rise above this tired issue, so that we can turn our
attention to more substantive problems -- how to provide language minority
students with an equal opportunity to learn challenging content and high level
skills.

And finally, LEP students represent our best hope for high level
national competence in foreign languages. Let's not waste the opportunities
that they bring.

Thank you for your attention.

0 4
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Chairman KILDEE. Ms. Kile

STATEMENT OF MARCIA KILE, PROGRAM CONSULTANT, ESL
SERVICES

Ms. KILE. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Goodling, my name is Marcia Kile.
I am the program consultant for English as a second language for
the Lincoln Intermediate Unit No. 12, which is in the 19th congres-
sional district of Pennsylvania.

This is my fourteenth year of working with limited English pro-
ficient students. My experience includes providing ESL teachers to
12 school districts in Adams, Cumberland, Franklin and York
Counties, and also in operating a summer intensive language pro-
gram which is funded with Chapter 2 Federal funds. We have had
this program for 5 years.

I would like to thank the committee for inviting me to testify on
the reauthorization of Title VII. I consider this Title VII legislation
a very important piece for children.

Since the passage of the Immigration Act of 1988, we have seen
a dramatic increase in the numbers of LEP students arriving in
south-central Pennsylvania. While the Pennsylvania Department of
Education Chapter 5 regulations require school districts to provide
either bilingual or ESL services to this ever-increasing population,
they do not provide funding sources. Therefore, local taxpayers
must assume this responsibility and have become increasingly re-
sentful towards some minority populations that have come into the
area.

These rural school districts have been unsuccessful in obtaining
Title VII funding because of the system existing under the current
law. The competitive process involved in obtaining these funds is
usually awarded to larger consolidated school districts.

It should be further noted that Pennsylvania does not require
specific certification for teaching bilingual or ESL classes. For ex-
ample, a high school social studies teacher or a driver education
teacher with an extra period during the day could be assigned as
the ESL teacher for that period.

At the same time, teachers with master's degrees in ESL bilin-
gual education have applied for positions in Pennsylvania. Some,
after applying to the Bureau of Teacher Certification, were asked
to take an additional 12 or 15 credits in order to become certified
as teachers in Pennsylvania. These were teachers who had experi-
ence teaching bilingual and ESL in other States. Rural school dis-
tricts find it very difficult to find competently trained ESL or bilin-
gual staffs, and the districts are not used to dealing with LEP stu-
dents.

As a general rule, the districts lack knowledge on how to proceed
when a child comes in and does not know a word of English. We
often get phone calls at our office, "What do we do? We have a child
who speaks no English."

Pennsylvania has 501 school districts. The districts having LEP
students are mandated to provide bilingual or ESL services. How-
ever, there is only one person at the Pennsylvania Department of
Education who is designated to assure compliance with these regu-
lations.
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While we note that bilingual education, especially at the early
childhood and elementary levels, is the most effective system to
learn a second language, provisions must be made for small and
rural school districts lacking concentrations of LEP students to uti-
lize some ESL techniques. We at Lincoln Intermediate Unit have
had very good success in the past years with students mastering
English within 4 to 5 years, within content-based ESL programs,
ESL taught through content area and through themes.

In conclusion, we would like to make the following recommenda-
tions. We would like to ask the committee to consider in the reau-
thorization of Title VII moneys that the funding process be changed
from the current competitive grants system to a program of for-
mula structure. This could be based on identified LEP students uti-
lizing figures in the preceding school year.

We recommend that the following standards be used to identify
LEP students, a recommended battery of recognized testing instru-
ments, standardized test scores as well as consideration of home
language.

We also recommend that the States be required to set standards
of certification for bilingual and ESL teachers and that moneys be
made available for intensive language programs during the sum-
mer months.

Thank you for the opportunity to present my views from a local
perspective. I trust that it will in some way prove beneficial to lim-
ited English-proficient children.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Kile follows:]

STATEMENT OF MARCIA A. KILE, PROGRAM CONSULTANT, ESL SERVICES, NEW
OXFORD, PENNSYLVANIA

My name is Marcia C. Kile and I am the Program Consultant for English as a
Second Language (ESL) Services for Lincoln Intermediate Unit No. 12,Migrant
Child Development Program in the 19th congressional district of Pennsylvania. This
is my fourteenth year of working with Limited English Proficient (LEP) students.
My experience includes providing ESL teachers in 12 school districts in Adams,
Cumberland, Franklin and York Counties and operating a Summer Intensive Lan-
guage Program (SIKP), funded by Chapter 2 Federal funds, for the past 5 years.

I would like to thank the c...nmittee for inviting me to testify on the Reauthoriza-
tion of Title VII. I consider this Title VII legislation a very important piece of legis-
lation to meet the needs of the LEP students.

Since the passage of the Immigration Act of 1988, we have seen a dramatic in-
crease in the numbers of LEP children arriving in small rural school districts in
south-central Pennsylvania. While the Pennsylvania Department of Education
Chapter 5 regulations requires school districts to provide either Bilingual or ESL
services to this ever-increasing population, they do not provide any funding sources
to help meet this high-cost initiative. Therefore, the local taxpayers must assume
this responsibility for funding these programs and in turn the taxpayers become in-
creasingly resentful toward some minority populations moving into their local com-
munities.

These rural school districts nave been uns,.--ssful in obtaining Title VII funding
because of the system existing under the current law. Because of the competitive
process involved in obtaining Title VII moneys, the moneys generally are awarded
to larger consolidated and urban school districts.

It should be further noted that Pennsylvania does not require specific certification
for teaching Bilingual and/or ESL classes. As an example, a high school Social Stud-
ies teacher or Driver Education teacher could be designated as an ESL Teacher thus
the LEP student is denied instruction by a trained Bilingual or ESL provider.

At the same time, teachers with Master's Degrees in ESL and Bilingual Education
have applied for positions in our area only to be told by the Pennsylvania Bureau
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of Teacher Certification that they must take an additional 12 or 15 credits to be
certified to teach in Pennsylvania.

Rural school districts find it very difficult to find competently trained ESL and/
or Bilingual staff and the districts are not used to dealing with LEP students and
their parents. As a general rule, school districts are unaware and lack the knowl-
edge on how to proceed when an LEP student arrives in their school district.

Pennsylvania has 501 school districts. Those districts having LEP students are
mandated to provide Bilingual or ESL services. It should be noted that while there
are 501 school districts the State of Pennsylvania, there is only one person at the
Pennsylvania Department of Education designated to assure compliance with the
Chapter 5 Regulations.

While we know that bilingual education, especially at the early childhood and ele-
mentary y levels, is the most effective system to learn a second language, provisions
must be made for small and rural school districts lacking concentrations of LEP
children to utilize ESL techniques.

We at Lincoln Intermediate Unit have had good success with ESL and have stu-
dents mastering English within 4 to 5 years including content areas.

In conclusion, we would like to make the following recommendations:
We would ask the committee to consider in the reauthorization of Title VII mon-

eys that .
(1) the funding process be changed from the current competitive grant system

to a program of formula structure. This could be based on identified LEP chil-
dren, utilizing figures from the preceding school year;

(2) the following standards be used to identify LEP students:
a recommended battery of recognized testing instruments acceptable to

USOE
standardized test scores
home language;

(3) the States be required to set standards of certification for Bilingual and
ESL teachers; and

(4) that moneys be made available for Intensive Language Programs during
the summer months.

Again, I would like to thank you for this opportunity to present my views from
the local perspective and trust it will, in some way, prove beneficial to the Limited
English-Proficient children.

Chairman KILDEE. Dr. Pena.
STATEMENT OF SYLVIA C. PENA, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR FOR
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION, UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON
Ms. PENA. Good morning. I want to acknowledge Representative

Green for inviting me to testify today, but I am embarrassed that
I have lived up to the stereotype of the absentminded professor: I
have left copies of my written testimony on the airplane.

Mr. Chairman, reauthorization of ESEA programs is critical be-
cause bilingual and English as a second language program do make
a difference. In spite of problems in the way programs have been
evaluated and researched, there is still research that shows that
these programs, that language-minority students in these programs
do well given appropriate services; that is, they do well in English.
They are learning English.

The Ramirez study, to cite a most recent large-scale, federally
funded program, found that students in bilingual and immersion
programs were reaching acceptable performance levels in spite of
the weaknesses they found having to do with the lack of teaching
higher critical-thinking skills. But in all programs, students were
doing well in English.

One important finding is that parents were better able to help
their children, with homework in the late-exit programs because
they shared a common language. Thus, the children did better in
school than children in early exit or immersion programs where
transition to English was very quick.

0 I
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Another finding generalized from other studies, Dr. Hakuta, is
that by bilingualism is associated positively will greater cognitive
flexibility and awareness of language. At the university level, we
have found that Title VII funds have helped many students to be-
come first-generation college graduates. This argument has been
construed as using this money to generate jobs for people. That ar-
gument has always confused me because isn't that the goal of edu-
cation, so that people will finds good jobs? When we do not have
Title VII funds at the university level, we see the enrollment drop
because students cannot afford the expense of attending college.

If we have not been able to keep up with the demand, the need
for trained teachers, it is also because students are choosing ca-
reers in other professions such as medicine, law and business. But
even with the funds we can barely make a dent in the need for
teachers because the appropriations cannot keep up with this need.

At the University of Houston, we only offer tuition and fee waiv-
ers and no stipends so that more students can enroll. As private
institutions, however, have joined the competition for grants, the
moneys available have become very stretched given the higher
costs of educating students in private colleges and universities.

This leads to other justifications for reauthorization. You have al-
ready heard that the population for language-minority students
continues to grow. Large urban school districts report 50 to 90 dif-
ferent language groups; but this iF ,Ot to suggest bilingual instruc-
tion in 90 different languages, IN.,...ause they are also offering ESL
programs which are effective.

Latino students constitute about 70 percent of the limited Eng-
lish proficient population in the U.S. One in 10 children in 1982
were Latino, while one in four will be Latino in the year 2020.

It is also clear that a large number of the language-minority stu-
dents are educationally at risk. They may be raised in poverty,
they may come from single-parent homes, they may be limited Eng-
lish-proficient, and they may be performing at lower levels. Lan-
guage-minority students, however, are not at a disadvantage be-
cause of their backgrounds. They are at a disadvantage because of
the schools. In schools, very often speaking another language is not
considered a gift, is not considered an asset. It is quite expected of
me, Sylvia Pena, to be bilingual but not of my colleague Judith
Walker. For her it is terrific that she is bilingual.

Another problem the schools have is they have been very slow to
adapt a curriculum. Schools lack the resources to meet the special
needs of students. In Houston, the district has not been able to
keep up with the growth so they have very crowded schools in very
dilapidated conditions. They have difficulty in limiting class and
school size. They have been unable to provide an enriched curricu-
lum. They do not have the funding for art, music and foreign lan-
guage teachers. What I think is another fundamental problem is
that they are unable to provide teachers with adequate time for
planning.

Additionally, universities have been unable to meet the demand
for teachers. At the university level, we do not have funds for schol-
arships, we do have adequate funds to recruit and retain bilingual
faculty, and we do not have adequate funds to establish support
services for minority students.
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Even at the university level, our teacher training programs do
make a difference. We have found, for example, that many under-
graduates who completed their degrees with partial support from
Title VII return to the university to complete graduate degrees.
They have become leaders in the field, serving in specialized roles
such as program directors, curriculum coordinators, school prin-
cipals, doctors, diagnosticians, counselors and university professors
and researchers. More, however, are unable to enter graduate
school because they cannot afford the expense.

In 1975, when I received my 1-year Title VII fellowship to com-
plete my doctorate, I received a stipend of $450 a month. That is
still the stipend that our doctoral students receive, so many have
to either drop out or study part-time.

The current generation of undergraduates who are preparing to
become bilingual ESL teachers among that generation were in bi-
lingual and ESL programs in the public schools. They enthusiasti-
cally endorse those programs as making a difference in their ability
to do well in the upper grades, to develop a good self-esteem, to
stay in school and to choose to become teachers.

In short, bilingual and ESL teachers have made a difference,
often in spite of restraining forces such as administrators, parents
and others who are convinced that we can only learn in one lan-
guage.

I should point out that if we ask the question of a parent or any-
one else, Are you opposed to children learning in Spanish at the
expense of English, of course the answer is going to be yes. That
is not the appropriate question to ask. So just as more than 40
years ago UNESCO considered it axiomatic to teach students in
their native for v,ue, today to me it is axiomatic that the Federal
Government provide supplementary funds so that schools can bet-
ter meet their mission; that is, to provide effective instruction such
as bilingual and ESL programs to all children.

Children come to school just the way they are and not the way
they are not. We must stop blaming them for being language dif-
ferent and get on with the business of providing optimal edu-
cational opportunities for them and all other children.

Thank you very much.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much, Dr. Pena.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Pena follows:]

WELCOMING REMARKS TO DR. SYLVIA PENA FROM HON. GENE GREEN, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

I would like to welcome Dr. Sylvia Pena here today and thank her for making
her expertise available on such short notice. Dr. Pena has remarkable credentials
in the area of bilingual education and comes to us highly recommended by the
Chancellor's Office at the University of Houston. I commend her comments to the
members of the committee and look forward to an energetic discussion of this impor-
tant subject.

I would also like to recognize the presence of Dr. Kathy Escamilla of the National
Association of Bilingual Education (NABE). NABE held a very successful conference
in Houston this past spring which was attended by Congressman Becerra and 6,000
supporters of bilingual education.

Dr. Sylvia Pena is an Associate Professor for Curriculum and Instruction at the
University of Houston. She received her doctorate and masters degrees from the
University of Houston and her undergraduate degree from Texas A&M.

In 1974, Dr. Pena served as a preschool intern at Janowski Elementary School
in Houston in my district. She has also taught at Memorial High School, Spring
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Woods High School and Rice University. She currently specializes in teaching cur-
riculum and instruction courses for Spanish and Bilingual Education.

Dr. Pena has been widely published on issues related to bilingual education, early
childhood influences and language instruction in the classroom. (A full biographical
is attached.)

STATEMENT OF SYLVIA CAVAZOS PENA, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF
HOUSTON, TEXAS

Reauthorization is critical because bilingual/English as a Second Language pro-
gram do make a difference:

In spite of problems in the way programs have been evaluated and re-
searched, these programs have shown that language-minority students can do
well given appropriate services.

The Ramirez study, to cite a most recent large-scale, federally funded pro-
gram, found that students in bilingual and immersion programs were reaching
acceptable performance levels in spite of the weaknesses also found.

One important finding is that --rents were better able to help their children
with homework in the late-exit "*am because they shared a common lan-
guage. Thus, the children did be i school than children in early-exit or im-
mersion programs.

Another finding generalized from other studies is that "Bilingualism is associ-
ated positively with greater cognitive flexibility and awareness of language.

At the university level, we have found that Title VII funds have helped many
students to become first-generation college graduates. Without the funds we see
the enrollment drop because students cannot afford the expense of attending
college. If we have not been able to keep up with the demand for trained teach-
ers it is also because students are choosing careers in other professions such
as medicine, law and business.

But even with the funds we can barely make a dent because the appropria-
tions cannot keep up with the need. At the University of Houston we only offer
tuition and fee waivers and no stipends so that more students can enroll. As
private institutions joined the competition for grants, the moneys available be-
came stretched given the higher costs of education at private colleges and uni-
versities.

This leads to other justifications for reauthorization:
The population of language-minority students continues to grow:

Large urban school districts report 50 to 90 different language groups;
but this is not to suggest bilingual instruction in 50 to 90 groups for we
must remember that ESL programs are also effective for certain LEP stu-
dents or where no bilingual teachers are available.

Latinos constitute about 70 percent of the LEP population in the U.S.
One in 10 children in 1982 were Latino, while one in four will be Latino

in 2020.
A large number of the language-minority students are educationally at risk.:

May be raised in poverty,
May come from single-parent home,
May be LEP,
May be performing below grade level.I22 Language-minority students,

however, are not at a disadvantage because of their backgrounds, but be-
cause of the schools:

Speaking another language is not considered a gift;
Schools have been slow to adapt the curriculum.

The problem is that schools lack the resources to meet the special needs of
students:

Difficulty in building enough schools to keep up with population growth,
Difficulty in funding adequate facilities,
Unable to provide an enriched curriculum, e.g. funding art, music and

foreign language teachers at the elementary and middle school levels,
Unable to provide teachers with adequate planning time.

Additionally, universities have be .11 unable to meet the demand for trained
teachers:

Lack of funds for scholarships,
Lack of funds to recruit and retain bilingual faculty,
Lack of funds to establish support services for minority students.
But as mentioned earlier, the teacher training programs do make a dif-

ference. We have found that many undergraduate: who completed their de-
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grees with partial support from Title VII returned to the university to com-
plete graduate degrees. They have become leaders in the field, serving in
specialized roles such as program directors, school principals, supervisors,
curriculum coordinators, diagnosticians, counselors and university profes-
sors and researchers. More are unable to enter graduate school because
they cannot afford the expense. In 1975, when I received a Title VII fellow-
ship to complete my doctorate, I received about $450 as a monthly stipend.
Today that is still the stipend we can offer doctori candidates for there are
no funds available to supplement that stipend from university budgets.

I should also point out that among the current generation of undergradu-
ates who are preparing to become bilingual/ESL teachers, we are finding
that some of them were in bilingual or ESL programs in the public schools.
They enthusiastically endorse those programs as making a difference in
their ability to do well in the upper grades, in developing self-esteem, in
staying in school, and choosing to become teachers.

In short, bilingual and ESL teachers have made a difference, often in spite of re-
straining forces:

Administrators, parents and others who are convinced that the only language
one can learn in is English,

Lack of adequate resources (trade books, concrete materials, and even paper,
transparency film and the like),

Negative attitudes of colleagues towards bilingualism and special language
programs.

So just as more than 40 years ago UNESCO considered it axiomatic to teach stu-
dents in their native tongue, today it is axiomatic that the Federal Government pro-
vide supplementary funds so that schools can better meet their mission; i.e. to pro-
vide effective instruction to ali children and in this case to language minority stu-
dents who need to be in bilingual education programs.

Children come to school just the way they are and not the way they are not. We
must stop blaming them for being language different and get on with the business
of providing optimal educational opportunities for them and all other children.

Chairman KILDEE. Dr. Feliz.
Dr. FEI,IZ. Mr. Chairman and Members of the subcommittee, I

am Dr. Feliz, an anesthesiologist at a hospital in Boston. I am a
product of bilingual education. I feel honored to have the oppor-
tunity to address the committee.

As I sit here listening to discussion that has gone on about the
failures of bilingual education, this is not the bilingual education
I remember. Some of the statements make me feel that they are
a complete contradiction to me as a person, they are a complete
contradiction to me and my achievement. Personally, I find some
of the remarks made here with regard to the failure of bilingual
education offensive.

For example, you ask here, where is the proof bilingual education
works? I am the proof. I went through bilingual education and have
been very successful because of it. When I think back to other
friends of mine who also went through bilingual education, many
names come to mind, all bilingual students who went through bi-
lingual education and are very successful at the particular commu-
nities in which they reside.

Bilingual education was a critical decision that made the dif-
ference in myself between being a success or being a failure. Lit-
erally it was the difference between life and death in my case. But
to better understand how critical bilingual education was with re-
gard to my education and my professional development, it is impor-
tant to understand where I came from and some of the troubles
that my family went through initially before we encountered bilin-
gual education.

I was born in the Dominican Republic, Santo Domingo, and emi-
grated to the United States at 10. II, Santo Domingo I used to love
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school. They called me the little brain. I used to always get As and
was very bright. However, when I arrived in the United States in
1975, I was enrolled in the fifth grade in an English-only classroom
in Boston and no one spoke Spanish, and my first encounter with
the American education system was this wall that all of a sudden
this bright kid had to face and all that excitement, all that positive
attitude that I had for education turned into an amazing frustra-
tion.

It is so frustrating, for example, to know something at the age
of 10 like when I came, and be in a classroom where the teacher
is discussing something that you have an idea what he is saying
but yet you are not able to communicate with the teacher. They
think you are stupid. There were times I thought I was there as
a mute, I couldn't communicate, I was dumb and the other kids
used to say "dumb kid." I used to try t-) hide at the back of the
classroom.

I started getting depressed and discouraged about school. I was
no longer in Santo Domingo; I was here flunking school. I felt lost.
There was a time that I was in my earth science class in this
school and we were taking an exam and the teacher was dictating
to us and he kept saying in English, "Carbon." He was referring
to the carbon atom, the molecule. In Spanish carbon sounds -like
carbone meaning charcoal. I understood charcoal, so 1 said char-
coal. This was an exam and I flunked. For the first time at the age
of 10 I had flunked an exam and saw a big "F" written on my
paper. I said, I have had it; I am going home. I told my mother,
"This is it.

I have three brothers in the same situation. We were bused home
and I told my mother, "This is it, I am dropping out of school."
Knowing my mother, that is not the kind of thing you tell my mom.
My mother is a rock, and every morning from then on for the next
several months it was a struggle for her to get myself and my three
brothers up from bed every morning. She tried to communicate
with the school to let them know and see if she could find a solu-
tion to the problem. Every time she called she couldn't commu-
nicate with the school. She started getting discouraged. My mom
does not get easily discouraged.

What finally saved me from literally dropping out of school and
my brothers was that one Thursday i was in the same classroom
and a teacher from Puerto Rico came to the classroom and she ap-
proached me and says, "We are going to pull you out of this class-
room." That was in 1975. We are going to put you in a classroom
where you will be taught in Spanish and English. In retrospect,
that teacher to me was like God because she gave me a second
chance for my education.

I have gone from a kid at the point of dropping out of school to
a highly trained physician working at one of the top hospitals in
Boston. From that point, from the fifth to sixth grade, I was there
in bilingual education from the sixth grade until my junior year of
school. In bilingual education I learned English to the point that
when I finally, at the grade of 11, made a decision to go to an
American classroom I was placed in an English honor classroom.
When I made a transition, I felt I was confident enough to make
the jump without any regrets.

92
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I think that, for example, it is one thing to speak English but it
is a completely different thing to speak English well enough to un-
derstand, for example, the writing of William Shakespeare. I grad-
uated from high school with honors, obtained a scholarship to at-
tend Boston University and from there I went to Dartmouth Medi-
cal School in New Hampshire. I finished that and I am finishing
my last year of anesthesiology residence, and in 10 months I will
be a full-fledged anesthesiologist.

The value of being bilingual for me as a physician, it has defi-
nitely made me a better physician. As an example, last year, in
1992, I was doing what we call the pain clinic. I was the pain doc-
tor in the hospital. I was going to do a consult on a patient that
was having post-surgical pain. I realized that she was communicat-
ing with another doctor who didn't speak Spanish and they were
not communicating well. She was saying that her heart rate was
going too fast, that she was feeling short of breath and that she
was having a lot of anxiety and apprehension. I went back to check
our records and her diagnosis at that time as tachycardia. From
what I know about medicine, I went back to the room and told the
physician, "Let me translate this to you. This is a post-surgical pa-
tient giving you this complaint." He said, "IP- need to do quick
tests."

Luckily this lady ended up with a diagnosis of pulmonary embo-
lism, but because of the problem with communication, the dector
was not getting the history. And therefore, I feel the patient got the
correct treatment, the correct medication, and hopefully she was
prevented from having a very critical end to her life at that mo-
ment.

To conclude, I would like to say that I would like bilingual edu-
cation to continue just to give other kids who are coming behind
me and those who are there now to have the same opportunity that
I had, because it works and I am the proof that it works.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Feliz follows:]

STATEMENT OF ROBERTO FELIZ, MD, BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Dr. Roberto Feliz. I feel
very honored to testify this morning on a topic of critical importance to students
who come to school speaking a language other than English. That topic is bilingual
education. In my schooling and learning, bilingual education was the difference be-
tween life and death.

1 was born in the Dominican Republic and lived there until I was 10 years old
when my family moved to Boston. In the Dominican Republic, I loved school and
was said to be a "cerebrito," or very bright child, always earning As in school.

When I enrolled in the Washington Irving school in Boston, I was placed in a
monolingual English fifth grade classroom in a program designed for native English-
speakers. With the exception of one or two children, no one in the school spoke or
understood Spanish.

I hit the wall of English, and within no time, the excitement that I associated
with schooling turned to agonizing frustration. I can't explpin how frustrating it is
to know something, and know that you know it, but to be unable to communicate
your knowledge in a classroom.

I vividly recall taking an exam in my Earth Science class. The teacher was' dictat-
ing and saying "carbon, carbon," referring to the carbon atom and molecule. MI
along I thought that he was saying carbon which means charcoal in Spanish. This
is just one example of how lost I was in science class, and needless to say, I flunked
the grade and saw for the first time ever, a big "F" written next to my name. I can't
tell you how depressed and discouraged I was in school. Not only was I not learning,
but teachers treated me as if I were stupid; they had no way of knowing what I
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knew. And children, as you know, can be very cruel. They called me stupid and
dumb.

My mother tried to help me. She felt even more frustrated than I did. Each day
she would struggle to get me and my older brothers to go to the school where no
one understood us, the school we were failing in; the school we had come to hate.
My mother's efforts to talk to my teacher were met with the same wall of silence
that I encountered. As much as she wanted to and tried, my mother could not help
me in the English-only school.

One day in my second year of school, a woman named Ms. Ma lave came to my
classroom and told me that I was going to be placed in a classroom where I could
learn in both English and Spanish. On that day, Ms. Ma lave seemed like God! And
today, Ms. Ma lave still seems like God, for she gave me a second chance at my edu-
cation. You see, for me, bilingual education was the difference between life and
death in my learning. If Ms. Ma lave had not saved me, I know that I would have
dropped out of school.

I was enrolled in a bilingual education program from the sixth grade until my jun-
ior year in high school. While I was developing my English skills, I was able to learn
math, science, social studies, even American history, through my native language.

Learning enough English to carry on a routine conversation is one thing; learning
enough English to be successful academically in a monolingual English classroom
is quite another. For me, it took five years of bilingual instruction before I was pre-
pared to succeed in an English-only classroom. I remember trying to take a tenth
grade literature class in English. I knew English, but was absolutely bewildered by
the English of Shakespeare. I quickly got out of that literature class, finishing the
tenth grade in the bilingual program. In the eleventh grade, I found that I was truly
ready to make the transition to an English-only program and made the transition
successfully. Indeed, I was enrolled in an honors program.

I graduated from high school with high grades and test scores, and won a Presi-
dential Scholarship to Boston University where I received my bachelors degree in
computer science. Since graduating from Boston University, I earned an MD degree
from Dartmouth College. And now I am completing the last year of a four-year resi-
dency in anesthesiology at Beth Israel Hospital, a Harvard University Teaching
Hospital.

As I have said, bilingual education was the difference between life and death in
my learning. As a medical doctor who is bilingual, I know that bilingualism can
mean the difference between life and death for many patients.

In Boston, many hospital patients are limited in their English proficiency. Sadly,
most doctors are not able to communicate effectively with these patients. Being bi-
lingual has allowed me to serve some of these patients more effectively.

One case that particularly comes to mind was a patient who had been
misdiagnosed as having what we call tachycardia of unclear etiology; in plain Eng-
lish, that's a fast heart rate that couldn't be explained. I overheard the patient ex-
plaining in Spanish the fact that she was having trouble breathing, felt her chest
pounding, and was very anxious. Her doctor understood next to nothing she was
saying. When I translated her symptoms, the Doctor agreed with my observation
that this patient, a post-surgical patient, was a prime candidate for a pulmonary
embolism, or a blood clot in the lung. He immediately ordered the necessary tests
which confirmed our diagnosis. Fortunately, this patient was given anticoagulants
and lived. In medicine as in education, bilingualism can spell the diffemnce
life and death.

My medical colleagues are constantly asking for my Spanish services so that they
can communicate with their patients. I am happy to do so; ;t is just one more way
that I can repay the second chance to learn that Ms. Malaya gave me. Being a bilin-
gual doctor has made me a more valuable doctor, one who is able to help more peo-
ple.

My hope is that you, America's lawmakers, will ensure that the children who are
in school today and the children who will come to school in the future have the same
opportunities that I hadthe opportunities to learn that are provided through bilin-
gual education. For students who come to school speaking a language other than
English, these opportunities are quite literally, the difference between life anddeath.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much, Dr. Feliz.
That road from when you were 10 years old to today has been

a very successful road, and I hope that some of the programs that
we have enacted here in Congress have been helpful to you. We
labor, we struggle, we question ourselves at times, but it does make



us feel good when we see that a program that we have enacted
here has touched someone's life not only personally but touched all
the lives that you will serve in your professional capacity.

I appreciate the testimony. It is a very good panel.
First of all, Dr. Hakuta, where is the accent in your name?
Mr. HAKUTA. It is Hakuta.
Chairman MLDEE. I heard Dr. Pena pronounce it correctly.
Mr. HAKUTN. She did very well.
Chairman KILDEE. Dr. Hakuta, let me ask you this question.

Your testimony seems to be implying that we need to shift the de-
bate in bilingual education to the question of how to best help en-
sure that English-limited proficient students reach high achieve-
ment levels rather than focusing exclusively on how fast these stu-
dents learn English. Is that correct?

Mr. HAKUTA. Thank you. I have to first begin by remarking on
Congressman Serrano's comments earlier about how if you were to
look into families ofin the home lives of many immigrant and mi-
nority families that what you find is a tremendous amount of Eng-
lish going on; in fact, one of the struggles is really how to maintain
the native language rather than there being some kind of e con-
spiracy going on by various groups to maintain English. I happen
to, unlike the real Dr. Feliz, I am not a real doctor, which is why
on airline tickets I never ask that doctor be placed in front of my
name, because if somebody has a heart attack on the plane, I will
be embarrassed. I do research. A lot of the research I do has to do
with families.

The issue is not one of whether these families are in some way
being prevented or refuse to learn English. In fact, one of the stud-
ies that was alluded to earlier compared different types of bilingual
programs and including immersion programs. Across all of them
they are learning English at pretty much the speed limit within
limits of human learning, somewhere between 3 tv 7 to 8 years.
Kids are learning it at the speed limit, and as they learn it they
are preferring English use with their friends.

So putting aside the issue of English is going to do a lot I hope
to shift the nature of the debate away from English or not English
to high standards and how do you try to tie access for these stu-
dents to the kinds of things that we are talking about irc,school re-
form, the study not only found that kids were learning English
pretty much at the same speed across these programs but also that
all those programs, they were pretty much low level skills that
were being taught.

That is the real challenge: How do we get challenging -rience,
math, language arts to the students. I hope that the focus will be
how to include limited English-proficient students in those pro-
grams for one issue, and the second issue is how do we value and
try to develop the bilingualism of these students which is a natural
resource. And we tend to be distracted from that problem because
we keep focusing on English.

Chairman KILDEE. I appreciate that particular point. I have been
involved in bilingual education now for about 28 years I think, and
I think your emphasis upon helping those students reach high
achievement rather than how fast they may learn a language is

05
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something that will help guide us in our deliberations here, and we
appreciate that.

You heard two bells. I was ready to call upon Mr. Becerra. We
have to go over and vote. If you could be patient, we will be right
back and begin again our questions.

Thank you.
[Recess.]
Chairman KILDEE. Before we resume our deliberations, I think

the Chair will bring attention to the fact that Mr. Green's staff per-
son, Robert Scott and his wife Christie are here with their new
baby, Jonathan Tyler. They are starting him very early, just a few
weeks old.

Mr. Becerra.
Mr. BECERRA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If the Chairman will indulge me, I would like to read at least a

portion of myopening statement. It is for me a great pleasure not
only to serve on this particular committee but to be able to deal
with the issue of the reauthorization of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act.

Of course, it is a real pleasure to be able to serve under this par-
ticular Chairman, Mr. Kildee. I believe that Mr. Kildee oftentimes
is too modest. I don't think you have mentioned that you were, I
believe, the first person in your State to author the Bilingual Edu-
cation Act for Michigan. I think you deserve a great deal of credit
for the work you have done over many years.

We tend to forget the staff, and I would like to make sure I rec-
ognize some of the folks who have done tremendous work The per-
son sitting to my right, Susan Wilhelm, the staff director of the
subcommittee has done tremendous work and been an extreme col-
laborator with the folks on my staff. Tom Kelley, Jeff McFarland,
Margaret Xajeckas and Bessie Taylor of the subcommittee staff
have also done tremendous work. I would also like to make sure
I mention thanks to John Fitzpatrick and Andres Irlando from my
staff who worked very hard on this committee.

I believe there are a few essential principles in the reauthoriza-
tion of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act that we must
keep in mind. The first one would be to provide increased spending
for quality programs in teaching English to English-limited pro-
ficient children. Second, make sure we highlight achievement in
traditional academic courses. And third, to offer the development of
multilingual skills for all students.

I look forward to hearing a couple of answers to some questions
I have, but let me point out a few things I think were not men-
tioned that I think are worth mentioning. We have seen a dramatic
increase in the number of Americans speaking a language other
than English over the past decade. According to the Census Bu-
reau, more than 31.8 million people age 5 and over said they spoke
a language other than English in 1990 compared to 23 million in
1980. I know that by the next census there will be one addition:1
person in that list who will be bilingual because my wife and I will
do everything we can to ensure that our newborn daughter is flu-
ent not just in Spanish and in English but hopefully a third lan-
guage as well.

o
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I want to make sure I applaud not just my daughter but also
Chairman Kildee, and Congressman Green who are both bilingual.
I have heard Mr. Kildee and Mr. Green speak Spanish at times,
and they are bilingual.

Our Nation's economic future hinges upon our ability to harness
the skills of all our citizens to compete in the competitive global
market of the 21st century. We need to encourage, not discourage,
multiculturalism and multilingual ability.

I see the expansion of bilingual education as one of keys to a
prosperous future for this country. We must empower all our citi-
zens, be they Native Americans in the Southwest, Haitian immi-
grants in New York, Hmong transplants in Providence, Native Ha-
waiians in Honolulu, Latinos in Texas or Asian-Americans in Cali-
fornia.

America's greatest strength is its diversity. I look forward to
working with the Clinton administration to expand and improve bi-
lingual education.

The past 12 years have been extremely difficult ones for pro-
ponents of bilingual education. Since 1980 funding has decreased
by 45 percent when adjusted for inflation for bilingual education.
That is difficult for any program to swallow, even considering that
the entire school enrollment for that period declined by 4 percent
during the same period. But when you consider during the same
period of time the number of children speaking a language other
than English did not shrinkit grew 41 percent over that same
decadeyou can see the real problem bilingual education has had.

Currently Title VII, which serves less than 10 percent of the chil-
dren, needs to be funded at a greater level. This situation of course
must change, and I believe that with the commitment of people like
Chairman Kildee, the administration and individuals like Secretary
of Education Richard Riley, we will have success. I am confident
of that.

I thank the Chairman for giving me a chance to enter into the
record some remarks.

I would just like to ask a couple of questions.
Dr. Feliz, I thank you for coming and taking the time to be here.

There are a number of patients who I suspect would like to have
you there versus here. Can you tell me what your feeling isI
mentioned at the beginning of this hearing that I sense from my
background and people that I know that immigrants feel it is so
essential we understand English, more so than the American public
does. What is your sense of the feelings of native or not native lan-
guage speaking Americans or emigrants when it comes to the issue
of attaining proficiency in the English language?

Mr. FELIZ. You have to look at where we came from. In Santo
Domingo, communication was important. It was given in Spanish.
When you come here, the reason my family decided to come here
was because of better opportunity. When you come here, it is so es-
sential for me to learn English because it does give rile a better op-
portunity. So at my house it was required; you need to learn Eng-
lish. It is still required.

You need to learn English because that is the only way you can
go to college, the only way Dartmouth will accept you into medical
school. However, it is important for me to retain my Spanish be-
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cause as a person I feel that if I learn English at the expense of
Spanish, I would no longer be Roberto; I would be someone else.
Who I am literally is who I was in Santo Domingo. When I came
here as a kid, I was already made up. I was not a 2-year-old, a
sponge. I already had values, had been educated there and deeply
who I was as a human being was developed in Santo Domingo. So
when I came here, yes, I needed to acquire English and it was im-
portant because of the opportunities it would give me, but I still
need to maintain my language and continue to need more opportu-
nities, as I stated here.

I think the so-called North Americans that most of the time focus
on just one language, a lot of times their experience is somewhat
different from ours. If you haven't traveled a lot, you think English
is enough. I think when you begin to travel you realize that there
are many other languages which at times become more important
than just English. My next challenge is to learn French, for exam-
ple. That is my comment.

Mr. BECERRA. Thank you.
Dr. Pena, what can we do on the Federal level to try to encour-

age colleges and universities to place more emphasis on producing
teachers who are bilingual or at least go into the classroom once
they have graduated and teach those who are limited English pro-
ficient?

Ms. PENA. In Texas and in States that have large populations of
limited English proficient students, I do not feel reticence on the
part of colleges and universities to place an emphasis on the train-
ing of these teachers. The problem is money. The problem is that
in teaching we are having to compete for students who are now
choosing other careers and not education, and we are having to
compete with all the negative press regarding not just how terrible
it is to be a teacher because of the problems in schools, all the so-
cial problems that we are hearing about now, guns, assaults on
teachers, et cetera, but also all the negative press regarding bilin-
gual education programs.

What you can contiru to do is to continue to fund the edu-
cational personnel training programs and the fellowship programs
so that we can offer the students the funds to be able to attend the
university.

Now, with all due respect to my colleagues in private colleges
and universities, I take issue with providing funds for students in
private colleges and universities at the level that they require. In
other words, if a student has to go to a private school and they
have to pay, let's say, $10,000 a year at the University of Houston,
it may be less than $1,000. Since we are now competing at the uni-
versities with private institutions for these funds, that means there
is less money to go around.

Last year I believe only 23 new educational personnel teacher
training programs were funded across the Nation. The funding is
small, and when you open up the pie to private institutions it gets
even smaller. I am not suggesting that private institutions not be
able to compete for these grants and moneys, but that they be
capped o that students cannot receive more than, let's say, in a
public institution.
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Mr. BECERRA. Dr. Hakuta, and thank you for advising us as to
the pronunciation of your name, based on your many years of re-
search and study in the field of bilingual education, could you com-
ment a bit more on the question of utilizing a student's native lan-
guage and whether that is a detriment in educating that person
and in having that person be able to learn English?

Mr. HAKUTA. It is the question that has defined research on bi-
lingual education: What is the best method? Fortunately I was on
a national academy panel that looked at the past record of the De-
partment of Education in the studies that it has funded to ask the
question of what is the best method, and the panel mostly con-
sisted of applied statisticians who are generic research design peo-

. ple, and the general conclusion of that group in looking at that re-
search was that after millionsI believe the two studies that we
looked at were $12, $14 million or so over 5 years, looking at this
question of what is the best method, that the flaw is really more
with the research design and the approach towards asking those
questions than it is about the programs themselves.

That is, it is extremely difficult to ask that question, which can
only really be asked in a controlled experimental way. But there
is really in principle no reason we can't do it. They do it all the
time in medical research where you don't have complete controlled
experiments, yet we have not been able to address that question
adequately.

The panel did look at areas where valid conclusions could be
drawn from the data and they certainly suggest, number one, that
say this non-native instruction is certainly not a detriment, that
kids were learning as much English as kids in English-only pro-
grams, and also in places where the valid comparisons are made.
Contrary to what one might expect, students in transitional bilin-
gual programs were ahead of students in immersion programs in
English which is contrary, because one would think if you spend
more time learning English you will be better at Englic-I'.

So the bits and scraps we can make out of it, which is probably
not worth $14 million, but we have already spent the money, that
suggests that bilingual approaches do work. Again the question is,
unfortunately, most of these studies did not address as much as we
would like the question of academic content and the nature of in-
struction. That is what we ought to be focusing on, not whether
kids are learning English.

Mr. BECERRA. Let me follow up on that. A point you made about
those in the dual language approach in some cases were at a more
advanced stage in their comprehension of English than those that
were only in the English-only approach, I think that goes back to
emphasize that bilingual education is not for the purpose of teach-
ing people Spanish; it is for the purpose of letting them learn all
subjects at the same time you are transitioning to English.

The attitude that bilingual education is to teach people another
language I think is a fallacious one.

I will reserve any further question.
Mr. HAKurA. I think in addition it becomes even more cn"ical be-

cause as we talk about higher standards, as we talk about higher
order skills for students, the ability to use whatever we can and
often it is going to be if we have the appropriate well-trained staff
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to do it, then native language instruction it would seem would be
really critical.

I should say that that is also an area where we don't have much
information, but 1 would hope that we could move away from the
issue of language and get into the issue of higher order skills.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you.
On that point, I think the subcommittee would look forward to

working with you, Dr. Hakuta, on the question of raising stand-
ards, the whole ESEA bill, because your studies have gone into an
issue broader than bilingual education. So we may be contacting
you again as we work through the bill.

Mr. Green?
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I did forego my opening statement earlier to be brief. I would like

to thank the committee Members and also our witnesses here this
morning.

Bilingual education for many students in my district and particu-
larly in the State of Texas is their only chance for a quality edu-
cation. A student who enters our educational system with limited
English skills simply cannot be thrown into an English-only class-
room and expected to understand the material presented.

My wife is a high school teacher in a high school north of Hous-
ton, a tri-ethnic high school, and she had experience with trying to
immerse in algebra Central Americans who for some reason, even
though math is one of the easier to do, it was impossible, and her
frustrationsin fact, this summer she took an intensive Spanish
course at the University of Houston to try and be able to commu-
nicate next year to these students.

I realize that many of you who are from parts of our country
where there are few non-English students have difficulty under-
standing the need for this program. However, please understand
that bilingual education represents a lifeline for students wh' oth-
erwise would be omitted from our education system because of
their limited English ability.

I relate this to my own learning experience as a product of a
Houston independent school district that was a majority Hispanic
school in the 1960s and still is a majority Hispanic to this day.
There are those who would argue that children should be immersed
in English and say for them to sink or swim.

I ask any of youmy children are teenagers. I won't throw them
into a pool and ask them to sink or swim in swimming any more
than 1 would in English or Spanish. Bilingual education buys time
for a student, time that would be wasted while the student strug-
gles to understand English an .1 is saved by instructing in other lan-
guages while ti..e student continues to learn English.

Without this program the students would lose the time and infor-
mation obtained in their math and science and history and every
other subject instead of moving forward with the rest of their class-
mates.

The best testimony this committee can hear is the actual stories
of people who are living proof that this program works. Dr. Feliz,
I think you are a great example.

I have two examples that recently have come to my attention in
my district who came to our country with no English skills at all
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and enrolled in a bilingual program in two high schools in Houston,
one Austin high school, and that young lady, and after 2 3 ears of
being a part of the program, she won the congressional art competi-
tion in my district and is going to the University of Houston to be
an art teacher. She has spent 2 years here and she speaks English
very well succeeding in her class.

The other day we had a district hearing in Houston. We honored
a young man who was in the same situation from a different part
of Mexico, but he is graduating with honors and also received a
Discover Card scholarship, s) he will be able to go to college this
fall on a scholarship; yet he was part of the bilingual program
through the Houston school district. Both these students are exam-

+ pies, just like Dr. Feliz is, of the need and the success of the pro-
gram and the need to continue expansion. The programs have be-
come an essential part of many States such as Texas, who are see-
ing increasing numbers of limited English proficient children.

The fact is that the Hispanic population in our country is on the
rise over the next decade. Either we can welcome these people and
assist them through education programs such as bilingual edu-
ation, or we can ignore them and risk alienating a substantial

part of our population.
Again, I was a product of a school where that alienation was

there in the 1960s before bilingual was available. I ask each of you
on the committee to give thorough consideration to expanding the
program.

Particularly I would like to welcome Dr. Pena. Dr. Pena was an
intern at an elementary school about six blocks from my house, al-
though years ago, and she has been teaching at the University of
Houston but she was a high school teacher, has taught high school
and is an instructor at the University of Houston in training bilin-
gual educators. The imp°, tant part of it is that she has known ex-
perience in the classroon. but also in training teachers, because
that is where the problem is in Texas and in a number of other
States.

I have staff members who have moved with me to Washington
who are bilingual and there is no shortage of bilingual teachers
here; in fact, they are at a premium in the Washington area, so it
is no problem getting jobs for some of the spouses of members who
have moved here, so it is not just in Texas but around the country.

Dr. Pena accepted on short notice to be here and I appreciate
that, and she is highly valued by our chancellor at the University

4 of Houston.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a couple of questions. Anyone on the panel could answer

them, with one other comment. I appreciate, Ms. Kile, your sugges-
tion that we include bilingual into the formula. When you said that
I was kind of grinning because I have a formula bill and that is
another little kicker we could put in to drive more money to Cali-
fornia and Texas if we required that.

J would like to support that, but that is not part of it. That might
hz biting off more than I could chew. One of the concerns, and I
know Ms. Peterson expressed it and I have defended it for 20 years
as a legislator, the concern that students actually graduate from
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high school without learning English, and I have yet to see that in
any of the high schools that I have represented.

By the way, Ms. Pena, I read a couple of months ago to a kinder-
garten class. One of the classes was bilingual and the other was
not. I was surprised to an extent that the bilingual kindergarten
class was much more attentive. Afterwards we asked questions
about what you do in Congress. Sometimes it is hard to explain to
constituents, much less kindergarteners; but they were much more
interested. These were children who were just beginning a bilin-
gual program.

Can you relate to any of your experiences as teachersMs. Pe-
terson, there is someone who has gone through LA schools that re-
ceived an education and were notcouldn't speak English when
they graduated. I have yet to see that happen, but I hear that is
a fear from a lot of people.

Ms. PETERSON. Our major contention is the fact that 25 years
ago we had a 40 percent dropout rate and now 25 years later, 40
percent of our students are dropping out, Hispanic students before
the 10th grade. So therefore there are students who are locked into
the bilingual programs who are not given adequate services. Those
are the students we are talking about. Only 3 percent of our His-
panic students go to college. We have to do something to change
that around.

Mr. GREEN. I agree. In fact, the percentage at least in Texas are
Hispanic students are about 45 percent, 40 percent African-Amer-
ican students, but 35 percent Anglo students are dropping out in
Texas. There are problems in Hispanic communities and African-
American but also our whole educational system.

In Texas, we raised the dropout age to 17 and we just moved it
back a year. There are mentor programs we have worked on to try
to develop thata student doesn't drop out when they are 16 or 17,
they develop that in sixh or seventh grade. That is where we need
to stop it. A lot of districts are making that effort.

Ms. PENA. Mr. Green, to say that because we still have a 40 per-
cent dropout rate, that bilingual and ESL programs don't work, one
can't generalize that way. First of all, the bilingual and ESL pro-
grams are primarily targeted for a small portion of students who
need the programs; so there are many not being served by either
bilingual education for English as a second language and the vast
majority are in elementary education programs so that they exit
sometimes as early as the first grade. That means that beyond
that, say they exit at the third or fourth grade, from there on they
are in an English-only program.

So if we want to put blame maybe we could say that the problem
must to beyond the fourth grade because we have shown from the
data that the students in the programs do well in bilingual edu-
cation and the English-assisted language programs.

I at t working now in an elementary school in Houston that is in
a ver, depressed area. There are no sidewalks, there are open
ditches, lots of garbage, there is no city park, there are no medical
clinics in the area, no large supermarkets, no shopping centers
nearby. There are seven bars near the school and we told the par-
ents that that would be a problem because we promised them that
at the end of the pre-K&K program that these children would be
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able to sight read, and in fact they did, because the parents would
come to me and say, sure enough, my 4-year old said la facita
lounge. Mommy, what does that mean? The mother now has to deal
with that because it has lots of sexual overtones.

The problem with the school building is that it is an old building.
They lack a lot of resources. But we were able to get a small grant
to support four bilingual classrooms. In the State test in the spring,
9 percent of the fourth graders passed all tests of the State level
tests. The principal and the teachers were very scared that the
school would be vacated because of poor performance. However, the
following Monday they received a letter from the State of Texas in-
dicating that they were one of 131 schools cited for excellence in
performance gains because of the performance of the third graders.

I haven't really looked at the data yet, but they did. They showed
that in fact it was the children who were in our experimental pro-
gram in the second grade who went on to third grade, did so well
in the State test that it caused the school to be cited as one of 131
schools with performance gains.

What we are seeing with the children in this program is in fact
they are more attentive. The other teachers who do the remedi-
ation, especially the art teacher, can tell that the children in this
special program pay better attention, learn faster, know more.
Why? Because they were taught in a language they can under-
stand.

We expect these children to top off as well when they get into
fourth grade and have to take their test in English because they
are doing well.

Ms. ESCAMILLA. Mr. Green, may I also respond? Last year in the
Denver public schools we did a survey of Hispanic dropouts and
found that 75 percent of the Hispanic students who drop out of
Denver public schools, one, speak English only, and two, never had
bilingual or ESL education. We sec That perhaps the dropout rate
is more a function of lack of opportunity to learn than anything
wrong we have done in bilingual education.

Mr. GREEN. I appreciate that.
One other question, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the time of the

committee today.
The success stories that we have heard I know from Dr. Feliz

and the two that I have. 1, think for the record each of you probably
have success stories. If you would share those as brief as possible
so we can talk about it.

I have defended bilingual since 1973, and from the people who
say it doesn't work, but I know it works. If you have other success
stories for the record, I would like to see that.

Ms. ESCAMILLA. Mr. Green, may I also respond? Just one. How
many do you want to hear? I guess I would like to just mention
one. When I was at the University of Arizona, at that time the first
Hispanic student ever was elected to be student body president at
that university, and that particular young man was a product of
our bilingual schools in Mission View Elementary at Tucson Uni-
fied School District. We take great pride. He is now a marketing
executive with Procter & Gamble in San Francisco. He is one of
many.

1 3
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I point him out because he served not just as the student body
president, but was a role model for other students in the commu-
nity in bilingual schools.

Ms. PENA. When my son was a senior and had been accepted to
Princeton, we were invited to a reception. At the reception I met
a family who could speak no English at all. He had been accepted
at Princeton. He was the oldest of six children. The parents spoke
no English at all but that did not deter them from attending the
reception. They had done it because they had allowed this child to
be in a bilingual and ESL program, and consequently he was able
to do very well and became a role model for his brothers and sisters
as well. He is now an engineer for Shell Oil.

Mr. HAKUTA. There is an unusual situation related to my work-
ing group membership. One of the people on our group is an experi-
enced teacher from Salinas, California by the name of Aida Walke.
She and I worked together when she was a teacher there to de-
velop a program, a true bilingual program in the secondary schools
in the sense that we developed translation and interpretation skills
for students in this high school, which has 98 percent Latino stu-
dents. Three of her students are now students at Stanford as they
went through the prlgram, and one has decided to pursue a bilin-
gual credential. Aida meanwhile decided to come te Stanford to
pursue a doctorate in education and thereby ended up in this
group.

This past winter I taught a course on bilingual education, sort
of a theory and research course on it, and I had Aida and her stu-
dent in it; so both in terms of a teacher going on for further profes-
sional development on Title VII fellowship funds and a student who
was in « bilingual program who has gone on to decide to become
a bilingual teacher herself.

Ms. PETERSON. I have a story I would like to relate. I teach in
an ESL bilingual classroom. It is a valid program sponsored by the
Los Angeles Unified school district. Over the years I hopefully have
become an expert at it, and the children I produce are functionally
fully bilingual. I use native language as necessary but as little as
possible, and our whole intent is to help the children learn English.

My only success story would be that I now teach children of the
children I taught, and many are sheriffs, doctors and lawyers, and
therefore this program does work. We are just saying we need some
more open dialogue.

Mr. GREEN. I think there is no question about bilingual or ESL.
I think it depends on the level of the child. I am trying to learn
Spanish now and I need to immerse myself in Spanish so I can dc
better.

Mr. BECERRA. If the gentleman will yield, I characterized you as
being bilingual.

Chairman 1c....TLDEE. Mr. Becerra.
Mr. BECERRA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. One or two quick ques-

tions.
As we voted I had a chance to run into Representative Karan

English from Arizona. She hoped to be here. She is extremely inter-
ested in bilingual education Title WI and its effects on language-
minority populations that are not as large as the Latino or the Chi-
nese- American population that we see in California. In her State,
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she mentioned there are over 200,000 Navajos, and we often forget
that there are some very large populations. I know that the Navajo
tribes do a good job of maintaining within their own, the culture,
the language and the tradition.

Does anyone have a comment as to whether or not we are doing
a good job under Title VII in reaching smaller populations which
also must be able to transition, learn English effectively and be
able to function?

Ms. ESCAMILLA. I am sorry Ms. English isn't here; because I have
another Arizona story. When I was a director of bilingual education
in Tucson, we developed with the Title VII grant a bilingual edu-
cation program in Yaqui and English. Yaqui is an interesting lan-
guage because at that time it was not a written language. Through
the Title VII program we developed a written orthographic system
and then we developed the reading books and then began teaching
the children the involvement of the tribal elders.

Without their involvement, Yaqui is going to be one of the Native
American languages that is lost. The next generation of children
won't speak it, With having developed the written orthographies
system, now we have a. way to maintain it.

We felt we were not only successful with the children but we
were successful getting the elders involved in public education and
in the sustainment of the Yaqui language. Navajo programs have
been around since 1966 and they are counted among the many suc-
cess stories in bilingual education.

Chairman KILDEE. If the gentleman will yield, during World War
II the Navajo Indians were able to transmit secret messages over
any radio frequency and no one ever broke the code. One Navajo
would speak to another and translate for the major or colonel in
charge. The Navajos played an important role in transmitting mes-
sages for our armed forces.

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, are you implying that bilingual
education could have a national security interest?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no more questions.
Chairman KILDEE. I have no more questions either.
This has been a very good panel. You have been very helpful to

us. I have been working on bilingual education for 28 years and it
is a dynamic program. We look at things, we learn more things. I
think the goal is to make sure that children do reach that pro-
ficiency in English but make sure that they do not fall behind in
their promotion and their learning and their graduation in the
meantime.

I think thatthose purposes remain the same, and we can apply
them in various ways, but I think thatI know I have bad on my
staff four Hispanic people on my staff. I see Ricardo Martinez here
today. He knew David Saliz very well and they used to speak Span-
ish. Three of my four Hispanics spoke Spanish and 21,nglish. They
were bilingual. One did not. That person is going back to try to re-
cover that language, and it will make him more useful ir. my con-
gressional office.

So we are a very monolingual country. We want to make sure ev-
eryone in the school system achieves English proficiency but also
make sure that they do learn the other subject matter and learn
it not as Dr. Feliz was able to learn it when he finally got into a
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bilingual program and make progress within the school system. As
an added bonus, if they retain their native language, they are en-
riched by it and I think our country is enriched by it.

This has been a very good panel and I thank each of you. Your
formula suggestion, Ms. Kile, we will look into that, too. We will
keep the record open for 2 additional weeks for submission of addi-
tional testimony.

Unless you have closing statements or anything to summarize
if not, the subcommittee will stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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STATEMENT OF HON. BILL EMERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
Thank you for the opportunity to a.14ress the issue of bilingual education as the

committee works on the Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act. Since its inception in 1968, and through its various reauthorization, the
main purpose of the Federal Bilingual Education Act has been to provide funding
to help school districts develop and establish programs to enable students to achieve
full competence in English and to meet school grade promotion and graduation re-
quirements.

All in all, I support the goals of bilingual education. In our increasingly diverse
and complex world, it is vital that all people of our Nation are able to communicate
with one another. It is important for limited English proficient (LEP) students to
be able to speak English; it is increasingly necessary for students who grow up with
English as their first language to be able to converse in another language.

I do think thatas with many Federal programsbilingual education is not
working as well as intended, and could certainly stand changing and updating. Con-
gress wants limited English proficient students to learn English in bilingual edu-
cation classes. But, Congress shouldand doeswant them to learn and move on.

One part of President Clinton's school reform legislation sets out seven goals to
be achieved by the year 2000. Goal number three Student Achievement and Citi-
zenshipstates, "By the year 2000, all students will leave grades 4 8, and 12 hav-
ing demonstrated competency over challenging subject matter including English ..."
I wholeheartedly agree.

But are the Bilingual Education programs accomplishing this goal? Population es-
timates from the National Clearinghouse for Bihngual Education show that the
number of LEP students increased from 2.4 million in 1980 to 2.8 million in 1990,
and will increase to approximately 3.4 million by the year 2000. With our current
budget constraints and new education programs fighting for education dollars, bilin-
gual education must use resources wisely-3.4 million young people's future will de-
pend on it.

Children from all over the world face a difficult transition from their native lan-
guage into English fluency when they enter American schools. Bilingual education
assumes that the transition can be eased when children can be taughttempo-
rarilyin the language they understand. The important word here is temporarily.

am concerned that we may be losing sight of the goal of bilingual educationto
help children become fluent in English as quickly as possible.

I firmly believe that learning English quicklyin about three yearsand learning
it with their English-speaking peers is the best way for LEP students to get ahead
academically and socially. For these reasons, programs funded under the Bilingual
Education Act should be more accountable. One of the main components of any ac-
countability measure must be how much English the students learn and how fast
they learn it. Programs which use innovative methods to move students along more
quickly and thus integrate them with their peers sooner should be rewarded and
highlighted for others to replicate.

In addition, we need to give parents more choices on the types of educational pro-
gram they can choose for their children. Parents of children in bilingual education
classes assume that their children are in those programs to learn English. Few want
their children taught primarily in their native language. They want to preserve
their native language at home, but recognize that the language of the school is Eng-
lish. We are doing a disservice to those parents who want Oleir children to integrate
into the school community as soon as they have acquired the necessary linguistic
tools in English to push forward on their own.

Mr. Chairman, as you and the committee continue your work on reauthorization
of the Bilingual Education Act, I hope you will keep the goals of this legislation in
mind. More and more parents are voicing their concern that their children are not
learning English fast enough. Nearly 3.4 million young people have their futures de-
pendent on the success of bilingual educationon the speed with which they acquire
and master English language skills. To continue with a program which is not pro-
ducing the desired results makes no sense. I urge this committee to make the nec-
essary changes to ensure that bilingual education teaches children English as quick-
ly as possible for their sake and for the sake of the Nation.

STATEMENT OF GERDA BIKALES, PRESIDENT, E PLURIBUS UNUM, WASHINGTON, DC

Once again, it is time for Congress to decide what to do about bilingual education,
the program that started as a modest experiment in 1974, and which now holds
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about 1.7 million children in its grip, at a cost exceeding $1 billion per year, in Fed-
eral and State taxes.

The members of the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational
Education are deluged with a barrage of studies and reports, conference proceedings
and journals, experts and lobbyists, all purporting to show that teaching immigrant
children in their native tongue produces better results in the classroom.

And no wonder! The studies are sponsored and designed by people who feed off
the moneys appropriated for bilingual education. The reports are written by those
who are professionally beholden in every way to bilingual education funding. The
experts are trained in academic departments supported with bilingual education
dollars, and they go on to hold professorships in them. The conferences and journals
are controlled by those expertspeople who, directly or indirectly, derive their pres-
tige and jobs from keeping children out of the reach of the English language as long
as possible. And the lobbyists do what lobbyists do so wellthey wax lyrical about
their self-interests.

Nothing is easier than to produce impressive evidence of the achievements of bi-
lingual education on paper, for the money and the institutional machinery is in
place to do so at will. And nothing is less reliable, for the conclusions are largely
preordained and not supported by actual academic outcomes.

Studies skeptical of bilingual teaching are not as numerous, they don't appear as
frequently, nor are they quoted as often as the ones making extravagant claims for
the method. There is very little money to be gotten for independent research, and
smart researchers will stay clear of bilingual education in any case, for they know
that they must toe the politically correct line, or their careers will be damaged.

Nevertheless, there has been a consistent flow of data proving that bilingual edu-
cation is not a superior methodology and fails to teach students English. In 1978,
the American Research Institute conducted the first large-scale study of bilingual
education, and found it seriously wanting. In 1981, two Education Department re-
searchers reviewed all the usable empirical data available, and concluded that the
results of bilingual education did not warrant mandating it over English-based
methods. A year later, Iris Rotberg of Harvard reached the same conclusion. In
1986, the National Advisory Council on Bilingual Education stated that "bilingual
education has been contradictory." Professor Christine Rossell has reported on sev-
eral research projects, all casting serious doubt on the achievements claimed for bi-
lingual education. Just last year, a longitudinal study of the El Paso schools showed
the advantages of intensive English-emphasis. Also last year, the prestigious Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, afar a review of numerous studies supporting bilingual
education, determined that they were too poorly done to be of any value.

Perhaps the most telling and useful information I could share with you is from
the recent survey entitled The American Teacher, conducted by the r.-spected firm
of Louis Harris and Associates for the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. This
is a survey, on many educational subjects, of 1,000 elementary and secondary teach-
ers in our children's classrooms. These teachers see, day in day out, what is happen-
ing in the schools, how programs affect collegial relationships, work environments,
school politics, classroom interactions, as well as academic outcomes.

To the question: "Do you think that government policy should promote bilingual
education programs that teach English and teach other subjects in a child's native
language, or should policy mandate that substantive subjects be taught in English."
America's teachers responded with a strong endorsement for teaching in English (64
percent).

We believe that this rejection of bilingual education by those teachers not directly
beholden to it is highly significant.

We urge you to consider its meaning carefully, and opt to depoliticize the schools
and free our immigrant students from the burden of semi-literacy in two languages
that is so often their fate in bilingual education.

As an organization concerned about the dissolution of the cultural bonds that
have tied us together as a pluralistic Nation, we urge you to make funding available
to help students with English language deficits, in ways determined by local schools,
using the resources available to them. The law should demand a heavy emphasis
on intensive English teaching and a rapid transition to the standard curriculum.

We must end the hysteria about bilingual teachers shortages that has prompted
us to fund the constant expansion of substandard bilingual educatior departments,
and to hire foreign teachers with uncertain credentials to teach in our children's
schools.

As a diverse people, we have to learn to live together, not separately. America's
schools is where we must learn these lessons. For out of many, we are one. E
PLURIBUS UNUM.
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STATEMENT OF

MAURO E. MUJICA, CHAIRMAN

U.S.ENGLISH

ON THE RE-AUTHORIZATION OF THE BILINGUAL EDUCATION ACT

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

AUGUST 3, 1993

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the
opportunity to present the views and proposals of U.S.EMGLISH on the 1993 re-
authorization of the Bilingual Education Act. I speak for hundreds of thousands
cf our supporters who want to see bilingual education reformed, starting at the
federal level.

Since its inception in 196B, and through its various re-authorization
cycles in 1974, 1978, 1984, and 1986, the federal Bilingual Education Act has had
as its main purpose the provision of monies to assist school districts to develop
and establish programs specifically designed for the limited English proficient
(LEP) population. More specifically, "such programs shall be designed to enable
students to achieve full competence in English and to meet school grade-promotion
and graduation requirements" (Sec. 7002 (a)(19)). Through a competitive process,
school districts apply for three-year grants (up to five under special
circumstances) to establish programs which will eventually be incorporated into
their own programs, without further assistance from the federal government. In
essence, the federal government supplies "seed 'coney" to develop programs to
demonstrate their viability and effectiveness to local school districts.

The overriding concern has always been that those of non-English speaking
tacsgro-d entering A.,erican schools be provided with a smooth transition Into
the Eng11,1-based edudatiotal system as soon as possible. This is to be
arcomplicled by teaching aniddren English without taking them away from the
learning of sub;ect matter.

Tte concern, and nencefwrtn the puipws of the Bilingual Education Act, has
been defined by an emphasis h. the teaching and learning of English. 7o my
surprise, duct:..; the Jut y 22 parlia hearing, I heard differently. Chairman Faith',
an tl that the concern was whether we wanted to turn aut. hilinguai or mtnalingual
children.

I am called by that comment to ark: heat role is onvisined for foreign
language instruction in our acuntry7 It has been througn that type cf instruction
that we have sought to have cur children 'ear:. other foreign lano ages. Ii the
Bilingual Education Act g:ing to Lima under its umbrella alt iore.on language
instruction? If so, what Is gaited b., doing this?

C.S.ENGLISH supprrta the original intent af the 8:1.ndual Edceatirn Ant:
to teach Englist to non-English speaking rhilaren quickly. to Lc:pined. Integratu
into the school cc:um:unity and Licence part of our Enolish-tasod eracational ayntem
as soon as possible. This intent in altruistic and as each worthy cf praise.

As written today. however, the S.1 total Eduration Act conta,as

contradictions and 'arks ht-tn flekibilit; and :rong accountability measures.

.S.FSGLIS4-vrepresenting over '10, CCC v,:ers--orpuses re-a-thuriaa:1-n-f
tte Bilingual Education Act. VII of the and Se-ond,ry tU.catiao

A:. , anlean the fg111,ing clhthges are enacted:

1
1. Lifting of all caps en programs

Percentage 4t0 fur ri raothad, r. et Is nat. 0.1 and the
systen, rust he opened to true e progiaa. design. Al' caps m-it he lifted
from Transitional Bilingua. EJJ:3t1Q, ape. ca. Alto:native, and 7cr01:1-cortal

Pfling,11 FA.ca. 1, Progra: tt.

If the programai funded .wider the Stlinoda. Fldoatian A,t aro capacity
hulldind and demonst4atlit. the Fla-t1,0 .1 allocatiha a ',art ferrentade
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of funds to a specific methodology contradicts the concept of de7Gluping
"exemplary" programs or "programs that work." Title VII institutionalizes a
hierarchy of methodologies, a practice not found in any other sector of the
educational field. As written today, Title VII say's to educators that the federal
government gives preference to a methodology that promotes teaching children in
their native languages. It should not be the role of the federal government to
promote a particular educational methodology over another. In addition, the
federal government should not be promoting a methodology whose superiority has
never been proven.

This year's re-authorization of the Bilingual Education Act must, address
the lack of clear research findings supporting the superiority of any methodology
over another in educating the limited English proficient. As reported by a panel
in The Case of Bilingual Education Strategies (Michael H. Meyer and Stephen E.
Feinberg, Editors, Washington, DC:National Academy Press, 1992), even the most
recent longitudinal study (Ramirez, J. David, et al. Longitudinal Study of
Structured English Immersion, Early-Exit and Late-Exit Transitional Bilingual
Education Programs for Language-Minority Students, San Mateo, CA: Aguirre
International, 1991) failed to provide clear findings. In fact, the panel noted
that no conclusion is warranted on the effectiveness of bilingual education
(i.e., native language-based bilingual education) programs based on the analyses
in these two studies or based on any further analyses of the same data. If the
research does not support giving preference to one methodology over another, why
should the Bilingual Education Act do it?

U.S.ENCLIBH understands that there must he a period of transition for many
students, during which the native language can be used to help them along. It may
even be possible that short-term (a matter of months) native language instruction
is beneficial for limited English proficient students in the beginning when their
knowledge of the English language is very low ("Blinded by Theory in Search for
Effective Programs for LEP Students: A call for Testing New Research Hypotheses,"
a paper presented by Keith Baker and Christine Rossell at the Annual Meeting of
the American Educational Research Association, Atlanta, CA, April 13-16, 1993).

The fact still remains, however, that native language-based bilingual
education programs segregate, involuntarily, LEP students into "separate-but-
equal" classes. Keeping LEP students in long-term native language classes
inhibits the development of their English academic language skills, and thus
reduces their opportunities for mobility. Without good English language skills,
they are unable to move into higher education or better jobs.

2. Incorporating into the Act the procedures specified by the Department of
Education's Office of Civil Rights for program compliance with Title VI
("The Provision of an Equal Education Opportunity to Limited English
Proficient Students," Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education,
December, 1992, pages 6-9).

The Act needs to reflect the broad discretion the Office of Civil Rights
gives schools in ensuring equal education opportunity for minority students.
Schools need more flexibility to improve their use of resources and manpower, and
to meet the expectations of parents. More and more parents are voicing the
concern that their children are not learning English fast enough. Most parents
of LEP students want their children to learn English as soon as possible (Parent
Preference Study, Department of Education, unpublished), to learn major subjects
primarily in English (Hispanic Link, Vol. 9, No. 43, october 28, 1991) and expect
bilingual programs to help their children accomplish this goal (National Latino
Political Survey, 1993).

3. Linking of all grant renewals directly to how well and how fast programs
teach English.

Programs funded under Title VII must be required to be accountable to the
purpose of the Bilingual Education Act: to teach children English to the highest
level of their age capabilities. The effectiveness of the programs must be
required to be measured in terms of how well children learn English, and their
efficiency by how fast it is learned. Programs which use innovative methods--such
as accelerated learning - -to move students along more quickly and thus integrate
them with their peers sooner should be recognized and highlighted for others to
replicate.

The major factor in the selection of a program as an Academic Excellence
Program--a Title VII component whose purpose is to highlight "exemplary"
programs--must be how effectively and efficiently the program teaches English.

4. Stipulating that all teacher training programs funded under Title VII
provide training in a variety of English language development
methodologies.

Many such training programs today focus primarily on the "facilitation
hypothesis " - -the notion that one needs to achieve a high level of native language
proficiency before one can achieve the highest level of a eocond language
proficiency. This hypothesis guides most training currently offered for bilingual
education certification. The result is that teachers ultimately end up
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internalixl., tne notion that children need to be taugnt in their native

languages first in order for them to learn English. But the validity of this

"facilitation hypothesis" is at best questionable.

Teacher training programs funded under Title VII must be required to expose

their trainees to all teaching strategies, including the weaknesses and strengths

of each. The greater the repertoire a teacher.has at his or her disposal, the

more flexible a teacher will be in meeting the needs of specific LEP students.

Teachers of LEPo deserve comprehensive training which will cover, among

many other things, accelerated techniques for learning languages and subject

matter and which will present the most up-to-date knowledge on learning and

teaching.

The Bilingual Education Act must include an accountability measure for

these teacher training programs which relates to the inherent purpose of the Act:

to teach LEPs English quickly. How effective such
training programs are is hardly

known.

5. Making 'parental consent", not just "parental notification", a must for

pupil participation in Title VII-funded programs.

Parents must be allowed to choose not to have their children placed into

Title Vul-funded programs. Parental consent should be required prior to any

placement decisions by school administrators.

School programs which are newly established are for the most part

considered experimental, that is, the school district wants to know if that

program will work for 'ts students. Because of this experimental nature, parents

are consulted as to whether they want their children to participate in these
programs. Bilingual education programs in the process of being instituted in a

school system fall into the same category. However, even though a public notice

is published in local newspapers about the intent of the district to apply for

a Title VII grant, and a meeting is generally held with "some" parents to fulfill

a proposal requirement, parents of
children who ultimately are placed in the

"new" bilingual education program are rarely given the opportunity to decide on

their own whether or not they want to enroll their children in those programs.

Anecdotal data consistently show that when parents choose to decline to

have their children placed in those programs they usually are able to do no only

after the children have been assigned to such programs. This process makes it

harder for parents to be involved in the process. After a school administrator

or teacher makes a decision about one's child, parents feel threatened about

reversing that decision and worry about possible repercussions. Parents who
already are "threatened" by the very basics of a new life in a foreign

environment don't need this additional threat from our school system. Title VII

should require that parents be given the choice to enroll their children prior

to a placement decision.

This is also a solution to the persistent problem of wrongly assigning a

child to a bilingual education class simply because his or hen last name is
Hispanic/Latino--even when the child's dominant language is English. Obviously,

in these cases, parents have already made a deliberate choice as to the language

they want their children to use. Why should the schools be allowed to reverse

that decision?

6. Changing the name of the Act.

The name of the Act, The Bilingual Education Act, is misleading. If the

purpose of the Act is to teach children English, its name should so indicate.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Written Testimony of the Rural Alliance for Newcomers in Midwestern
Schools

Submitted to the House Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education

August 5, 1993

This written testimony represents the cooperative work of a group of
27 people from Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, and
Oklahoma. We met as an alliance of 15 educators, 3 local business persons,
4 teacher educators, 2 researchers, and 2 state education officials with a
common interest in meeting the needs of newcomers in rapidly changing
communities in the midwest. Far from the imagined flat, homogenous
heartland, small cities in our region are changing dramatically with
innovations in agricultural processing. These industries have brought new
economic life to small communities throughout the Midwest. Lacking a
native workforce, and often paying relatively low wages, they bring new
immigrants and new challenges to schools in the heartland. This testimony
derives from our growing concern for schools, communities, and new
arrivals in our changing communities.

In February and again in late July of 1993, we identified our shared
concerns in several areas, including the reauthorization of ESEA,
particularly Title VII and Chapter 1. Participants are familiar and in
concurrence with the focus of the Stanford Working Group, and are in
concurrence with most of the specifics in the proposed NABE legislation.
Our specific interests and concerns are outlined below, which are followed
by some brief critical incidents to set our concerns in real-life contexi.

General Concerns
Federal funding and policy making too often overlook smaller.

changing communities. Our schools are changing, often dramatically: our
responses are varied, from denial to innovation. Ignoring the needs of
small communities like ours will hamper existing district efforts to meet
the needs of both newcomers and established residents, prevent the
dissemination of successful new models, and risk repetition of costly policy
and program mistakes like "sink-or-swim" approaches to language
learning.

New poultry processing plants in Missouri and Arkansas, pork and
beef processing in Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa have made many
conununities multi-lingual (not just In:lingual) almost overnight. Much
exemplary work has resulted, which demonstrates that language diversity
can be both a resource for schools and a challenge. While many
communities are struggling, reauthorization presents an opportunity to
meet new needs in the smaller communities in the Midwest.

Recommendations for ESEA Reauthorization

State Capacity Building
Proponents of education refomi for language minority students have

stressed the importance of linking federal and state education reform
fforts through state-level planning. Our group found that state and federal
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program oversight has often been inadequate to insure that small
communities are aware of both their responsibilities and opportunities
regarding language minority students Any legislation in ESEA must
specificly incorporate language minority students in all school reform
efforts at federal, state, and local levels.

ESEA's reauthorization can and should encourage an active and
specific federal, state, and local role in promoting services to
language minority students

Title VI!
Formula funding of Title VII projects on the basis of the size of the

language minority population would eliminate or sharply reduce available
funds for smaller districts or districts with substantial new growth.
Presently, some small districts are forging new regional alliances, but these
cost- and resource-sharing efforts are not encouraged by present policy.
Meanwhile, the review and approval of discretionary grants may now be
done by panels of "experts" often with no experience in the needs of
smaller communities.

Funding priorities for discretionary projects should include
districts in which the percentage of language minority students
has increased rather than in which the number is high

Priority should be given to inter-district and regional cooperation
among otherwise geographically isolated smaller schools for
instructional delivery and in-service training, including the use of
distance-learning technology

Appointment of a broad range of professionals to grant review
panels will improve the quality of the Title VII discretionary
grant review process. and must incorporate regional and rural
representation in the statute

Chapter 1
There is great inconsistency in the availability of Chapter I services

to newcoMer students in our region. Some schools provide services to
language minority students. sometimes inc'uding first language instruction;
others do not modify Chapter 1 services, or completly exclude newcomers.
We support the proposals to explicitly include language minority students
in Chapter I and to insure that Chapter I services are appropriate to
student needs.

Chapter 1 services should be made available to language minority
students and tailored to their needs

Critical Incidents

The "critical incidents" detailed below highlight the diversity of the
local response to new immigration in the schools. These examples point
out the need for federal and state attention to local &trios in which the
capacity to serve language minority students is limited. R also illustrates
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tic. value of early coordination and cooperation among similar rural
districts, and the creativity and flexibility of local responses.

Kansas
Who Are Public Schools For?

This fall a 19 year old woman from Mexico sought admission to this

high school . She had not been enrolled in school for three ears and did

not want a high school diploma, but wanted to learn English. The high

school refused her admission.

This high school faced a problem: who was to be served? The

policy is based on the counsel of the attorney for the Kansas State Board of

Education. This high school's policy is to deny admission to persons over

the age of 18 if they have not been continuously enrolled in another public

or private school prior to their request for admission. They argue that

their priority is to educate children, and that adult education is the pervue

of GED programs. The school makes referrals to the local GED program,

and is concerned that the quality of the local GED program is high enough

to meet the need- in the community. (Excerpted from a critical incident

submitted by a high school principal.)

Kansas:
Immigrants and Sports

The population of another Southeast Kansas town of 25,000 has

increased 36 percent since the arrival of a new beef packing plant in 1980.

Three new elementary schools have been built to accommodate 1,976 new

students. The high school enrollment of 1,111 in 1988-1989 consisted of

one-third minority students: 21 percent established resident and newcomer

Hispanics; 7.8 percent new arrival Southeast Asians and 1.4 percent.

African Americans. The immigrant student population is highly mobile:

one third of the students move on during the school year.

Sports are important to high schools. The school administration

encourages students to participate in sports and extracurricular activities to

encourage identification with the school and deter drop outs. The football

season sets the tone for the school year. One school official said, "If you

have a good football season, then you usual., have a pretty good school

year." Higher status accrues to high school athletes, as it does to the

school's high academic achievers.
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The community identifies closely with the football program, and

expects its team to have a winning season. Attendance at football games

reemphasizes the townspeople's unity identity, and American values and

tradition in the face of rapid growth and change. But newcomer

participation in sports and other extra curricular activities is limited.

During the 1988-1989 school year, immigrant student participation

declined. The sponsos of the Southeast Asian Club resigned during the

year due to a perce:ved lack of support from the administration. Many

immigrants had been interested in soccer, but the soccer team, too, was

eliminated when the sponsor moved to another school and no other teacher

would sponsor the team. No one told the immigrant student athletes what

happened to their soccer club. While the Southeast Asian Club entered a

float.in the Homecoming Parade and won Third Place. two Vietnamese

seniors in the graduation week activities committee complained that th,:

other students were only interested in "American" activities, and they

weren't interested in those things.

Later, the school reestablished the soccer club, but the practices

were held at the middle school, included middle school students, and

transportation was not provided. Many students were still discouraged by

these aspects of the soccer program and participation was low.

Because of their failure to participate in organized American sports

and extracurricular activities, immigrant students lack social status in the

town and among their peers, and other students, administrators and

townspeople think immigrant students are not interested in becoming part

of mainstream America. (Excerpted from a researcher's report.)

Nebraska:
A Positive First Experience

1 teach in a small midwestem school. This year was my first

experience teaching an immigrant child. Also, I have had no training in

other languages. However, this has been a very rewarding experience. My

student has been very eager to learn and their families are very supportive

of education.

Luis is a very social person and has been very well received by his

peers. They are so eager to help him. Luis is very good at drawing and

received local recognition. I try to incorporate, at every opportunity,
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events and history from his native cuuntry, Mexico.

I feel my students have learned about not stereotyping other people

and their culture. This makes me feel good. It has been a wonderful year

and I will hate to let him go. (Excerpted from a critical inciden. submitted

by an elementary teacher.)

Nebraska:
Coping with an INS Raid

In September 1992, the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization

Services raided a beefpacking plant in our town. After seizing the plant's

personnel files, 200 federal agents picked up 307 undocumented workers,

took them to the National Guard Armory and began deportation processes.

The INS separated families.

The next morning in school there was mass confuF: n; and there was

quite a '.tir among the Spanish speaking community. Studmts hid in school

restrooms, afraid the INS would take them from the school. Other

students in hiding did not attend school for two weeks. Some: students were

deported with their parents, but the school was not notified by INS. School

enrollment dropped 20 percent, but by May, enrollment had returned to

the level of the previous September.

If this should happen in your community, make it perfectly clear to

IN'S that you want names of children who are also being deported and have

policies in place as to how the school will handle the situation if it occurs in

your community! (Excerpted from a critical incident submitted by a

secondary ESOL teacher.)

Nebraska:
Community-wide Planning

This county of 22,000 has grown 12.76 percent since 1990. The

largest community in the county grew 30 percent. with the opening of a

beef packing plant in 1990. Of the 2200 beef plant workers, 60 percent are

Latino. Numbers of Thai. Vietnamese and Laotians also grew a small

amount.

Based on a report by a Community Impact Study Team of area

representatives from education, law enforcement, health, human services.

economic development and other agencies. the county formed the Dawson
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County Interagency Council to coordinate the services of community

agencies. The council of 45 schools, agencies, churches and organizations

meet twice monthly to share information and discuss requests for assistance

from council members on projects. With a short turn-around on proposals

and no duplication of services they have accessed many programs in three

years, including the Maternal Health Clinics, 3 area Head Start programs,

transferred him to the parochial high school. He wants to attend a U.S.

university. The teachers and administration aren't sure how to respond to

his needs. (Excerpted from a critical incident submitted by a university

faculty member.)

Missouri:
A Poultry Plant and New Needs

This boot heel town of 2,000 has acquired a poultry processing plant.

The plant has attracted established migrant workers who also work in

peach orchards. The district of 760 has received up to 100 children.

The children and their families need social, health and educational

services. The GED/Adult Education and social service agencies have been

asked to help. The SEA Migrant Office has given money for bilingual

tutors. The Southeast Missouri Migrant Center is a resource for materials.

The school district has been hesitant to report the numbers of

Limited English Proficiency students because they do not know how to

identify them and because they do not have the financial and human

resources to assist the children. Our major concerns are: conveying

information about available social services; properly identifying language

and educational needs of children and adults; providing appropriate

language and content area instruction, and identifying human and financial

resources. (Excerpted from a critical incident submitted by a university

faculty member.)

Ken C. Erickson
Topeka, Kansas
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THE EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY OF THE BILINGUAL
PROGRAMS FOR LANGUAGE MINORirr STUDENTS AND L.E.P STUDENTS

A Statement to the Chairman of the Elementary. Secondary.
and Vocational Education Subcommittee on the Reauthorization

of tne Bilingual Educational Act for 1993
by

GLORIA MATTA TUCHMAN

Depending on, with whom you talk or what literature you review.

you will get varying theories and research as to the application

of Bilingual Education. It is a dilemma to those who are involved in

the educational field, as well as the average lay person who is not

familiar with educational Issues. Bilingual education is not

controversial in terms of good or bad, out in terms of purpose and

effectiveness. I am not against bilingualism or any degree of

mu!tilingualism. The ability to speak and comprehend more than one

language in an asset for anyone. It opens new avenues of knowledge

and appreciations, and understandings.

The bilingual debate has oeen centered around the Issue of flexibility

in determining the appropriate method of instruction and the amount

of funding that should be provided for special alternative

instructional programs. The current federal budget exceeds SSISS and

and the current state budget exceeds SWISS. Legislation reauthorizing

the Federal Bilingual Education Act will be addressed by Congress in

1993. Current legislation designates that 75% of funding goes to

transitional oiiingual education (native language Instruction) and 25%

of funding goes to alternative instructional programs. There should

oe NO CAP placed on the funding since transitional bilingual education

has never b'en proven to be the most superior method of instruction

for teaching limited English students. No program has teen more

heavily funded. or better established than transitional bilingual

education. Nationwide, as well as statewide, funding for thls type

of Instruction has Increased nearly 100 fold from Its original

funding.

Questions are Increasingly being asked about Its purpose. its

effectiveness. and Its future. The purpose of Bilingual Education Is

to transition' limited English speaking students from their native
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tongue to English and to produce the highest English language

achievement of which that student is capable.

The disgraceful treatment of linguistic minorities
In this countrythe mislabeling of limited
English proficiency children as mentally retarded.
their high dropout or pushout rate because they
have been allowed to flounder In an ellen. hostile
environment. or actually punished for using their
mother tongue - -may have influenced many social
scientists. bilingual education lawyers. and reviewers
of the research to believe that any policy which ignores
the mother tongue In favor of English is racist, and any
policy which maintains mother tongue, however Inadequately.

is equitable. This has created an atmosphere in which it
is all too easy to interpret flawed studies as support
for bilingual education and to reject or ignore competent.
relevant studies as support for bilingual education and
to reject or ignore competent, relevant studies with
conflicting findings. (Christine H. Rossell & J. M. Ross.
The Social Science Evidence on Bilingual Education, 1988.

I can tell you from 29 years of firsthand experience of teaching

limited English students that transitional bilingual education is

not the solution. I do not concur with the theory of teaching

children to read and write In their native language before

learning English. I feel that native language teaching leads to

frustration and contusion because many pupils are often as

handicapped In the knowledge of their So-Called mother tongue as

they are In English. As regards to the instructional program. the

time and effort placed on bilingual instruction decreases the time

and effort given to English and other subjects resulting in limited

English taught pupils being increasingly left farther and farther

behind their peer group and age level.

Bilingual education must be reformed if it is to adequately meet

the needs of these students. I am a proponent of English Immersion or

Sheltered immersion. It is an organized curriculum that includes

English language development, primary language assistance if possible.

anc oasis skills that are developed through English. A lesson can be

linguistically simple, but the content can be complex. It Is a

technique that moves at a slower pace and employs simple vocabulary

and common sense. Visual alds are a necessity and when that

Ocean t work, actual hands on experience is utilized. I believe

that the State can operate Its bilingual etWcatiOn program more
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effectively ana efficiently by employing this method of Instruction.

meeting the goals set forth by Office of Civil Rights (OCR's)

Federal Regulations.

Submersion is a curriculum designed for native speakers of English.

but It has no special Instructional activities to meet the needs

of limited English proficient students Often this curriculum is

referred to as 'sink or swim.' I do not favor this teaching method

for limited English students.

10
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AN EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS FOR PUPILS WITH LIMITED PROFICIENCYY
IN ENGLISH

The Legislature asked the California Department ox Education (CDE)

in I988 to contract for an evaluation of services for limited English

proficient students in California. Ironically, thousands of dollars

were Paid for a study that assessed five specific Limited English

Proficient (LEP) learning programs. Instead of assessing the children

within those programs. The study was called 'Meeting the Challenge of

of Language Diversity.' The programs discussed were I) ESL Pull-out

2) Sheltered English 3) Bilingual Late Exit 4) Bilingual Early Exit

5) Double Immersion (also call Dual Immersion or Two Way Bilingual)

This report is deceptively naive. It states that California 'faces

a complex challenge of educating a rapidly growing number of language

minority students.'

This is not a new challenge. it is an old crisis. One that has been

sidestepped by politicians and administrators alike for decades. For

just as long. one method of instructing LEP students has been favored

over others: Transitional Bilingual Education!

The facts would affirm the necessity for addressing this crisis.

a) Two-thirds of Calltornia's new arrivals In 1990 were Immigrants.
b) The Asian population grew by over 100%. The Latino population

by nearly 70%.

However. the study also says the state will soon instruct one

million LEP's within the X-12 system. 68.4% of all LEP's are

currently at the K-6 level. It is an undisputed fact that early

immersion In a second language guarantees the highest level of fluency

in that language.

In other words as with most things in life

the longer that learning Is delayed, the less thoroughly It will be

absorbed. Point being, only the 'Sheltered or English Immersion'

method encourages Immediate acquisition of English and succeeds at

being the most cost effective for teaching LEP students.

11
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THE BIASES OF THE STUDY

'Meeting the Challenge of Language Diversity'
An Evaluation of Programs for Pupils with Limited Proficiency

In English
February 1992

I have major problems with the overtly political tone of this study.

I. The study did not state clear findings that might be beneficial
to the resolution of the problems currently facing LEP children.
bilingual education and California's crumbling educational programas a whole.

2. It avoided the realities of California's education %/ten discussing
LEP students:

a) 'Fifteen years ago the Supreme court found the schools had a
a duty to provide special programs for students who do not
speak English. The U.S. Department of Education imposed
policies In response to the Lau decision that made bilingual
education prinicams the dominant way the schools met this duty.
In retrospect, the research we have looked at Indicates the
U.S. Department of Education, the courts. Congress, and
several states made an error of epic dimensions. There was
no research support for the decision when they made it.
(Epstein 1978; Baker and de Kanter, 19e1). The research
conducted during the following decade and a half further
demonstrated the failure of bilingual education programs as
a civil rights policy.'

(Congress also made a major contribution to the spread of
bilingual education programs in the way it wrote and amended
ESEA Title VII.)

The courts also played a major role. abetted by school
districts that agreed bilingual education programs were
desirable. but too EXPENSIVE. (See Baker and tie Linter. 1986;
Baker and Rossell. 1985; and Rossell and Bake:. 1990,
Bilingual Education: Time to Take a Second Look?)

b) The availabllity of bilingual teachers for the
100 (,,'.ages represented in California schools is not
e realistic and practical solution. p.2

c) Segregation of LEP stvients from their English speaking peers.
What's more. segregation didn't work In tha South. Segregating
language-minority children who are just starting out, and are
In search of a fragile. Illusive self-identity and hungry for
challenge and knowledge. Is a living contradiction to
everything education and learning Is all about.

d) It fails to make note of past and current Hispanic (majority
LEP) drop-out rates, sinking tests scores and shrinking college
entrance statistics and their relation to the transitional
bilingual program in place.

'The California Postsecondary Education Commission, In a study
on high school graduates eligible for the University of
California by Race and Et ':Ity, reveals alarming statistics.
In 1990 only 3.9% of Latino high school graduates were
qualified to enter the UC system, as compared to 32.2% Asian
and 12.7% White. Among those eradiates who took the SAT. when
broken down by race and ethnicity. Latino students came In
dead-last. at 30% compared with Asians at 70 %.'

e) It was stated that schools do not have valid and ongoing
assessments of the performance for students with limited
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proficiency in English. Therefore. the state and the public

cannot hold schools accountable for LEP students achieving

high levels of performance. This is unexcuseable!
The bilingual program that has been in place In a majority
of school districts for decades must be held accountable
for failure to adequately educate millions of children
In becoming English proficient. That was the intent of the law.

Schools can certainly be held accountable for implementing
on-going assessment efforts. Reclassification Is the measure

of 'success' of a program for LEP students. The fear of losing

funding for reclassified students is a big concern of districts

and Is one of the wraknessess of the program. There Is NO

incentive to reclassify LEP students.

f) It was stated that the Legislature should increase the level
of state funding, and review the current funding mechanisms,
for programs and services for LEP students. tp.29)
I requested costs for the bilingual education program at the

state level and they were not accessible from the Department
of Finance or the Department of Education. No one was able to

to answer any questions regarding budgetary figures for
bilingual education at the Department of Education. The
Department of Finance stated that there Is no way to track
monetary figures by the way it disperses funds to the school

districts. Additional funding Is not the solution.
ACCOUNTABILITY OF TAXPAYER DOLLARS IS THE SOLUTION!!!!!

SUGGESTED RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE LITTLE HOOVER COMMISSION

I) Additional funding Is not the solution. Redirection of funding

and accountability of the School Districts In educating LEP
students In becoming English proficient must be mandated by the

public. For example: Pre-school and Headstart programs should
be emphasizing early English Immersion, as was the original
Intent of the program when it was initiated In the '50's. English
Immersion programs, intensive English Language Development.
Newcomer. Protect Ease and Language Learning Center programs will
lead students to knowledge, understanding, and Independence to
achieve ENGLISH PROFICIENCY!!

2) Flexibility of School Districts to address their individual
bilingual instructional needs should not be unduly restricted

by the State Department of Education. School Districts should

be allowed a great deal of discretion in program design.

3) Title VI does not mandate any particular program of Instruction
for LEP students according to the policy update of Sept. 27. 1991

by the Office of Civil Rights (OCR).

4) NO CAP should be placed on the funding allocated at the Federal

level for the Bilingual Education Act. Current legislation

designates that 75% of funding goes to transitional bilingual
education (native language instruction) and 25% of funding goes

to alternative Instructional programs (English Instruction).

5) Special credentlaiing of all teachers. Including language
specialists and classroom teachers should not be required by the

State Department of Education. Judge Jensen concluded that the

evidence showed: 'that good teachers are good teachers no matter

what the educational challenge may be. The plaintiffs' evidence

did not support the claim that LEP students should be taught only

by teachers or tutors holding specialized credentials.' (CF.Teresa

P. v. Berkeley U.S.D., 724 F. Supp.698, 714, N.D. Cal. 1989)

6) Staff development and training of staff that work with LEP

students can be done at the local level. Dissemination and

information that reflects English Language Development from
from an unbiased point of view by practitioners and rtesechere
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should be authorized by the State Depari.went of Education.
Dr. Herbert J. Walberg of the Univ. of Illinois stated In the
(GAO Report) March 1987 to Congress. that the total population
of opinion is likely to be biased because mos the research
and synthesis In this field has been carried

. 'nee who have
been funded by 'true believers' within and o.

. government
Intent on showing the superiority of a single approach. Getting
information from such sources is like asking your barber if you
need a haircut.'

7) Parental consent for enrollment In the program.

CONCLUSIONS

Headstart was begun nearly three decades ago. My mother. Mary Lydia

Garza and my father. Manuel N. Matta helped found it in Arizona.

My step-father. Dr. George J. Garza was National President of

League of Latin American Citizens (MAC). and created the 'Little

School of 400' that was the model for what we know to be 'Project

Heaastart.' Its original intent was to promote reduced school

truancy, and fewer referrals to special edication for disadvantaged

children. It was also aimed at teaching them '400' basic English

words so they would be prepared to start school.

According to Dr. Lily Wong Fillmore. a Professor at U.C. Berkeley.

'Language-minority children who attend preschools where English Is

spoken are far more likely to abandon their primary language.

will have difficulty communicating with their families. and put

their family values at risk.' The likelihood of children forfeiting

and losing their primary languages as they learn English poses a major

problem in the first place.' The message here is clear: Protect the

failed bilingual education system and the Jobs that will be lost. with

your lives!!

The National Association of Bilingual Education (NADE) and The

California Association of Bilingual Education are accomplices In

calling for less English Instruction for language - minority children.

James Lyons is the Executive Director of MBE. He reaches for the

trendy, siren -call of 'family values' to pound home his point:

'The immersion of LEP children in English programs at the ages of 3 or

4 presents the risk of grave psychological harm.' he says, 'At root.

they are being taught to disrespect their parents.' Teachers are not
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promoting disrespect in the classroom. Since when Is learning a host

country s language disrespectful?

It Is an undisputed fact that early Immersion In a second language

guarantees the highest level of fluency In that language. In other

words. as mentioned earlier. facts confirm the longer that learning

Is cielayed. the less thoroughly It will be aosorbed.

In fact, Mr. Lyons' flayed hypothesis presupposes two failed notions:

I) that limited English proficient children are incapable of retaining

a lifetime s Knowledge of one language -- only to have It pushed out

of their mint: when asked to learn a second language.

2) that by pitting the prospects of educational advancement for their

children, against the blew( backdrop of a crumbling family structure

that affected families would be forced Into a false choice of future

success for their children or the immediate ruin of family life as

they know it.

Furthermore. N?BE states. 'children have to learn English. but they

should not be required to do so until their native languages are

stable enough to handle the Inevitable encounter with English and all

it means.'

Can you feel the rumble of a new government bureaucracy coming

California's way? Sticking Its nose further into your life to

determine when a child actually will be deemed 'stable' enough to

proceed onto English?

Can you hear the politicians bickering over the rules and regulations.

fighting for the right to make what should be a parent's decision?

If ever adults were putting handcuffs on kids -- limited In their

English or not -- curbing their expectations, when educational freedom

Is wh') t.ey re young minds beckon for. then bilingt.ai education Is an

tragic fxamp.e of that.

No one is asking parents to force the.- children to abandon the!:

native language. h t rather to help them build upon. the

founoatio, neratage they aiready possess.

A heritage mut!' like a peop:e; they need not disavow a historic

NW to NII0 a Shining future. Parents are taking those steps
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everyday in California and they do It out of :hance more than

cholce. Its the classic American chance. its the chance their

children will do a little better than they did. succeed where they

failed, and thrive where they are stymied by their language

I imitations.

In short, no single issue facing California represents more of a

mirror of what the future of California will look like than the

shape of our bilingual education policy, It Is a pure economic

question: Can our children succeed without learning English? No, not

In the international market-place. Shouldn't America be teaching its

own children the language of the land?

Disregard for a moment that the State's recognized bilingual education

policy nas never been validated In any scientific or expert study as a

success. However. a State-sponsored study did uncover evidence that

California's primary language instruction program Is 'ineffective' in

promoting English language proficiency and cannot be held accountable.

Accountability is paramount to improving the educational system, and

saving taxpayer dollars.

In fact. Judge Jensen statrd In a 1989 Berkeley School District court

case that 'no imperial vat idation....that teachers with special

credentials, or more education produce children with higher

achievement than teachers without these credentials.'

In the final analysis. I believe. It Is within California's grasp to

send a clear message to the nation by demonstrating the colle:tive

will to turn a failed bilingual education program into one thit

empowers children. Tills can be acnleved through redirection o!

funding to Eng'Ish immdrsion programs that will lead students to

knowledge. understanding and Independence to achieve English

proficiency

I believe an issue as far-ranging as this deserves to be heard in the

fres?, air of public debate. Therefore. It would be my honor to

testify before your Commfssion on this matter.
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